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Abstract
The 3rd Nordic Innovation Research PhD Conference, IEM Arctic Workshop, held in December
2008 in Oulu, Finland, focuses on different aspects on Management of Innovation. The NIR 2008
is devoted to support doctoral students in their actual research work. 

This book is a selection of papers written by the participating PhD students from the
universities of Oulu, Lappeenranta, Luleå, and also long distance co-operators from Kasetsart
University, Thailand. 13 papers, presented in this book, provide views for current research. These
papers are considering areas such open innovation, knowledge management, corporate
entrepreneurship, strategic management, and concepts to manage product development. 
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Preface 

On behalf of the Organizing Committee and the Local Organizing Team of the 
Department of Industrial Engineering and Management at the University of Oulu, 
it is my pleasure to welcome all researchers and innovators to the 3rd Nordic 
Innovation Research Conference. The 1st Nordic Innovation Research 
Conference was held in Oulu 2006 and second in Luleå, Luleå university of 
Technology Sweden 2007. This third conference follows the trace marked by 
earlier conferences – to promote young Nordic researchers work in the wide field 
of innovation. The original purpose – to allow young researchers to present their 
ideas and findings in an international but also in rather familiar environment is 
working. This compilation is a selection of papers written by PhD students from 
the Nordic universities like University of Oulu, Luleå University of Technology, 
Lappeenranta University of Technology, but also long distance co-operators from 
Kasetsart University Thailand. As the Editor of the Conference Proceedings and 
the Chairman of the Conference, I want to thank the reviewers for their valuable 
work, the organisers who pulled everything together in a tight schedule and all the 
authors for their contributions. I hope that this meeting will be enjoyable and will 
strengthen the tradition of communication and increase our research in the field of 
innovation. 
 
Oulu 5th December 2008 
Harri Haapasalo, Professor 
University of Oulu 
Department of Industrial Engineering and Management 
Chairman of the 3rd Nordic Innovation Research Conference 
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Modelling external knowledge to study the 
benefits of the external knowledge to SME’s  

Pekka Kess*1 and Kongkiti Phusavat2 

1University of Oulu, Department of Industrial Engineering & Management, P.O Box, FI-90014 Oulu, 
*Email: pekka.kess@oulu.fi  
2 Kasetsart University, Department of Industrial Engineering  
Bangkok 10900, Thailand, Email: fengpta@ku.ac.th 

Abstract 
The research has two parts. First there is the analysis of the knowledge management as it 
has been defined and described in the literature. The second part is the empirical one where 
a taxonomy development is done. The main interest of the study lies in the empirical part 
however the study of history and the state of the art in the Knowledge Management forms 
an important basis for it. The research question which is answered via literature review is 
as follows: What types of classifications have been used in knowledge transfer? The 
empirical part of the study is structured on the basis of the research question: What is the 
company external knowledge taxonomy that can be used to study external knowledge 
usage to the benefits of SME’s? The taxonomy was developed in order to research 
questions like: What would be the right type of external knowledge to be used in certain 
phases of the life-cycle of the company, of the technology utilized by the company or of 
the products, or what kind of measurable effects can be achieved by using external 
knowledge for the benefit of the company. One of the key questions is: what is the right or 
correct knowledge for any given business at any given time? The objectives in this 
research project was to conceptualize and define the external knowledge necessary, useful, 
applicable and in all other ways valuable for the benefit of the small business success.  

The objective was to fulfil the needs of both academic community and business 
practitioners in various business environments including, but not necessarily limiting in 
Finland, the USA and Thailand. The purpose of the research was to build a taxonomy to 
the external knowledge that small and medium sized companies utilize in order to perform 
better in business terms. The building of the taxonomy was based on a literature survey of 
the knowledge management literature, on a survey carried out mainly in Finland and partly 
in Thailand as well as on interviews. The research utilizes the qualitative concept creation 
research paradigm and grounded theory is used to analyze the data from the surveys and 
interviews. The result of the survey is a taxonomy where at the highest abstraction level 
the following 6 areas of expertise are identified: the Mentor – the Angel – the Guru – the 
Coach – the Politician – the Father. These roles represent all aspects of the external 
knowledge that was identified in this research. The taxonomy has been built as a three 
level hierarchy.  

Keywords: knowledge, knowledge transfer, expert, mentor, coach, angel, guru, SME, 
success 
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1 Introduction 

The research has two parts. First there is the analysis of the knowledge 
management as it has been defined and described in the literature. The second 
part is the empirical one where the taxonomy development is done. The main 
interest of the study lies in the empirical part, but the examination of history and 
the state of the art in the Knowledge Management forms an important basis for it. 
There is one main research questions examined in the literature review part of the 
study, namely: 

Q1: What types of classifications have been used in knowledge transfer? 

The empirical part of the study is structured on the basis of the second research 
question: 

Q2: What is the company external knowledge taxonomy that can be used to 
study external knowledge usage to the benefits of SME’s? 

The purpose of the taxonomy is to use it to research like: 

– What would be the right type of external knowledge to be used in certain 
phases of the life-cycle of the company, of the technology utilized by the 
company or of the products 

– What kind of measurable effects can be achieved by using external 
knowledge for the benefit of the company 

– What kind of measurable effects can be caused by using in a badly designed 
way the external knowledge? 

– Comparing the usage of external knowledge by companies in different 
industries and/or in different countries. 

Knowledge and Knowledge Management (KM) have been cited as one key 
element of successful business and also have been considered to be an emerging 
aspect of the management paradigm in the 21st century (Dess & Picken 2000, Hitt 
2000, Kess 2007). However, there has been and still is a lot of conceptual 
confusion with varying levels of experience and different objectives (de Long & 
Seemann 2000) about KM. The discussion on external management also starts 
early. Pfeffer (1981) suggests that the organisation itself should have within them 
the knowledge and the expertise necessary to solve their own problems, and 
argues that there is a room for outside experts. For examples, outside expert can 
permit power to be used to affect decisions in a somewhat less visible way. 
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Outside expertise can also serve to legitimate the decision reached. KM caters to 
the critical issues of organisational adaptation, survival, and competence in face 
of increasingly discontinuous environmental change. Essentially, it embodies 
organisational processes that seek synergistic combination of data and 
information processing capacity, and the creative and innovative capacity of 
human beings (Malhotra 1997). This is a strategic view of KM that considers the 
synergy between technological and behavioural issues as a necessity for survival 
in unpredictable environments. Furthermore, KM helps an organisation views all 
its operational processes as knowledge processes. Simply, all business processes 
involve creation, dissemination, renewal, and application of knowledge toward 
organisational sustenance and survival. This concept embodies a transition to a 
knowledge value chain (Nonaka & Takeuchi 1995). The knowledge value chain 
treats human systems as key components that engage in continuous assessment of 
information archived in the technological systems. In this view, the human actors 
do not implement best practices without active inquiry. 

It is the role of KM to connect two components that make up: knowledge 
owners and knowledge seekers. KM provides a means to capture and store 
passing knowledge and broker it to the appropriate individuals. It is also critical to 
separate this term into tacit and explicit knowledge. Tacit knowledge is more 
hypothetical, subjective, personal, and substantially more difficult to 
communicate. Tacit knowledge is the primary focus of many KM initiatives, 
because it is the repository of an organisation's most strategically valuable 
knowledge. The primary challenge of addressing explicit knowledge is managing 
its volume to ensure its relevance. A common deficiency facing organisations is 
information overload, as the levels of explicit knowledge become so 
overwhelming that it cannot be appropriately filtered. It is the management of 
explicit knowledge on which most organisations focus. As organisations make 
advancements in KM, they realise that managing tacit knowledge is even more 
strategic. The challenge of managing tacit knowledge is formulating it into a 
communicable form and distributing it to the knowledge seeker. Nonaka and 
Takeuchi (1995) point out that human knowledge is created and expanded 
through social interaction between tacit knowledge and explicit knowledge.  

The objectives in this research project was to conceptualize and define the 
external knowledge necessary, useful, applicable and in all other ways valuable 
for the benefit of the small business success. The target is to make a definition 
that is applicable for various needs including but not limiting to: 
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– defining the knowledge not available inside the company, but possibly 
available externally 

– defining the methods for the external knowledge acquisition 
– valuing the external knowledge assets. 

The objective was to fulfil the needs of both academic community and business 
practitioners in various business environments including, but not necessarily 
limiting in Finland, the USA and Thailand. The purpose of the research was to 
build a taxonomy to the external knowledge that small and medium sized 
companies utilize in order to perform better in business terms. The building of the 
taxonomy was based on a literature survey of the knowledge management 
literature, on a survey carried out mainly in Finland and partly in Thailand as well 
as on interviews. The research utilizes the qualitative concept creation research 
paradigm and grounded theory is used to analyze the data from the surveys and 
interviews. 

2 Knowledge classifications 

Here some classifications of knowledge are introduced to give the answer to the 
first research question. The vast number classifications in the literature makes the 
researcher to think that one existing would do and the challenge would be just to 
select the best one. However the classifications themselves implicitly show to the 
researcher the need for a more coherent and complete taxonomy for both the 
practical business purposes as well as to be used in further research as described 
in the Introduction. The selection of the classifications presented below is that of 
the researcher and the aim has been to cover as large spectrum as possible to fulfil 
the validity and reliability criteria. 

Aristotelian classification 

DG Schwartz (2006) explains how Aristotle presents the five virtues of thought 
that can be mapped to levels of knowledge: 

1. Epistémé: Factual or scientific knowledge 
2. Téchné: Skills-based technical and action-oriented knowledge 
3. Phrónésis: Experiential self-knowledge or practical wisdom based on 

experience 
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4. Noûs: Intuition 
5. Sophía: Theoretical knowledge of universal truths or first principles 

Ståhle’s classification 

Ståhle and Grönroos (2004) claim that every organization has three knowledge 
environments:  

1. mechanistic,  
2. organic and  
3. dynamic.  

On the mechanistic level, one encounters the organization's infrastructure. 
Information flows only in one direction, usually from the top down. Everyone 
knows his or her place and has access to the information needed to fulfil his or her 
daily tasks. This mechanistic attribute can be seen clearly in any formal 
organization, from a hospital's intensive care unit to a fire department.  

The next level is the organic. Instead of a one-way information flow, true 
communication exists. An open atmosphere and unfettered dialogue enable the 
organization to improve its behavior and take responsibility for reaching strategic 
goals. (Ståhle & Grönroos 2000) 

On the mechanistic and organic levels, however, one is only operating inside 
the organization. One tries to take full advantage of the organizational skills and 
explicit or implicit information, but the system remains closed. (Ståhle & 
Grönroos 2000) 

Tacit – Explicit – Implicit classification 

Knowledge can be categorized by dividing it into explicit, tacit and implicit 
knowledge (Nickols 2000), explicit and implicit (Schüppel et al. 1998), or tacit, 
explicit and cultural knowledge in which tacit knowledge is personal knowledge, 
explicit knowledge is codified knowledge, and cultural knowledge is based on 
shared beliefs (Choo 2000). 

Tacit knowledge is considered to be a source of innovation (Nonaka 1991, 
1994) but only the combination of both tacit and explicit knowledge, within and 
between organizations, leads to the timely development of new products and/or 
services. In other words, the firms being able to combine them are knowledge-
creating companies (Nonaka et al. 1998). 
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The Bi-polar classification 

Schüppel et al. (1998) present four bipolar dimensions for forming a knowledge 
management as follows: 

internal knowledge <> external knowledge 

actual knowledge <> future knowledge 

explicit knowledge <> implicit knowledge 

knowledge from experience <> knowledge from 

  rationality 

Here the external knowledge has been explicitly defined as the opposing power to 
the internal knowledge. Schüppel et al. (1998) offer numerous instruments in 
every bipolar dimension which can “kick off” a knowledge spiral.  

Arbnor and Bjerke’s classification 

Arbnor and Bjerke (1996) represent six categories of knowledge, which they also 
call social science paradigms. Their classification is summarized as follows 
(Table 1): 
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Table 1. Arbnor and Bjerke’s model. 

 Ultimate reality 

presumptions 

Stipulations 

about human 

nature 

Ambitions for creating 

knowledge 

Some common 

metaphors, 

pictures and 

description 

Some techniques 

for creating 

knowledge 

1 Reality as a concrete 

and conformable to 

law from a structure 

independent of the 

observer 

Man as stimulus 

– receiver and 

responder 

To reconstruct 

external reality – the 

empirically general 

one 

Machine; 

mathematics; 

logic 

Surveys; 

operational 

definitions 

2 Reality as a concrete 

determining process 

Man as social 

fact 

To explain entities in 

their regularities and 

breaks 

Organism; 

‘natural selection’

Historical analysis 

3 Reality as a mutually 

dependent fields of 

information 

Man as 

information 

transformer 

To reconstruct 

contexts in terms of 

information 

Cybernetics; 

network of 

information 

Contextual 

analysis 

4 Reality as a world of 

symbolic discourse 

Man as a role-

player and 

symbol-user 

To understand 

patterns of social 

interactions in terms of 

symbolic discourse 

Role-playing; 

theater; culture 

Symbolic analysis 

5 Reality as a social 

construction 

Man as active 

creator of 

symbols 

To understand how 

social reality is 

constructed, 

maintained and 

defined 

Language 

games; 

typifications; 

network of 

meanings 

Hermeneutic 

diagnosis 

6 Reality as a 

manifestation of 

human intentionality 

Man as 

intentional 

conscience 

To develop eidetic 

insight instead of an 

empirical one 

Intentionally; 

transcendence 

Variations of free 

imagination; to 

bracket 

appearances 

Lippit’s classification 

Lippitt (1973) has made a classification of external experts or knowledge over 30 
years ago, much before the Knowledge Management movement started, where the 
work of a consultant has been described as: 

1. Advocate 
2. Expert 
3. Trainer 
4. Alternative Identifier 
5. Collaborator 
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6. Process Specialist 
7. Fact-Finder 
8. Reflector. 

Johnson – Lorenz – Lundvall classification 

According to Johnson, Lorenz and Lundvall (2002) knowledge is built of four 
categories:  

1. know what 
2. know why 
3. know how and 
4. know who. 

The PathMaster classification 

The PathMasters (Savidge 1994) are a metaphor for the key outside influencers to 
help companies manage directions. This goes best to the entrepreneurs but is 
applicable to the company as whole. The metaphor takes two words: the Path and 
the Master. The Path portrays all the winding, uphill and downhill trails a 
business faces on its journey to growth. The PathMaster holds the requirement 
that the he/she must have extensive, deep, practical, broad, knowledge and 
experience in business. The PathMasters as defined by Savidge (1994) are  

1. the mentor, 
2. the coach,  
3. the guru and  
4. the angel. 

3 Empirical research 

Concept Creation Method was utilized in the empirical part of the research. The 
method has been described Tesch (1990), which is described in ‘engineering 
terms’ and in the way it was utilized in this research, in the Figure 1. 
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Fig. 1. Concept creation method. 

The data collection for the research is schematically presented in the Figure 2. 
The figure shows the various data elements that are used in the analysis and 
further in the taxonomy development.  
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Fig. 2. Empirical data collection. 

The all collected data was accumulated to one complete set of answers. The 
approach to analyse the data was that of the Grounded Theory (Pandit 1996, 
Strauss & Corbin 1990, 1994). Originally Grounded Theory (Glaser & Straus 
1967) was designed to advance the legitimization of qualitative research by 
articulating a rationale for theory that was grounded, i.e., “generated and 
developed through interplay with data collected during research projects,” while 
setting forth both the specifics and logic for such theories (Strauss & Corbin 
1990).  

The analysis process is schematically presented in Figure 3.  

Empirical data collection
Expert Survey – 53 participants

Business Actors – Entrepreneurs – 7 participants

Business Mentors – 16  participants

Experts (T&E Centres) – 19  participants

Experts (Centres of expretise) – 7 participants

Interview / Survey – Entrepreneurs – 4 participants
(Thailand)

Interviews – Experts - 7 participants (Finland, USA)
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Fig. 3. Research process schema. 

4 The Model 

To sum up the results of the surveys and the interviews of the expertise in 
addition to the literature the areas of external knowledge are structured into the 
main categories which were found to be: 

– The Mentor, who typically has a long and extensive experience of successful 
business and is willing to share his/her knowledge with younger and less 
experienced entrepreneurs and managers.  

– The Coach, who is a professional with expertise especially in business 
processes and in their improvement and development. 

– The Angel has some financial resources or at least knows where to get these 
resources for the company. The Angel also knows how to utilize the financial 
resources that are already within the company.  

– The Guru, who has very deep understanding and has very professional 
knowledge of some specific area of expertise. This expertise can be used to 
products, production, marketing or any other processes of the company. 
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– The Politician, who has knowledge about local, national and even 
international politics that is relevant to the business operations.  

– The Father, who represents the historical background of the family business. 
In this role the knowledge is strongly combined with the shared family values. 

In the Appendix the model is presented in the three abstraction levels defined in 
this research. The taxonomy defines the various roles and their knowledge 
spectrum as well as some indicators.  

5 Conclusions 

In conclusion, the paper presents an initial framework to help manage external 
knowledge. It includes external knowledge categories of father, politician, mentor, 
angel, coach, and guru. The study also shows that classifying the knowledge into 
tacit and explicit by nature serves the purpose of external knowledge management. 
Future comparisons with other guidelines can be helpful for an attempt to verify 
the accuracy of the findings (see Nocolescu 2003). The continuation of the 
research work means that this approach will later be enhanced with further data 
from other geographical locations such as Asia. The first interviews in Thailand 
indicate that the family ownership and family traditions are much stronger in 
business culture than it is in Finland. With the developed model, it is possible to 
launch comparative studies how successful and not so- successful companies have 
used external knowledge and how the collaboration between the knowledge 
owners and knowledge seekers can be beneficial in various phases of a new 
business. The future research can also bring light into the question weather 
entrepreneurs and managers in various countries. It is also interesting to examine 
the interrelationships among organisational learning, knowledge embedded within 
an organisation, and the ability to accelerate competitive advantages; i.e. both 
survivability and growth (Melton et al. 2006). Even the subject on supplier and 
Small and Medium Enterprises’ management can be greatly enhanced with the 
use of external knowledge. Finally, the additional research should focus on 
whether the second life-cycle (when a company begins to renew itself) will 
experience the similar results as demonstrated by the framework. 
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Appendix 1 
Below the model is presented in the three abstraction levels defined in this 
research. The taxonomy defines the various roles and their knowledge spectrum 
as well as some indicators.  
 

MENTOR 
Business knowledge 

Knowledge on business practices in geographical, cultural, etc. 
areas 
Entrepreneurship 

Strategic thinking 
Holistic view on business 
Target setting 
Business logic: How to make money 
Different / innovative ways of doing business 

Interpersonal skills 
Behavior in various business settings 
Capability to analyze values and attitudes 

Personal skills 
Self knowledge : strengths and weaknesses 
Problems recognition skills 

Business Planning 
Business analysis 
Business idea 
Product 
Competitive advantage 
Market 
Customer focus 
Competition 
Marketing 
Operations planning 
Management 
Financial resources 
Operations control system 

Risk management 
Risk assessment 
Risk analysis 
Risk reduction 

Partnerships  
Partnership building 
Trust building 

Networking 
Network building 
Trust building 
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COACH 
Process Knowledge 

Process measurement 
Process Improvement 
Process re-engineering  

Change Management 
Analysis 
Change planning 
Change implementation  

Management processes and practices 
Management system development (P-CMM) 
Strategy process (SWOT analysis, Scenario work) 

Total Quality Management (TQM) development 
Quality analysis 
Methods (ISO 9000, EQA, MBNA, CMM-I, etc)  

Product 
Product analysis 
Methods (QFD, value analysis, etc) 

Production 
Production analysis 
Methods (productivity, yield improvement, etc) 
Operations management system development  
Methods (JIT, Kanban, TOC, ERP, etc) 

Marketing 
Marketing mix - 4P (Product, Price, Promotion and Place) analysis  
4P development 
Distribution planning (local, domestic, export, international) 

Human Resources Management (HRM) 
Recruiting process development 
Recruiting process development 
Safety at work development (OSHA) 

Outsourcing  
Partner analysis 
Process analysis 
Outsourcing realization 
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ANGEL 
Financial Analysis  

Profit and loss accounting 
Cost accounting (Activity Based Costing – ABC, etc) 

Funding Sources 
Angel funding 
Venture Capital (VC) 
Initial Public Offering (IPO) 
Grants (local, national, international) 
Loans from Banks and other institutions 
Family funding 
Joint ventures 

Funding process 
Business planning for funding purposes 
Negotiation skills 

Portfolio analysis 
 
GURU 

Product 
Product features 
Product structure 
Product technologies 
Product design – the artistic view 

Production 
Production technologies 
Outsourcing possibilities 

Market 
Market size (segments, growth, etc) 
Competitors 
Market share development 
Distribution channels 

Juridical knowledge 
Purchase agreements 
Sales agreements 
Distribution agreements (Agent, etc) 
Partnership agreements 
License agreements (buy and sell) 
Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) management 
Employment laws, bylaws and regulations (national / international) 
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GURU 
ICT 

Computer systems (HW, OS, SW) 
Network 
Software Systems (MRP, ERP, etc) 
e-commerce solutions 

Human Resources Management 
Recruiting practices and tools 
Union relations 
Employment practices (local/national/international) 

Business Culture 
National / regional business cultures (cultural differences) 
Spiritual matters affecting business 

 
POLITICIAN 

Knowledge of the local political influences on business practices 
Public support to the businesses 
Political networks 

Knowledge of the regional political influences on business practices 
Public support to the businesses 
Political networks 

Knowledge of the national political influences on business practices 
Public support to the businesses 
Political networks 

Knowledge of the international (EU etc.) political influences on business 
practices 

Public support to the businesses 
Political networks 

HRM 
Labour union policy 

 
FATHER 

Knowledge on the family 
Family business history 
Family traditions 
Family expectations 
Family values and norms 

Knowledge on the family members 
Knowledge of the strengths and the weaknesses of the family 
members in the business 

Funding 
Family funding practices in the business 
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Abstract 

The development of open innovation model is gaining interest from practitioners 
and researchers. This paradigm shift suggests that firms can and should use 
external and internal ideas, and internal and external paths to market their 
innovative products. The result of this approach leads to higher growth potential 
and effective innovation process. However, the adoption of open innovation 
practices requires considerable change in the overall business model and 
processes. This naturally creates several challenges (internal and external issues) 
that can hinder the transformation. Thus, this study makes an attempt to identify 
and explore the challenges associated with open innovation practices, and also 
suggests possible way in which they can be converted into potential opportunities. 
The results suggest that although challenges exist there are several ways in which 
most of them can be resolved.  

Keywords: Open innovation, challenges, issues, literature review  
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1 Introduction 

Across industry settings and environmental conditions, innovation is viewed as a 
source of advancing and sustaining firms’ competitive position (Drucker 1988). 
However, the innovation process is complex and difficult to manage. Traditionally, 
most firms have been driven by internal focus and have tried to control each step 
of innovation process (e.g. Dupont, Merck, IBM, GE, and AT&T). In this logic of 
“close innovation”, where innovating firms solely relied on their internal research 
and development, attempts to manage the entire process of development in order 
to be the first to market products and controlled the intellectual property (IP) 
rights (Chesbrough 2003). However, this leads to two main challenges, first the 
external ideas that might be profitable to a firm may be overlooked, and second, 
those internally generated ideas which don’t match the current business models 
were often lost and with them the potential for additional revenue (Chesbrough 
2004). Thus, there is a fundamental shift in the way successful practitioners view 
the route to innovation.  

According to this new paradigm, “open innovation” firms cooperate and rely 
on internal and external sources between and across traditional organizational 
boundaries. The roots of open innovation can be traced back to the software 
industry that focused on “open source” (OS) development (West & Gallagher 
2006, Henkel 2006). The main difference between traditional and OS is regarding 
the motivation of developer to freely reveal propriety information, sacrifice 
intellectual rights and allow others to freely access and develop the software code. 
Some examples of such development are Linux, Freemail, and Firefox. Henry 
Chesbrough was one of the first researchers to pick up and coined this new 
innovation practice. He made the first attempt to combine this philosophy in the 
management science and defined open innovation as “the use of purposive inflow 
and outflow of knowledge to accelerate internal innovation, respectively. Open 
innovation is a paradigm that assumes that firms can and should use external 
ideas, and internal and external paths to market, as the firms look to advance 
their technology” (Chesbrough et al. 2006: 1).  

Many firms, such as Proctor and Gamble, BT, have adapted the open 
innovation practices with the aim of achieving cost effectiveness, lower risks and 
faster new product development process through utilization of internal and 
external knowledge (Dodgson et al. 2006). A noticeable example of this is the 
UK-based firm called Reckitt Benckiser. They are the one of the largest marketer 
of household cleaning products in the world and in recent years they have been 
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able to rapidly launch market driven innovations. The key to their success is the 
ability to license-in potential ideas from individuals, entrepreneurs and other 
firms. They also promote proposal for other firms to license-out its brand. Thus, 
commercializing ideas that are emerging from inside or outside the firm to 
generate additional value. And they also license-out, spin-off or patent their ideas, 
in addition to using the traditional route to market.  

The adoption of open innovation practices requires considerable change in 
the overall business model and processes. This naturally creates several 
challenges which hinder the transformation. There can be challenges associated 
with management, intellectual property, competitive issues, others (Chesbrough & 
Crowther 2006, West & Gallagher 2006, Lichtenthaler 2008). The management 
challenges can be considered as highly important as it refers to people for 
example, the notion of “not invented here” syndrome i.e. related with a firm’s 
culture to avoid the utilization of existing technology or product due to its 
different origin (Katz & Allen 1985). Firms might also lack the competence to 
identify potential external knowledge and employ it for product development 
(Cohen & Levinthal 1990).  

Thus, this study has two main purposes, primarily to identify and explore the 
challenges associated with open innovation practices. Secondarily, to suggest 
possible way in which the challenges can be converted into potential 
opportunities. The contribution of this study will be to provide practitioners and 
academicians with discussed challenges from the literature on open innovation. 
Awareness and knowledge regarding these challenges will facilitate mangers to 
avoid them and motivate researchers to investigate them further.  

The structure of this paper is as follows. After the introduction, the next 
section presents the research design. There after the section on challenges with 
open innovation practices is followed. This section will form the base for the final 
section on discussion and conclusions. Here the possible ways in which firms can 
overcome challenges are discussed. Finally, interesting areas for future research 
will be presented.  

2 Research design  

This study involves literature review on open innovation to reach its purposes. 
The review was performed between 15 September to 25 October (2008). Three 
databases from Luleå University of Technology library were used:  
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1. Business Source Elite (EBSCO) database 

Search term “open innovation” in title and keywords and abstract 

2. Emerald Insight database 

Search term “open innovation” in title and keywords and abstract 

3. Social Sciences Citation Index database 

Search term “open innovation” in title and keywords and abstract 

The entire review includes around 40 relevant publications (28 journal, 2 books 
and 10 book reviews). Henry Chesbrough, Joel West, Oliver Grassmann and 
Ulrich Lichtenthaler are amongst the most published authors in the field of open 
innovation. The journals with the most publications on the topic of open 
innovation are R&D Management (6), Research Policy (3), International Journal 
of Technology Management (4), and Research Technology Management (6). In 
addition two books were included in the review 1) Chesbrough (2003) “open 
innovation: the new imperative for creating and profiting from technology” and 2) 
Chesbrough et al. (2006) “open innovation: researching a new paradigm”. The 
review provides a comprehensive base for identifying the challenges with open 
innovation practices.  

Limitations: The main limitation of this study is related with its approach to 
only focus on the search term “open innovation”. This makes the scope of this 
study narrow or limited as many other articles that also touch upon open 
innovation without mentioning the term were excluded. Articles and books that 
were not accessible from library were not included in the review. Finally, a large 
number of conference publications were also found, but they all were excluded 
from the review due to uncertainty and relevance regarding their quality. 

3 Challenges in open innovation 

Open innovation has been proposed to describe an innovation paradigm shift from 
closed to an open model. Figure 1 illustrates, that innovations projects can be 
launched from either internal or external technology based. In addition, new 
technologies (in-sourcing) can enter into the process at different stages. The end 
result of the projects is to commercialize products in the current market or to the 
new markets through technology spin-offs or licensing (Chesbrough et al. 2006).  
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Fig. 1. An open innovation paradigm (Chesbrough et al. 2006: 3). 

Several successes and benefits of open innovation have been discussed in the 
literature. However, there are strong signs that this new approach to innovation 
faces significant challenges. Form literature review, several issues and challenges 
associated with effectively practicing open innovation can be identified. In this 
study, the challenges are categorized into two generic groups, internal challenges 
and external challenges. Figure 1 shows the internal challenges (marked black), 
they are referred to issues dealing with management, strategy and internal 
research and development. External challenges (marked grey) are related with 
issues which are outside the firms’ boundaries, such as utilization of external 
knowledge, relationship issues, business environment. Firms need to take 
initiative to thoughtfully tackle them otherwise the outcome from open innovation 
practices would result in marginal impact on the innovation outcome. In the next 
paragraphs both these challenges are explained in-detail.   

Internal issues: The utilization of external knowledge is given high priority in 
open innovation. However, firms need to develop internal research and 
development capability (absorptive capacity) to understand and incorporate the 
external knowledge (Cohen & Levinthal 1990, Piller & Walcher 2006, West & 
Gallagher 2006). This means they would require a change in their values, norms, 
level of skills and organization (Piller & Walcher 2006, Witzeman et al. 2006), for 
example with the utilization of information and communication technology (ICT). 
The role of ICT has become vital in open innovation, for example, simulation, 
modeling, virtual reality, data mining, and rapid prototyping. The employees 
would need to learn and operate new systems and process which can be 
troublesome when they lack appropriate skills (Dodgson et al. 2006). In addition, 
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firms can have a challenge to align their strategic actions or plans with 
appropriate ICT applications for maximizing output. 

“Not invented here” syndrome is one of the highly publicized management 
challenge with open innovation. This relates with firms’ inefficiency to utilization 
of existing technology or product due to its different origin (Katz & Allen 1985). 
The root of the problem lies in the organization culture and can be hard to 
overcome (Flowles & Clark 2005). The mindset related issues with open versus 
close innovation practices is difficult and several studies highlight this contrast, 
for example, following chess versus poker strategy (Chesbrough 2004) or 
exploration versus exploitation (Bröring & Herzog 2008). Furthermore, these 
studies propagate benefits from both mindsets and suggest adapting them based 
on the business need and situation. According to Chesbrough and Crowther 
(2006), top management’s commitments and support for open innovation 
practices is integral. Without their support and commitment the implementation of 
this new concept will be incomplete and would not be yielding any substantial 
benefits. It is also possible that firms’ might abandon the concept even before it 
has been fully realized.  

When numbers of minds work together on a particular problem (e.g. OS) it 
has a stronger impact on solutions compared to solutions created within a firm’s 
boundaries. Once few ideas are selected for development the next challenge 
related with avoiding over funding and under funding of different projects 
(Chersbrough & Crowther 2006, Chesborugh 2004). Another challenge in this 
process is to keep novel ideas alive and visible. Finding the most appropriate idea 
can be a challenge as it would require special consideration (Chesbrough 2003). 
Firms integrating internal and external knowledge would face high coordination 
costs and additional risks that they try to triumph through different activities 
(West & Gallagher 2006).  

When discussing open innovation, intellectual property (IP) is considered as a 
critical issue. According to Henkel (2006), openness creates various challenges 
in-terms of protecting firms’ IP. An open philosophy might strengthen 
competitors’ knowledge base that can lead to loss of revenues and competitive 
advantage (Lichtenthaler 2008a). In the context of small firms can have several 
benefits from OS and the traditional challenges (e.g. liability of smallness, 
newness and entry barriers) no longer obstruct them from operating effectively. 
Instead, new challenges arise, for example related with finding appropriate 
number for competent programmers with know-how to manage the large quantity 
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of OS codes (Gruber & Henkel 2006). The key internal challenges are 
summarized in Table 1.  

Table 1. Internal issues with open innovation practices. 

Internal Issues 

Developing internal competence 

“Not invented here” syndrome 

Chancing the mindset 

Commitment of management 

Selecting valuable ideas 

Intellectual property 

External issues: Open innovation inherits challenge of managing several 
interfaces between large corporations and other firms (e.g. suppliers, customers), 
small specialist firms and individual experts (Dodgson et al. 2006, Chesbrough & 
Schwartz 2007). According to Fowles and Clark (2005), the main issue here is to 
determine each partner’s perceptions on the relationship and how it can be 
mutually beneficial (win-win situation). Otherwise, when several firms share their 
resources and knowledge, some firms might behave opportunistic. The notion of 
“learning race” explains this behavior, where one firm aggressively gains 
knowledge of others without sharing their own. In addition, in some alliances 
firms’ might not involve their top candidates for joint R&D development due to 
the threat of losing valuable knowledge. These behaviors usually result in low 
level of open innovation practices and finally dissolution of alliance that hampers 
the entire consortium (Chesbrough & Appleyard 2007).  

In particular, for small firms the alliance and collaboration with large firms 
can be challenging. They need to count for heavy coordination costs, which can 
include contractual bargaining costs (Christensen et al. 2005). Therefore, it is 
important that appropriate partners with valuable external knowledge are 
identified for the collaboration (Cohen & Levinthal 1990, Piller & Walcher 2006), 
for example, licensed-out technologies (Lichtenthaler & Ernst 2007, Lichtenthaler 
2008). According to Dittrich and Duyster (2007), firms should not entirely focus 
on the creating strong ties because weak ties are also important. If firms are able 
to have both these ties, they can effectively perform exploration and exploitation 
strategy.  

The notion of OS gives special attention to external actors and their role on 
the development. According to Chesbrough and Appleyard (2007), one important 
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strategic challenge is to capture and sustain the created value without risking the 
individuals, communities or the ecosystem (i.e. free sharing philosophy). The 
faith of contributors in the OS philosophy is vial, but due to recent changes in the 
OS development there is a negative shift. One well-known example of successful 
OS is Lunix. Several enthusiastic individuals contributed for developing Lunix 
but large corporations (IBM, Intel, Oracal, and HP) are trying to take control of 
the development. The individual contributor might feel difference in the purpose 
of the community and corporations. However, without corporations backing the 
Linux would be able to generate funds for operations (West & Gallagher 2006, 
Chesbrough & Appleyard 2007). This has lead to clash of interests. Moreover, as 
the number of contributors is limited and with the increase in the number of OS 
projects, it will soon become a challenge to keep the right sort of contributors 
interested in a particular OS project (West 2003, West & Gallagher 2006).  

Conducting contests can be a possible way to overcome this challenge (Piller 
& Walcher 2006). However, the challenge here is to provide the appropriate 
reward in the open innovation setting to a number for potential solvers. It is 
important that the seeker organizing the contest is aware of the effects of the 
reward based on the type of innovation because the higher level of uncertainty 
requires different approach than lower uncertainty (Terwiesch & Xu 2008). The 
key external challenges are summarized in the Table 2. 

Table 2. External issues with open innovation practices. 

External Issues 

Managing several interfaces 

Creating win-win situation 

Selecting right partner 

Sustaining the OS philosophy 

Keeping contributors interested 

Awarding the contributes 
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4 Discussions and conclusions  

Even when there are several challenges associated with open innovation practices, 
why are firms still interested in adapting these practices? According to a multi-
industry study of Chesbrough and Crowther (2006: 232) “the single most 
common reason offered is the belief that utilizing more technology from outside 
the firm is critical for profitable growth. Other influences include the need for 
external technologies to maintain or improve product margins and a perceived 
lack of ability to meet corporate growth objectives absent recourse to external 
technologies”. Thus, it is clear that these challenges do not entirely obstruct a 
firm’s adoption of open innovation practices. This was also clear from the 
literature reviews as many explanations for best practices or lesson learned have 
been presented. Some of them are as discussed below.   

Several challenges related with external knowledge were highlighted in the 
previous section. In the literature, the reference to “absorptive capacity” has been 
widely recognized. This holds particular value for open innovation processes as 
external ideas are considered critical. According to Cohen and Levinthal (1990), 
the ability to exploit the external knowledge is largely dependent on the level of 
prior related knowledge. Thus, if firms want to successfully identify, external 
knowledge, assimilate it and apply it for commercial development they need to 
develop absorptive capacity (Lane et al. 2006). According to Flowles and Clark 
(2005), knowing and understanding partners’ requirements can also assist in 
better access to external knowledge and more importantly building mutually 
beneficial relationships. Thus, for understanding partner’s perceptions and 
mapping each partner’s viewpoint in relations to partnership is vital. The final 
outcome from this mapping is to discover synergies between objectives, process 
and similar management styles.  

Traditionally intellectual property was considered as the competitive 
advantage which needed to be kept secret and hidden for others. However, this 
type of behaviour hinders open innovation practices. According to Chesbrough et 
al. (2006), in current business environment there is high uncertainty and the focus 
lies on continually developing innovative products. Moreover, once a product is 
launched a similar copy is soon available. Thus, focusing on controlling 
intellectual property only reduces the output from joint-development projects. In 
similar sense, when firms’ wants to gain from the OS development, but do not 
want to lose property knowledge. They can have the combination of reviling and 
protection i.e. revealing only half of the code they have developed for keeping the 
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process going but securing the advantage (Henkel 2006). However, several 
reasons can influence this decision. For example, bug fixing might gain 
substantially from revealing than protecting. 

Innovation contest was proposed as a solution for attracting large number of 
solvers to post their ideas. This helped in obtaining a more diverse set of solutions, 
which could be critical. The awarding system also played important role changing 
from fixed-price award to a performance-contingent award was considered 
desirable (Terwiesch & Xu 2008). For conducting these contests, websites were 
used for achieving smooth flow of processes and possibility to manage several 
ideas without losing them in the process. Reckitt Benckiser (UK based company) 
uses this approach to attract entrepreneurs and other firms to submit ideas 

According to Chersbrough and Crowther (2006), for effective adoption of 
open innovation processes defining appropriate roles and responsibilities ensured 
successful. Moreover, open strategy which takes into account the open 
innovations practices can be a strong facilitator. This strategy introduces new 
business models based on invention and coordination undertaken within a 
community of innovators. This mean the balance between value capture and value 
creation is achieved (Chesbrough & Appleyard 2007). For ensuring that open 
strategy is fully implemented the role of innovation champions are identified. 
According to Chesbrough and Crowther (2006), these special individuals are the 
engine which drives this transformation of using external technology into existing 
product development process.  

Finally, when firms’ get actively involved in open innovation practices, 
management issues arise. According to Lichtenthaler (2008a, 2008b) during this 
time integrated technology commercialization roadmap can add sense to the 
connections between technologies, the internal commercialization projects, and 
the external commercialization projects. This would result in a technology 
portfolio that supports closer alignment between different firm units and 
technology licensing activities. Figure 2 illustrates the key points related with 
internal and external issues related with open innovations practices and how they 
can be overcome.  
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Fig. 2. Challenging issues and possible solutions to open innovation practices. 

Open innovation has made a significant impact on the way, we view the 
innovation process. It has opened several possibilities for firms to effectively 
innovate. However, several challenges hinder the adoption process. These internal 
and external challenges need to be tackled and managed through sharing 
experiences and viewing best practices. This study has made a modest attempt to 
identify and explain some of the challenging issues and provide possible solutions. 
However, due to the newness with open innovation much is to be explored.  

5 Future researches  

Open innovation is considered significant for both larger and smaller firms. Still 
most previous research on open innovation has been explained mainly from the 
perspective of larger or multinational firms (Chesbrough 2003). Only few studies 
are related to SMEs related aspects. The role of SMEs can be viewed either as a 
contributor to other firms’ innovation process or their own open innovation 
practices. SMEs may have difficulties engaging in the same kind of open 
innovation activities that are executed by their larger counterparts. SMEs do not 
have large research and development units, specific IP strategy, and well 
established technological capability. Most SMEs do not even have formalized 
research and development activities and mostly depend on their networks of 
customers, suppliers, and regional actors for enhancing innovation process. Thus, 
an interesting and relevant future research stream can involve examining the role 
and challenges related with SME’s open innovation practices.  

Open innovation 
Practices

Internal Issues

External Issues

• Developing internal competence
• “Not invented here” syndrome 
• Changing the mindset 
• Commitment of management 
• Selecting valuable ideas
• Intellectual Property

• Managing several interfaces 
• Creating win-win situation
• Selecting right partner
• Sustaining the OS philosophy 
• Keeping contributors interested
• Awarding the contributes

Possible Solutions

• Develop absorptive capacity
• Mapping partners’ perceptions
• Openness towards intellectual property 
(reveal and protect)
• Conducting innovation contest 
(performance-contingent award)
• Adapting open strategy 
• Identifying innovation champions
• Integrated technology roadmap
• Utilization of ICT
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Abstract 

Growing utilization of ICT is a great potential but also a great challenge to the 
management of the universities. Universities are having great opportunities to utilize the 
ICT in all aspect of their work, i.e. research, teaching, services and administration. The 
challenge however is that the opportunistic strategy in full scale is only possibility for 
those who have sufficient resources to explore all possibilities. The Finnish universities 
together with the Minister of Education made the strategic decision to build a virtual 
university in Finland. The Finnish Virtual University (FVU) was an ambitious target 
organisation at the time first and second round strategic planning. However there are not 
yet many good examples of successful strategic management cases from the academic 
world, but the trend is definitely going to the direction where there are real winners and 
they are managed with clear strategic thinking. A research carried out in Finnish university 
sector showed that there are no mature enough management processes and practices to 
execute the strategic objectives and changes. Even the strategic management has been 
widely accepted in that university, the likelihood to achieve any objectives is related to the 
management performance. In comparison some private sector companies have 
implemented very extensively management practices that are defined by the applied 
reference model. This can be seen as the main cause for the weak strategic results of the 
FVU. The biggest problems in the virtual university setting, or more general in applying 
ICT in universities are not technical or pedagogical but they are managerial. In university 
eLearning issues all strategic targets, objectives, goals can not be reached by the current 
management methods. Instead it calls for a top-down approach to put the management 
system in place first, instead of the very common university cultures of bottom-up, which 
only by accident meets the strategic challenges of the whole university. The current 
eLearning developments like the Finnish Virtual University are not living up to the 
promises they had some years ago. The first seven years for the Finnish Virtual University 
were rather prosperous. A total funding of some 70 million Euros gave a good start to the 
FVU, but the results are rather modest. The next seven years with much less dedicated 
funding will show the real sustainable results. 
 
Keywords: university, eLearning, strategic management, success, virtual university, ICT, 
quality 
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1 Introduction 

Universities are using in growing numbers strategic management methods and 
tools in order to meet the challenges of today and tomorrow. Strategic 
management typical takes a look at the opportunities organisation might have. 
The use of ICT has been an opportunity to many organisations. Either it has been 
used in the products or it has been utilized in the processes to produce goods and 
services. The Finnish universities have taken these both points of view into 
serious consideration. When it comes to improve the product many universities 
try to manage by themselves but when it comes to improve the academic 
processes it makes sense to try to collaborate. The universities formed together 
with Ministry of Education to meet these challenges. The Finnish Virtual 
University is not a university itself, but and eLearning arm to the existing 
universities. In this presentation the view is taken from one individual university 
and its eLearning strategy where the FVU is playing important strategic role.  

2 University eLearning policies 

All Finnish universities have developed their e-learning policies during the years 
2001 and 2005. The policy formulation actions were part of the annual planning 
agreements between the individual universities and the Ministry of Education. 
Some of the universities have already revised them based on the extensive 
eLearning work. In all universities the policy includes the membership in the 
Finnish Virtual University (FVU). This implies that all Finnish universities are 
member of at least one e-learning consortium. (Kess et al. 2006).  

The FVU is based on collaboration, division of labour, shared expertise of 
these member universities. It promotes online learning and teaching and develops 
compatible information infrastructures. In the FVU framework, universities 
participate in the national collaboration, and in addition, each member university 
has a special unit to promote and support online learning and teaching locally. 
These units may be educational technology centres, learning centres or other 
locally relevant units. The idea to develop a national virtual university came from 
the universities themselves and also from the Ministry of Education's Information 
Strategy for Education and Research, 2000-2004. (Kess et al. 2006).  

This strategy forms a ground for development of e-learning practises in 
Finland. The main objective of the strategy was that “by 2004 Finland should be 
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among the leading countries in knowledge and interaction. The success is based 
on the citizens’ equal possibility to study and develop their own abilities and to 
broadly use databases and educational services”.  

The implementation of the strategy has been assessed in the Ministry of 
Education’s Education and research information society report 2004-2006 by 
using the following points:  

– the citizen skills of the information society,  
– the training of teaching staff,  
– the training of information industry and digital communications professionals,  
– the development of virtual education in universities and the virtual school 

(the Finnish Virtual University, the Finnish Virtual Polytechnic, the Virtual 
School project), 

– the research of learning environments (Life as Learning –research program),  
– the designs of the information technology, digital study materials (for the 

educational institutes in the Edu.fi –service, the Virtual Polytechnic portal 
and for the Finnish Virtual University portal. 

This strategy forms a ground for development of e-learning possibilities in 
Finland. The collaboration of the Finnish universities in eLearning issues is still 
very much local or national. No significant international (EU or wider) 
collaboration has taken place yet. Also the level of eLearning strategies at 
universities is at rather low levels. This indicates that eLearning is still more an 
individual driven that an organisation driven activity in these universities. (Kess 
et al. 2006).  

The number of programs and courses offered in the form of ICT enhanced or 
blended is still rather low. The FVU portal has a few hundred courses but no full 
programs in its data base as fully or partly eLearning delivery. The universities 
deliver some tens of thousands courses annually and a few hundred eLearning 
courses is even less than 1 % of the total course offerings.  

There are several reasons for using e-learning (Fig. 1) (Kess et al. 2006).  
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Fig. 1. Reasons for eLearning in universities.  

For most cases the reason of universities to introduce eLearning is to increase 
flexibility in learning processes. This has been the dominant factor in the Finnish 
eLearning and virtual university developments, when justifying the investments in 
eLearning. There is not yet sufficient research on how well this objective has been 
reached by eLearning. On the other hand the inflexibility has not been reported to 
be a significant problem in the Finnish HE systems. It seems that eLearning has 
been seen by various actors as a new opportunity for something. (Kess et al. 2006) 

The second most important reason for using eLearning was better quality of 
teaching. The quality issue has been on the HE agenda in Finland for several 
years. The Finnish Virtual University and the Higher Education Evaluation 
Council have held discussions about including the eLearning into to the scope of 
quality evaluations. There are no real indications that the education in Finnish 
universities is of poor quality and therefore there would be a need to improve it 
by introducing the eLearning. On the other hand there has been a concern about 
the quality of the eLearning at the universities. To assess and to improve the 
eLearning quality several national and EU wide initiatives have been launched. It 
is worth mentioning here the eXcellence (www.eadtu.nl/e-xcellence) project 
coordinated by the EADTU.  

Finnish universities have a written strategy documents about eLearning. 
Some faculties, departments and other units have also produced their own 
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strategic proposals. Most of the university level documents are stored and can be 
reviewed from the FVY strategy services web site. Figure 2 illustrates just briefly 
the strategy map of one university (University of Oulu) as a member of the HE 
family in Finland.  

 

Fig. 2. A Strategy map of the University of Oulu.  

3 Testing university strategic capability 

In order to test the strategic capability (Curtis et al. 2001, 2003) of the university 
an empirical test was carried out. The objectives of the empirical research were 
(Oiva 2007, Oiva & Kess 2005)  

– to test the Strategic Organizational Capability Maturity Model in the 
university and  

– to get a view of the management practices of various types of Finnish 
organisations in terms of the model. 

Totally in the research in addition to the university organisations 4 other public 
sector organisations and 14 private companies were assessed.  

The results from the evaluation can be summarized as follows: 

1. The university does not have mature enough management processes and 
practices to execute the strategic objectives and change. 

Academic Strategy Map
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2. The studied private sector companies in average do slightly better, but there is 
a lot of room for improvement as well 

3. The best organisations in this research group have implemented very 
extensively management practices that are fully compatible with the model 
used in the research. These organisations are also known as successful global 
companies capable of executing and changing their strategies according to the 
changing operational environment. 

Some of the results are presented in graphical form in the following Figures 3-7.  

Fig. 3. Empirical findings on the strategic capability.  
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Fig. 4. Empirical findings on the people management. 

 

Fig. 5. Empirical findings on the competency management. 
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Fig. 6. Empirical findings on the capability management. 

Fig. 7. Empirical findings on the change management. 

The university was placed at the very lowest level of maturity. It seems that the 
university does not manage in a systematic way its capability in order to face the 
challenges and fulfil its strategic objectives and change. It does not have shared 
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and institutionalized management processes and practices enough. The most 
common and widely used practices deal with the recruiting and the physical 
environment, because both of the processes are defined rather extensively by the 
Finnish law. On the other hand, for instance organisations do not make sure that 
the resources available are fit for the strategy and that all of the operations are in 
line with the strategic objectives. There are no shared practices to evaluate the 
performance, productivity and achievements. The reporting and practices are 
therefore all missing. 

The results show that: 

1. The difference between the best and the rest is significant. The difference 
between the best private company and the worst public sector organisation is 
over 90 % measured by the number of implemented processes and practices. 

2. The public sector organisational structure, roles and tasks are not defined by 
the strategy. 

3. The performance objectives of units and individuals are not defined and 
therefore not managed. 

4. Performance improvement is ‘unknown topic’ in public organisations 
including the universities. 

5. Problems in performance are not discussed and therefore not removed.  

The research took also a look into the level of implementation. The question was: 
how extensively the processes and practices have been institutionalised. Even 
when university does have some processes and practices – in some cases defined 
by the laws – the integration of them as a part of the management system of the 
whole organization is weak. The responsibilities of the practices might be defined 
and the tools with templates are available, but they are not part of the 
management process, there are no measurements to analyse and improve the 
practices. There are no review practices to these.  

The work shows, that the universities do have very strong interest in using 
strategic management methods and the result of that approach is a relatively large 
number of documents called ‘strategy of x’ as shown in Fig. 2. However the 
research shows that the university organisation does not have the capability to 
work out the strategy into practical actions and therefore the strategic will be 
reached only by accident and not with the help of strategic management 
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4 Finnish Virtual University – full speed ahead 

In the first seven years of operation (2001-2007) The Ministry of Education has 
put close to 9 000 000 Euros per annum i.e. about 63 000 000 on the virtual 
university developments in Finland. Based on the recent study (Fig 8) (Aarrevaara 
et al. 2007a, 2007b) in addition to the ministry funding the universities have put 
some funding as well. The division of funding has been about 80 % from the 
MEO and 20 % from the universities. This indicates a total funding of some 75 
million Euros in the seven year period. In addition to these there have been 
various EU funded projects adding the total amount spent in university eLearning 
activities. 

Fig. 8. Funding of the FVU in 2001-2006. 

The activities of the FVU have been on a growing trend. An activity index 
calculated from the inputs is presented in Figure 9. 
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Fig. 9. The FVU activity barometer in 2001-2007. 

Despite of the increased activity the FVU has not produced any improvements in 
the results that are defined as strategic in the strategic planning for the years 
2005-2010: 

1. Flexibility in studies and development of electronic administration to support 
it. 

2. Support of common use of eEducation and eLearnning materials. 
3. Extensive implementation of jointly produced ICT supported educational 

services and ICT support services. 
4. Integration of the FVU to the European higher education system and other 

international collaboration. 
5. The organisation, processes, decision making and funding of the FVU meets 

the requirements of the university network. 

5 Conclusions 

In short we can say that in universities in general and in eLearning questions 
especially there is a lot of strategic talking, but not much if at all, strategic 
thinking. The great challenge of the universities is to improve their capability to 
change. This capability will be useful not only in eLearning questions but in all 
aspects of universities.  

M O N T H S

A C T IV IT Y  IN D E X
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Abstract 

Capability of strategic management of technology is an imperative of enterprises 
for sustained competitiveness. Complexity of the subject and lack of theoretical 
and practical frameworks impose challenges to industry practitioners and research 
scholars. Therefore a consistent framework with crisp definitions and substantial 
insights on what are the elements of strategic management of technology is 
needed. In this paper provisional research approach to elements of strategic 
management of technology is presented and discussed. The forthcoming research 
is grounding on the accepted yet non-published journal paper that outlines a 
conceptual framework of strategic management of technology based on integrated 
management theory. In this paper a preliminary research approach using 
descriptive case research as the research method is presented and research process 
is outlined. Source and type of information and empirical data to be inductively 
and abductively analyzed during the research process is described. Paper 
discusses validity and reliability of the planned research approach and empirical 
materials. Also applicability of Grounded Theory approach instead of the 
proposed case research is shortly considered. Appropriate research approach and 
methodology for the planned research is contemplated for the opportunity of 
constructive dialog with research colleagues and senior scholars.  

Keywords: Elements, management, MoT, strategy, technology, technology 
management, research, approach. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background and motivation of the research 

Strategic purpose of an enterprise is to create value (Kaplan 2005). Long term 
competitiveness and value creation is enabled by successful definition and 
execution of company’s strategy, in which technology is a critical resource. 
Technological, social and economical circumstances are rapidly changing in a 
fiercely competitive environment. Thus capability of strategic management of 
technology is an imperative for enterprises. Due to complexity of the subject and 
lack of practical frameworks strategic management of technology imposes 
managerial challenges for industry practitioners. Therefore a consistent 
framework with substantial insights on what are the elements of strategic 
management of technology is needed. Absence of commonly agreed theoretical 
frameworks leads into introduction of diverse empirical solutions (Phaal 2001), 
which do not properly address environmental, economical and social aspects 
either (Brent & Pretorious 2007). The practical problem for enterprises is to 
define what elements are needed for strategic management of technology in order 
to establish technology management practices in a company. The research 
problem is formulated as a research question: What are the elements of strategic 
management of technology and how to classify them into a framework?  

The forthcoming research is follow-on to an article accepted for publication 
in a journal of management and enterprise development. The article outlines a 
conceptual framework for strategic management of technology based on 
integrated management theory and selected industry practices. The framework 
described in the initial paper as a concise answer to the research question defines 
elements of strategic management of technology categorized as company’s 
internal technology infrastructure, strategic objectives, internal impacts and 
external environment impacts. The purpose of the research is to refine and assert 
the classification of the sub-categories, and thus to enrich the actual framework, 
and to increase its theoretical and practical validity through empirical research 
within wider company and industry scope.  

The purpose of this paper is to present and discuss a provisional research 
approach on elements of strategic management of technology. 
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1.2 Elements of strategic management of technology framework  

The technology management framework introduced by Tschirky (1991) is based 
on integrated management theory (Bleicher 1991) which defines structures, 
objectives and behavioural elements at normative, strategic and operational levels 
of enterprise. In this research strategic management of technology is derived from 
definitions of technology, strategy and management, and it is defined as: 
“Strategic management of technology is management of activities interacting with 
company’s technology infrastructure and socio-economic environment to 
contribute to formulation and execution of company’s strategy.” 

Technology management framework introduced in this research is building 
on studies of Luggen and Tschirky (2003), and the framework is amended in this 
study to comprise company internal objectives, structures and impacts, and effects 
to external industry environment. The conceptual model describes hierarchical 
structure of the elements in the system. Strategic management of technology 
framework defines elements that consist of: objectives; technology infrastructure 
that consists of internal and external structures, resources and capabilities; intern 
and external impacts within the company and towards its environment. 

The constructed strategic management technology framework is presented in 
Figure 1. Each column is representing the categories of an open system that 
constitutes of elements of strategic management of technology. Major categories 
are structures, objectives and impacts. They can be classified into sub-categories 
that contain the elements at the next level of detail, and theoretically structures, 
objectives and outcomes are the classified key viewpoints to technology 
management.  
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Fig. 1. Elements of strategic management of technology framework. 

2 Research approach 

2.1 Aspects of philosophy of science in research approach 

When designing a research approach researcher has to contemplate aspects of 
philosophy of science, scientific methodology, research process and available 
resources. These considerations influence on shaping the actual research problem, 
methodological approach and determine the nature of the produced new 
knowledge (e.g. Niiniluoto 1980, Arbnor & Bjerke 1997). Distinct research 
approaches produces particular type of knowledge, with diverse correspondence 
to reality and degree of truthfulness. A characteristic of produced knowledge is 
adduced through the research approach, which as conducted research composes 
contribution to science and scientific discussion. 

2.2 Positioning management of technology in fields of science 

Industrial engineering as applied science is related to natural, formal, engineering 
and human sciences. Management of technology, as a discipline of industrial 
engineering and management, is intertwining with disciplines of engineering, 
social sciences, and several areas of industrial engineering and management 
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(IEM). In Figure 2 is presented the most important sciences and disciplines that 
interrelate with IEM and Management of Technology.  

Sociology, social politics, regional science and economics are mostly related 
to substance of objectives and outcomes of management of technology. Theories 
and practises of information research, communications and administrative science 
contribute on structures of management of technology practises. Objects that 
embody technology are researched and developed usually within engineering but 
also in medical and bio-chemistry disciplines.  

Microeconomics and strategic management lay the foundations for the 
financial and enterprise strategy perspective. Organization and management 
theories together with human resources management cover aspects to resource 
based inside-out approach, competence and capability management. Disciplines 
in sociology like social capital, culture, structures and network provide insights to 
development and research of capabilities based on tacit knowledge inside a 
company and social phenomena in company’s environment.   

Industry practices play significant role as management of technology is still 
relatively young as a scientific discipline (Burgelman 1995). Dodgson (2000) 
distinguishes specific and generic areas for managing technological innovations. 
Specific areas to be managed are R&D, new product development, operations and 
production, commercialization process, technological collaboration and 
technology strategy. General issues to be managed are complexity, risk, creativity, 
learning and knowledge. According to Khalil (2000) management of technology 
is related to natural sciences, engineering, business management and economics 
and social sciences. 
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Fig. 2. Positioning of Technology Management as part of Industrial Engineering. 

Presumptive fields of knowledge in scientific disciplines that have closest relation 
with strategic management of technology are presented in Figure 3. The nature of 
their relation are exemplifying knowledge about subject matters, motives for 
objectives, implementation of the outcomes and resulted phenomena of 
operational activities.  
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Fig. 3. Positioning of Strategic Management of Technology. 

2.3 Qualities of new knowledge and research orientation 

The object of knowledge in the context of management of technology is assumed 
to be subjective. Reality to be researched is conceptual knowledge that exists in 
people’s mind, described in literature through observations and interpretation by 
actors as outcomes and phenomena, or documented as organizational structures, 
objectives, processes and methods for the purpose of strategic management of 
technology. Implementation of the management of technology activities using 
applicable resources, processes and methods produce tangible outcomes in reality 
e.g. documents, products, socio-economic impacts, and also induce actions that 
cause intangible and conceptual knowledge that can be made explicit for 
utilization or remains tacit. Thus the explicit and tangible outcomes represent 
objectivist-rationalistic reality, and knowledge as applied represents inter-
dependent fields of information about reality. Relation of knowledge to objective 
and subjective reality is described in Figure 4. 

The content of the created propositional scientific knowledge of strategic 
management of technology is described in a theoretical framework which 
formalizes and explains the elicited conceptions of industry practitioners and 
scholars. Thus the created knowledge in this research is socially constructed. 
Researcher, people participating in this study and authors of literature and articles 
have subjective relation to the object of the research. Their perceptions and 
conceptions are determined by their existing knowledge, experience and by the 
environment they are part of and acting in. Therefore the type of knowledge is 
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constructive and it depends on circumstances it is created, and it is applied 
differently when adapted in practise. As the created knowledge is based on 
practise, it can be argued that the outcome knowledge of this study is pragmatic, 
too.  

Fig. 4. Relation of knowledge to objective and subjective reality. 

The research is qualitatively searching for a model that describes inter-dependent 
elements of management of technology. Elements are outlined and classified in a 
framework and they present understanding of industry practises and literature 
findings as interpreted by the researcher.  

This research attempts to contribute with new knowledge to scientific 
discussion concerning frameworks of management technology by proposing a 
theoretical framework of the elements of strategic management of technology. 
The main research question is: 

RQ1: What are the elements of strategic management of technology and how 
to classify them into a framework?  

The main research question is divided into three sub-questions: 

Research Question 1.1: What are the structures of strategic management of 
technology and how to classify them into a framework?  

Research Question 1.2: What are the objectives of strategic management of 
technology and how to classify them into a framework?  
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Research Question 1.3: What are the impacts of strategic management of 
technology and how to classify them into a framework?  

Qualities of the knowledge to be created through research have an impact on 
research approach and selection of methods. They also affect on formulation of 
research questions. The research orientation is to define in the beginning the 
research objective i.e. discover elements of strategic management of technology 
and classify them in a framework. Research methods and research process are 
then designed to reach the objective, which is accomplished by classification of 
the conceptual elements and explaining their meaning in a theoretical framework.  

2.4 Methodological approach 

Methodological approaches are categorized by Arbnor and Bjerke (1997) as 
analytical, systems and actors approach. Figure 5 present their major 
characteristics with regards to paradigms of philosophy of science, constitution of 
reality and objective for creating knowledge.  

Fig. 5. Methodological approaches and their characteristics. 

Philosophy of positivistic tradition assumes that knowledge can be achieved only 
by empirical observations of reality through scientific method. Positivistic 
tradition intents to objectively discover and explain reality based on facts, and 
verifying theoretical presumptions, regularities and causalities. Hermeneutic 
tradition considers creation of knowledge as understanding and interpreting 
meanings in contexts of social systems. Reality is subjective and based on 
purposes of actors. Analytical research approach is representing positivistic 
tradition, whereas actors approach is representing hermeneutic tradition. Systems 
approach is in between and overlapping the others. In analytical approach goals is 
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to create knowledge by defining, describing, explaining and forecasting the object 
under research, In systems approach objective is to model objective reality or to 
model individual’s conceptions as they were representing objective reality. In 
actors approach purpose is to express meanings of socially constructed concepts, 
while expanding the knowledge and shaping the actors and their conceptions 
during research.  

From philosophy of science paradigms perspective the research approach for 
creating knowledge in the context of management of technology is to be 
hermeneutic because reality is assumed to be subjective, and the purpose of the 
research is to create understanding of knowledge as perceived by practitioners 
and scholars of management of technology. Research approach is systems 
approach with the purpose of modelling conceptions about strategic management 
of technology in a framework. When gathering information the approach is close 
to actors approach because meaningful socially constructed conceptions are 
elicited for the framework creation.  

3 Methods and materials  

3.1 Research methods and materials 

Research method applied in this research is descriptive case study. Objective is to 
construct and describe in a theoretical framework elements of strategic 
management of technology as observed and interpreted from articles, literature, 
documents and as elicited conceptions of practitioners. The resulting framework 
is presented as a concise answer to the research questions and constitutes the 
dissertation.  

Case research can be explorative, descriptive or explanatory (Yin, 2003). In 
the following phases of the research are presented based on outline described by 
Yin. A case research plan should contain the logical process how the answers to 
the research questions are created: what is the theoretical framework for the 
research approach, what data is needed for the research, how it is analyzed and 
interpreted, and how the results are achieved. Research plan includes the research 
questions, proposition, object and unit of analysis, logic how empiric data is 
connected with the proposition and criteria how data is interpreted. In the 
following, methodic of these aspects is described.  
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Theoretical framework is derived by studying articles and literature on 
technology management. Basis for the conceptual model is adopted from 
integrated management theory (Bleicher 1991) and amended to cover enterprise 
and its socio-economic environment. Preliminary framework is developed based 
on researcher’s own experience and literature findings. Practical consistency and 
extension of the framework is made and validated in two workshops held among 
industry practitioners of technology driven companies. Theoretical validity is 
discussed with reflections of conceptions of scholars of strategic management. 
Preliminary framework is utilized as a base for consequent research phases and 
for definition of interview questionnaire.  

Object of the research is to study articles, literature and conceptions of 
practitioners in technology driven product companies. Practitioners for the 
preliminary research are from Nokia and Nokia Siemens Networks with 15-20 
years of experience in the area of telecommunications industry. Another group of 
practitioners are participants of System Architecture Forum 
(http://www.architectingforum.org/) representing military, automotive, electronics 
and telecommunications industries. The workshop question is: “What are the 
things in technology, architecture and innovation management”. Viewpoints to 
consider are function, processes, methods, tools, goals, organization, artifacts and 
technical solutions. During the first workshop a summary is made about findings 
of the concluding discussions of each topic, conclusions are documented. Detailed 
material of the second workshop is also documented. Both materials are analyzed 
to amend the preliminary framework.  

Third group of practitioners are representatives of around 20 small and 
medium-sized enterprises in Oulu region. They all are expected to have extensive 
experience in own business area and having a role in technology management of 
the company. Characteristic viewpoints of the studies are management of 
technology structures and objectives. Interviews are conducted during November 
2008 by students of the Management of Technology course at University of Oulu. 
A pilot interview is conducted to test and refine the questionnaire, and detailed 
instructions are made for the students how to conduct the interview, document 
and report results. Research questionnaire is presented in Appendix 1 and 
interview, documentation and reporting instructions are presented in Appendix 2. 
Results are analyzed to amend the framework.  

For studying strategic management of technology objectives and impacts 
decisions of technology management boards in Nokia Siemens Networks are 
analyzed. The boards represent different levels of management of the company i.e. 
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company wide technology and architecture board covering technology topics 
across business units, a business unit specific board and a product area specific 
board. Analysis is based on the board meeting minutes where specific decisions 
have been recorded and documented. In order to preserve business confidentiality 
the contents of the decisions are classified according to the meanings of the 
decisions. Meeting minutes of the bodies are analyzed from certain period of time 
i.e. since establishment of the bodies until a specific date. Nokia Siemens 
Networks was established 1.4.2007, and the decision making bodies started their 
operation approximately at the same time or soon after. In the context of this 
research practically possible timeframe for meeting minutes to be analyzed is two 
years from 1.7.2007 to 30.6.2009. Meeting intervals of the decision making 
boards vary from quarterly and bi-monthly to monthly, excluding vacation times. 
Thus material to be analyzed is 10 to 20 meeting minutes over two years for each 
boards, estimated total amount is 50 meeting minutes. Each of the meetings is 
assumed to have made on average two major decisions totaling at least 100 
decisions for analysis. Based on the classification of the meanings of the 
decisions and inference to the objectives and impacts of the preliminary 
framework is induced. Validation of the analysis is done by reviewing the 
classification and conclusions with the chairmen of the boards. As a summary the 
materials in this research consists of: 

A) Preliminary top level framework. 
B) Results of the two workshops of practitioners. 
C) Interview questionnaire and instructions. 
D) Documents of the company interviews. 
E) Interview results. 
F) Refined framework. 
G) Classified decisions of Nokia Siemens Networks technology boards. 
H) Refined framework based on analysis results of the classified decisions. 
I) Final two level framework.  

Preliminarily the dissertation consists of the following papers: 

I  “Elements of Strategic Management of Technology – A Conceptual 
Framework of Enterprise Practise”, accepted in August 2008 for publication 
in International Journal of Management and Enterprise Development in 2009. 

II  “Structures of Strategic Management of Technology in SME”. 
III  “Objectives of Strategic Management of Technology in SME”. 
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IV  “Objectives and Impacts of Strategic Management of Technology in a large 
enterprise”. 

V  Dissertation.  

3.2 Inference of empirical material 

Research method for this study is descriptive case research in which initial 
framework describes the proposition which is expanded on and validated through 
results of subsequent research phases. The logic how empirical data is connected 
to proposition is based on comparing and amending the developed initial 
framework with the results of workshops, questionnaires and minutes of meetings 
analysis. Thus information is gathered from multiple sources and inference is 
sought to find best possible description of the framework. It is expected that 
results support contents of the initial theoretical framework and increase validity 
and enables generalization of the initial proposition. In the Table 1 is presented 
premises, activities, and the logic of inference and outcomes of the research 
process phases.  

Table 1. Research process premises, activities, materials, inference and outcome. 

Premises Activity, purpose Materials Method of 

inference 

Outcome, (material) 

Practical problem Problem definition Literature, experience Deduction Research question 

Research 

question 

Article and lite-rature 

review, discovery 

Articles, literature Abduction Draft framework (A) 

Draft framework Workshop preparation Framework, experience Induction Workshop setup 

Workshop setup Workshop I and II, 

discovery 

Conceptions of workshop 

participants 

Abduction Workshop results 

(B) 

Workshop results Synthesis, 

validation 

Draft frame-work, work-shop 

results 

Induction, 

abduction 

Initial framework 

Initial framework Validation Initial framework, article, 

book  

Abduction Initial framework,  

Paper I 

Initial framework Definition of 

questionnaire 

Initial framework Induction Questionnaire (C) 

Questionnaire Interviews, discovery Questionnai-re, interview 

instructions 

Abduction Interview result 

protocols (D), stored 

in database 

Interview result 

protocols 

Synthesis Interview results, method for 

data analysis 

Numeric 

analysis, 

induction 

Results of 20 SMEs 

(E), report 
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Premises Activity, purpose Materials Method of 

inference 

Outcome, (material) 

Results of SMEs Validation Initial frame-work, SME 

results 

Abduction Revised framework 

(F) 

Paper II, III 

Revised 

framework 

Analysis, discovery  Meeting minutes, frame for 

classification 

Induction Classified decisions 

(G) 

Classified 

decisions 

Synthesis, validation Classified decisions, revised 

framework, board chairmen 

reviewers 

Abduction Revised framework 

(H), Paper IV 

Revised 

framework 

Validation,discussion, 

conclusions 

Revised framework Abduction Final framework (I), 

dissertation 

3.3 Research process 

The research is conducted in four phases, each of which produces a model of a 
theoretical framework which is refined and validated during the research phases. 
The overall research approach is presented in the dissertation summary part, 
which also summarizes research contribution and discusses its reliability and 
validity. The four research phases are presented in Figure 6. In phase I original 
research problem is identified and research questions are formulated after a 
literature review. Initial framework is created based on literature findings and 
results of workshops with industry practitioners. Validation of the framework is 
discussed.  

In phase II research approach is refined and phases are outlined. A research 
questionnaire is formulated and interviews in companies conducted. Results are 
analyzed and the structures part of the framework is refined.  

In phase III the same interview questionnaire is analysed to refine objectives 
part of the framework.  

In phase IV research approach are refined again based on findings from phase 
II and III in order to define the focus for phase IV materials collection, 
classification and analysis. Purpose for the justification of the research approach 
is to improve potential shortcomings before finalizing the framework as outcome 
of this research. Finally summary of the research results and contribution is made, 
and validity and reliability of the research is discussed.  
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Fig. 6. Research process. 

3.4 Validity and reliability 

According to Yin (2003) validation of case research has to be evaluated from 
construct validity, internal validity and external validity perspectives. Construct 
validity considers whether the used methods have been suitable for the study and 
producing objective results without gaps. Internal validity evaluates existence of 
unambiguous causal relationships in the models of described and explained cases. 
External validity discusses possibility of generalization of the results outside the 
scope of the studied cases. Reliability is concerned whether the research process 
can be replicated and the same results are produced. 

Reliability can be assured by carefully documenting the research and using 
pre-defined protocols. Reliability is phase I workshops is based on documented 
findings and conclusions. In Phase II and III the interview questionnaire and 
lettered interview recording form the database of the interviews. For the closed 
questions of the interview numerical data is produced and then analyzed using 
familiar methods for questionnaire data analysis. In Phase IV original meeting 
minutes for the base for the research materials and systematic classification of the 
decisions act as a research protocol. Due to the abductive approach researcher 
cannot trace explicitly which topics in literature, workshops or questionnaires 
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produce which elements or sub-elements. Case results confirm that the issues 
under discussion is recognized or not recognized as being important. However the 
presented logic of inference during the research process provides evidence on 
how conclusions have been reached and the constructed framework evolved.  

For providing construct validity distinct means is used to collect information: 
literature findings, workshops of practitioners, questionnaire with open and closed 
questions and minutes of technology board meetings. In cases where there are 
people involved: the study results are authentically produced by and discussed 
with the workshop participants, interviewees produce the results of the evaluation 
questions and lettered statements based on open questions, classified decisions are 
reviewed by the chairmen of the decision making boards.  

Internal validity as of the causality and relationship of structures, objectives 
and impacts of strategic management of technology is a presumption of the 
underlying integrated management theory. Causality of creating impacts through 
operational activity according to set objectives and usage of structures is inherent 
to the model e.g. people are managed under governing structures, using processes 
and methods to produce artifacts and creating tangible or intangible impacts. In 
addition conceptual causality of objectives to impacts is demonstrated by 
classification of the decisions that are assumed to create certain impacts. In the 
scope of this research actual impacts are not studied.  

Premise for the research is a problem within a company where the researcher 
works in area of technology management. Solving that particular problem 
suggests that the results cannot be generalized. Nevertheless formulation of 
research questions, use of literature and application of integrated management 
theory to construct a framework model are generic from nature. The number of 
different companies and people involved in the research is a few dozens and the 
content of the framework is developed and validated by contributions of 
representatives of large, small and medium-sized enterprises of various industries. 
Therefore it can be stated that the resulting conceptual framework can be applied 
in product companies in different industries.  
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4 Discussions  

This early paper of the research approach settles down basis for the research and 
outlines the planned research methods and process. It can be expected that 
adjustments and improvements are needed during the course of research. 
Especially adequacy of empiric material should be addressed, and consistency of 
methods with respect to answering the research questions, preserving validity and 
reliability have to be considered at the very beginning. Questionnaire data 
analysis methods need to be defined in detail; also classification of decisions and 
method for analysis has to be defined among other methodological considerations.  

In this phase of research many new questions came up, some of which are 
fundamental for the success of the research. In the following key questions are 
brought up, and a preliminary position to them is taken in order to provoke dialog 
and thus to increase comprehension of the researcher about the relevant issues and 
to provide guidance in finding new questions and answers. 

Q: Knowledge that is gained in this research out from industry practise and 
literature, describing concepts that belong to field of technology management, 
may not be exhaustive. Another concern is how to become to know which 
elements and subjects are strategic i.e. which elements constitute strategic 
management of technology.  

These limitations are inevitable and reflect current state of the practise in 
management of technology e.g. lack of coherent theoretical foundation and 
existence of conflicting empirical practises and diverse viewpoints to the subject. 
The limitation can be overcome by studying multiple sources and types of 
information. This is the purpose of the dissertation. 

Q: How to become to know which element does not belong to strategic 
management of technology? Should the elements that do not belong to the 
framework be studied and reported? 

This is a limitation of the study and need to be stated and justified. Scope of the 
research have to be defined which should state topics that are definitely excluded.  

Q: Should the reasoning of why integrated management theory is selected be 
added?  
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As a starting point integrated management theory provides key viewpoints to the 
problem: structures, objectives, impacts. Other grounds need to be studied and 
stated in the summary part of dissertation. 

Q: Should the interview results report be included in the materials?  

The interview report is a separate outcome of the studies, therefore not included, 
whereas the journal or conference paper to be written based on the report is 
included.  

Q: Should the findings from the analyzed articles and literature used for the 
development of the preliminary framework be explicitly documented?  

At least articles and literature are mentioned in references. Is this is a major gap in 
research method to be able not to show which elements were derived from were. 
Is this characteristic of abduction? 

Q: Should the results of the practitioner’s workshops be added as appendix 
and explicitly littered?  

Littering can be made as the yellow-sticker material from the workshop is stored 
and available in electronic form. In the other workshop the participants 
documented their materials during the workshop and conclusions were made in 
the workshop. 

Q: Should the amendments to the draft framework based on the workshop 
findings be explicitly documented in order to trace which findings 
contributed to the framework?  

Overview of the amendments is explained in the discussion part of the first paper.  

Q: Is the empiric materials base large enough? 

Materials base can be expanded if it contributes to validity and reliability. 

Q: Would there be any value to study how Management of Technology is 
positioned with other sciences and within Industrial Engineering and 
Management?  

Possibly this is out of the scope of this study. Is there already existing studies on 
IEM positioning with regard to other sciences?  

Q: How extensively theoretical grounds of research approach and methods 
should be explained and referred?  
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In this paper few explanatory grounds are given because of the assumption that 
the reader is familiar with the themes of philosophy of science debate.  

Major question is to contemplate the whole research approach: how would 
Grounded Theory approach fit for the planned research. This would mean that all 
the sources of information would act as material basis instead of being handled as 
different cases. Distinctive for Grounded Theory is use of induction and 
abduction in inference, which is mostly used in the currently presented research 
process, too. Classification of the elements of strategic management into a 
framework would represent coding of the material that is typical method in 
Grounded Theory. Coding as identification, conceptualization and classification 
of elements would bring in the subjective perspective of the researcher which in 
any case is strongly present in the research. Selective coding would classify the 
top level categories and sub-categories, which together would form the final 
framework. Grounded Theory approach could be worth considering provided that 
the research problem and empirical data together with the research approach 
would be eligible for creating contribution.  

5 Conclusions 

In this paper a preliminary research approach based on systems approach and 
descriptive case research as the research method is presented, and research 
process to answer the main research question: “What are the elements of strategic 
management of technology and how to classify them in a framework” is outlined.  

From philosophy of science perspective knowledge to be created in the 
forthcoming research is defined to be socially constructed and research paradigm 
is defined to be hermeneutic to create understanding of knowledge as perceived 
by practitioners and scholars of management of technology. Research contribution 
is a proposed theoretical framework of conceptions about strategic management 
of technology as classified in structures, objectives and impacts in a framework 
based on integrated management theory.  

Literature findings, practitioner workshops, company interviews and 
questionnaire and decisions analysis are presented as sources for information and 
empirical data to be inductively and abductively analyzed during the research 
process to create the contents and the classification of the elements into the 
framework.  
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Validity and reliability of the planned research is discussed, and it is 
considered that the selected approach and methodology is scientifically adequate 
to produce scientific contribution. Nevertheless adequacy of empiric material is 
questioned and consistency of methods with respect to answering the research 
questions is discussed. Also a fundamental question about applicability of 
Grounded Theory approach instead of proposed case research is considered.  

In conclusion, this paper contemplates appropriate research approach and 
methodology of the planned research to increase comprehension of the researcher 
about the relevant issues in research design, and to provoke constructive dialog 
with research colleagues and senior scholars.  
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Abstract 

Contracting in the research and development environment differs radically from 
the traditionally perceived idea of contracting. The product development involves 
creativity, experimentation, and slowly and iteratively sharpening definition of the 
final product to be procured. This exposes the partially or totally contracted 
development projects to difficulties in cost and schedule planning, as well as 
product requirement specification and management of the actual development. 
However, companies use external resources to expand internal capability, and to 
concentrate on their core competence areas. The purpose of this study was to find 
the critical success factors that contribute to the contracting success in the 
research and development environment. Literature was studied to identify factors 
contributing to contracting success. Aspects of procurement & sourcing, project 
management, and special characteristics of R&D were combined to establish a 
complete set of approaches. Findings in these areas were linked to a standardized 
project procurement management process. 

Keywords: Contracting, R&D, Product Development, Project, Procurement  
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1 Introduction  

Contracting or subcontracting has been traditionally associated to manufacturing 
activities, producing certain customer services with outside resources, or 
outsourcing non-core functions of a company to an external organization. It can 
be also associated to construction projects where the end product is a sum of 
several sub-projects conducted by many companies. The common factor with 
these situations is that the product to be procured outside the buying company can 
be defined accurately in a relatively early phase of the procurement. There are 
also usually at least some competitive alternatives when choosing the contractor. 

Contracting in the R&D (research and development) environment differs 
radically from the traditionally perceived idea of contracting. The product 
development involves creativity, experimentation and slowly sharpening 
definition of the final product to be procured. Besides, creativity and development 
of technical solutions very often entails the question of intellectual property 
rights. The iterative nature of product development continuously exposes the 
contracted projects to difficulties in schedule and cost planning, as well as 
difficulties in product specification and management of the actual development. 
The difficulties in schedule and cost planning appear as continuous cost and 
schedule overruns. Unlike in an internally conducted product development, the 
product development efforts with a contractor always result in a legal 
relationship, where the interpretation of mutual interests is vital for reducing risks 
of cooperation. 

The need for partially contracted R&D projects arises from lack of internal 
resources and on the other hand from the companies’ willingness to focus on their 
core competence areas. Therefore, the aim is not only to buy external resources, 
but to move certain parts of the project scope management outside the company. 
As those parts very often form salient parts of the final design, they cannot be 
isolated from the main development responsibility of the buying company. The 
requirements for the cooperation between the buying company and the contractor 
are high as the design normally evolves during the development. That combined 
with the demands for isolating part of the design responsibility outside makes it 
also challenging to find suitable term for the contract itself. 

Factors for successful contracting in R&D environment can be found many 
ways. Previous studies offer an extensive view on project management practices, 
emphasizing things that are important for keeping a project in control. By 
expanding the view with the procurement aspects the important issues in the 
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interface of the buying and selling company can be considered. Still the special 
characteristics of product development activities require a third view that carries 
many open questions – how could the products be defined more completely and 
the schedules and costs controlled better when the core of the product 
development consists of exploring the unknown? 

The puzzle of contracting in R&D has been the inspiring force for the case 
company. The case company is a global company designing and manufacturing 
ship power systems and power plants, as well as providing global services to 
support the customers using the products. The commissioning organization is a 
part of the global research and development operation of the case company, being 
responsible for designing and developing automation and control modules for the 
end products. 

The objective of this study is to find the most salient factors that affect the 
success of partially or totally contracted projects in the case organisation’s R&D 
operations. Analyzing the current ways of conducting R&D contracting from 
those factors’ point of view also offers a view to the development possibilities – 
how should the ways of working be developed to improve the results of 
contracted work? 

To take steps to the answers, the research problem was divided into three 
research questions: 

1. What are the critical factors for the success of contracting in R&D? 
1.1. How have the projects that involve contracting, been conducted in R&D? 
1.2. How have the projects performed and which factors correlate with 

contracting success or failure? 
2. What would be the model for contracting that improves the contracting 

performance? 

2 Contracting in R&D  

2.1 Theoretical frame for contracting in R&D 

Contracting in R&D involves several areas of knowledge. Firstly, contracting is 
an instance of buying, meaning thus cost planning, definition of what is wanted to 
buy, and usually a contractual relationship with the selling company. R&D 
contracting differs from traditional sourcing of mass products, for example parts, 
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in that the level of cooperation between the buying and the selling company is 
high, the definition of the outputs of the co-project constructs iteratively, and that 
the buy contains high uncertainties. There are also issues such as intellectual 
property rights (IPR) of the project output, as well as constantly cumulating 
amount of knowledge related to the technical designs developed. Those tend to 
anchor the buyer to a certain supplier for rather long than short times, making it 
thus difficult to change a supplier if problems in the relationship occur. 

On the other hand, R&D activities are often carried out in a project. Therefore 
the project constitutes the environment for the contracting activities in R&D. 
Defining the project scope, making cost plans, managing schedules, organizing 
the working efforts, and preparing for the risks constitute a basis for successfully 
buying parts of the project scope from outside. No good procurement activities 
can actually fix the deficiencies in project management, for example bad product 
definition or unrealistic cost estimates. Good project management, as a matter of 
fact, is the number one critical success factor of contracting in R&D. Because the 
area of discussion in this study would rather turn into project management, it is 
defined to be outside the scope. Only those areas of project management that 
directly and inevitably affect the procurement activities are discussed. 

The theoretical study is answering to the first research question – What are the 
critical factors for the success of contracting in R&D? To discuss the important 
issues behind the factors, the theory framework for this thesis will be built on 
three main aspects: procurement & sourcing, project management and R&D 
characteristics. These aspects, illustrated in Figure 1, provide the basis for 
exploring the contracting in R&D. Procurement and sourcing aspect is involved to 
give a basic understanding of interorganisational working, when the relationship 
between the two or more organisations is both commercial, and contractual. 
Aspects, such as the nature of products or services bought, the level of 
cooperation between the supplier and the buyer, the motivation of the parties, and 
the maintenance of relationships are considered in this area. The second aspect is 
the one of project management. Although not all R&D efforts take the form of a 
project, it is anyway the working arrangement very often. Significant proportion 
of new product development are organised into the form of a project, and even if 
it is not the case, the work has much in common with projects: the effort lasts for 
a limited time, it is about creating something new or unique, and it proceeds 
incrementally. The project management point of view brings out the importance 
of disciplined management of cooperation between several people who work with 
different specialization areas in a complex knowledge area. The most important 
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aspects of project management are the need for a strict project scope definition 
and a strong change management, as well as setting up adequate resources with 
clear roles and responsibilities. The risks are also inevitably represented in the 
area of project management. 

The third aspect that flavours the theory framework is the characteristics of the 
research and development activities. Unlike in production or service outsourcing, 
the procurement in R&D project faces great challenges in the areas of 
requirement definition, time, scope and cost management, communication, and 
creativity. The development is iterative in nature, and the final requirements for a 
product to be developed are rarely known in the beginning of a project. Often, the 
development pushes the state of the art in technology, concept or idea. The 
iterative and new-creating nature of product development exposes those projects 
to cost and schedule overruns and constant pressure of change. The procurements 
within new product development are complex and high-risk, and due to 
incremental gain of know-how, the engagement with the supplier tends to turn 
into log-lasting. The ambiguous demands of creativity, cost-effectiveness, short 
development times, and holding the rights for intellectual property really set a 
challenge to contracting and procurement. 

The three aspects mentioned above are also the background factors, when 
exploring the critical success factors for contracting in R&D. The success factors 
are picked from the repeatedly occurring factors that are found to be either the 
very important ones when succeeding, or very important ones when failing in 
procurement, projects or new product development. The principal source of the 
success factors are the several research articles that discuss directly or indirectly 
the three presented areas of interest. 

The very solid core of the theoretical framework is the Project Management 
Institute’s (PMI) PMBOK, the Project Management Body of Knowledge, and its 
project procurement management process. The PMBOK is a sum of knowledge in 
the area of project management. It provides a process approach to the generally 
recognized good practice of project management. The knowledge area of project 
procurement management identifies the important phases, actions and tools 
needed for proper project procurement management. Two of the three main 
aspects form also the basis of the PMBOK project procurement management: the 
procurement & sourcing and the project management. On the other hand the R&D 
characteristics and the success factors found through research article review tell 
us how to apply and adapt the formal project procurement management processes: 
what are the important aspects to be highlighted in the context of R&D. The 
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interrelationship between the aspects and issues in the theoretical framework are 
illustrated in Figure 1. 

Fig. 1. Dimensions of the theoretical framework for contracting in R&D. 

2.2 Motives for contracting 

According to Seshadri (2005) sourcing is not only traditional purchasing 
management, but also a strategic issue. Sourcing strategies anyway derive from a 
basic “make or buy” question. When deciding whether to make or buy, several 
criteria can be brought to evaluate the decision: 

– Cost minimization criterion: The objective is to minimize the net costs. 
– Capabilities criterion: The most capable one of the supplier and the firm 

should undertake the activity. 
– Transaction cost criterion: The transaction costs is a confining factor when 

outsourcing. 
– Substitutable risk criterion: The threat of losing business may drive external 

suppliers to better performance. 
– Organisational relations: In highly labour-intensive operations, outsourcing 

can bring advantage through lower personnel costs at contractor. The reason 
may be for example lower wages or lower indirect employee costs due to 
smaller firm size. 

A special reason for outsourcing is the firms’ tendency to concentrate on their 
core competence (Embleton & Wright 1998). By outsourcing, firms are able to 
specialize, thus improving their ability to provide economies of scale in their 
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operations (Ford et al. 2003). Some other advantages to pursue are cost savings, 
time savings, greater productivity, greater flexibility, availability of talents that 
are not available in-house, freeing up in-house staff for more interesting tasks and 
access to specialist skills (Embleton & Wright 1998). In the R&D context, 
especially the last one, the access to specialist skills, tools, technology and 
independent advice that are available through outsourcing firms, is important. 
According to Okamuro (2007), cooperative R&D is a way to access external 
business resources, and to improve innovativeness and competiveness. 

R&D projects can involve many different types of procurements. Procurements 
differ in their complexity, risks, and uniqueness. Sometimes the item to be 
procured is simply working hours from other company. Sometimes large portions 
of a project, like individual sub-projects or technical systems are bought form 
other company. Fleming (2003) groups project procurements into three generic 
categories: 

1. Major (high risk) complexity procurements 
2. Minor (low risk) complexity procurements 
3. Routine COTS (Commercial Off-The Shelf) procurements 

In addition, there are two special relationships: 

4. Strategic teaming procurements 
5. Inter-divisional procurements 

The concept of a “traditional” approach refers to the customer-supplier 
relationship which is based on confrontation. In such a posturing, supplier and 
customer are placed on opposite sides, having a continuous struggle between the 
cost to the customer and the profit to the supplier. It is typical that risks are 
attempted to transfer to the other party, and contracts are short, i.e. they last for 
one project. The basic assumption is that one party’s gain is the other party’s loss. 
(Gray & Larson 2006) Traditionally, customers were reluctant to let the suppliers 
become too close to them. Too close co-operation was thought to lead to 
dangerous and costly dependence. A tendency toward low-involvement 
relationships was prevailing. (Ford et al. 2003) The characteristics of low-
involvement relationships are introduced more closely further. 

A collaborative approach to supplier-customer relationships was developed as 
a response to the problems detected with the traditional approach. Partnering 
emerged as a way to solve problems in supplier-customer interaction especially in 
construction business. (Alderman & Ivory 2007, Gray & Larson 2006, Naoum 
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2003) Although diverse collaborative ways to work are utilized in product 
development in other businesses too, especially partnering studies are strongly 
represented in the branch of construction. 

Partnering emphasizes the existence of common goals between the supplier 
and the customer. For example, both of them want projects completed on time and 
safely, without rework and extra costs. Instead of only one winning, it is possible 
for both parties to win. To pursue both parties’ interests, it is required to have a 
strong mutual trust among the parties. (Dent 1999, Gray & Larson 2006) Cowan 
et al. (1992) define project partnering as “a method of transforming contractual 
relationships into a cohesive, cooperative project team with a single set of goals 
and established procedures for resolving disputes in a timely and effective 
manner”. The assumption behind this idea of partnering is that the traditional 
confrontation between an owner and a contractor results in lack of efficiency and 
is self-defeating. According to Gray and Larson (2006), a long-term partnership 
entails many advantages, for example: 

– Reduced administrative costs 
– More efficient utilization of resources  
– Improved communication 
– Improved innovation 
– Improved performance 

Also criticism towards partnering is presented. Alderman & Ivory (2007) see 
partnering as a metaphor that compares the commercial relationships to 
contemporary human relationships in projects, asking whether commercial 
relationships can made to be work like human partnerships. Yet because of not 
being a clearly defined way of methodology for managing project, this metaphor 
can form a trap for the unwary suppliers, as it can function like a smokescreen 
behind which the customer can strive for one-sided benefits. 

Since suppliers’ abilities and resources available to the customer vary, the 
buying companies develop different types of relationships with them, having a 
different level of involvement. Depending on the level of involvement, a 
relationship can be categorized as a low- or high-involvement relationship. (Ford 
et al. 2003) 

Low-involvement relationships, also referred with “arm’s length” relationships, 
are characterized by limited co-operation, adaptations and interaction. 
Historically, it has been the preferred way, since companies wanted to avoid too 
much involvement with individual companies. As suppliers are considered to be 
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producers of quite identical inputs, the choice of suppliers can be made again in 
every project regardless of the suppliers of the previous projects. The choice tends 
to be based on a price rather than potential benefits or indirect costs, making thus 
the game rather adversarial. A price reduction is a gain for the customer and a loss 
for the supplier. In practise, a low-involvement approach requires a clear 
definition of the product or service to be bought. There has to be also a number of 
suitable suppliers available. Such a situation could be for example a buying of 
office cleaning service. (Ford et al. 2003) 

High-involvement relationships contain much co-operation, adaptation and 
interaction. This approach emphasizes the relationships benefits instead of direct 
procurement costs benefits. High involvement may produce benefits in indirect 
costs, but also in the company’s ability to generate its own revenues. Through a 
high-involvement relationship, a buying firm can take advantage of supplier skills 
and capabilities. The high-involvement relationships are the most important ones 
for a company. In high-involvement relationships, the links between the 
companies are built stronger, requiring thus co-operation and adaptation from 
both the buying firm and the supplier. Due to created interdependencies, 
switching suppliers frequently is not possible. Instead of short-term advantages, it 
takes a longer time in a high-involvement relationship to reap the benefits. In 
addition, high involvement poses costs because of the resources needed for co-
operation, adaptation and interaction, without which the benefits cannot be 
reaped. (Ford et al. 2003) 

Because of time-consuming and costly development, high-involvement 
relationships tend to be long-lasting. For a low-involvement relationship, it is 
justified to be both long- or short-lasting. Anyway, there also exist short-lasting, 
high-involvement relationships, which are typical for large-scale projects that 
involve high amounts of capital and complexity. Table 1 illustrates the 
relationships characteristics in the dimensions of continuity and involvement. 
(Ford et al. 2003) 
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Table 1. Involvement and continuity of supplier relationships (Ford et al. 2003). 

 LOW INVOLVEMENT HIGH INVOLVEMENT 

HIGH CONTINUITY 1. LONG-TERM, ARM’S LENGTH 

RELATIONSHIPS 

Continuity allows routinisation. 

Low involvement makes change of 

supplier easy. 

2. LONG-TERM, INTENSE 

RELATIONSHIPS 

Efficiency improvement through 

adaptations leads to cost and revenue 

benefits over time. 

LOW CONTINUITY 3. SHORT-TERM, ARM’S LENGTH 

RELATIONSHIPS 

Increasing efficiency from price pressure, 

requiring low continuity and low 

involvement. 

4. SHORT-TERM, INTENSE 

RELATIONSHIPS 

Appropriate for buying complex 

systems and equipment bought 

infrequently. 

There are many criteria for successful contracting in R&D. There exist success 
criteria for whole R&D projects as well as processes. On the other hand, only part 
of a project, like an individual procurement action, delivery or sub-project can be 
evaluated. The evaluation can also apply to a certain supplier relationship, 
covering thus possibly many procurement actions over time. Because of the 
diversity in the contracting actions, the criteria for contracting considered as 
“successful” have to be defined. 

General criteria for success can be divided into three at least: Time and cost, 
Output vs. needs, Created value. 

There are two aspects of time and cost. Firstly, the product development should 
be effective in terms of time and cost. For example, in part procurements, total 
costs should be minimized (Tanskanen 2004: 84). Because of intense global 
competition and rapid technological advantages, time-to-market has importance 
(Gray & Larson 2006: 283). Secondly, time and cost should be foreseeable, i.e. 
the project should deliver the required output on time and within budget (PMI 
2004). Deliverables should arrive in time (Tanskanen 2004: 97). Costly delays 
and mistakes are sought to be eliminated (Krajewski et al. 2007). Meeting 
schedule and controlling costs have also been used as a measure of project 
success in the study of Larson (1997). 

The output of a project or contractor work is compared to the requirements for 
the deliverable. The project should deliver the required output within scope (PMI 
2004). One factor of an effective procurement is the validity of delivery, meaning 
thus that the received products correspond to the specifications (Tanskanen 2004: 
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84&97). Meeting planned goals was used as one of the project success measures 
in the study of Dvir et al. (2003). 

A collaborative new product development (NPD) should create value (Emden 
et al. 2006). With regard to relationships, they are about to converting assets of a 
company into something of economic value (Ford et al. 2003: 49). Dvir et al. 
(2003) used both end-user and contractor benefits as measures of projects success 
in their study, whereas Larson (1997) measured technical performance. In both 
situations, it is the case of value. Moreover, in the end the company’s activities 
are assessed through their ability to create value to the owners and other interest 
groups of the company (Karjalainen 2004: 13-14). 

In R&D, contracting is very often placed into the context of a development 
project. Therefore the actual control mechanisms of a project affect also the 
success of a single supplier relationship. Such factors can be for example the 
management of project scope and schedules. When it comes to the success factors 
of contracting, only those factors directly related to the contracting and suppliers 
are handled in this section. As the schedule management, for example, is quite an 
important thing in high-involvement co-design, the decision of including or 
excluding it, is not easy. After all, paying also attention to the special 
characteristics of R&D environment, nine essential factors to successful 
contracting can be derived from the literature (Cooper 2001, Nellore & Söderquist 
2000, Kleinsmann & Valkenburg 2008, Lam et al. 2007, Smith & Eppinger 1997, 
Rouibah & Caskey 2003, Chan et al. 2004, Gray & Larson 2006, Lam & Chin 
2005): 

– Requirement specification 
– Managing changes 
– Defining roles and responsibilities 
– Managing relationships 
– Communication 
– Conflict management 
– Risk management 
– Adequate resources 
– Incentives and “win-win” attitude 

To remark, some studies of construction projects are used as sources of 
information while examining the success factors. As Pinto and Mantel (1990) 
observed, R&D and construction projects are in the opposite ends of the project 
type spectrum, and therefore factors associated with R&D and construction 
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project failures can be very different. Anyway, to justify the use of those sources, 
also R&D contracts involve predefined sub-entities that are procured as wholes, 
in the manner of construction business.  

2.3 Project procurement 

Projects are a widely used way of organizing working efforts (Gray & Larson 
2006), especially in R&D, where new products or services are developed. It is 
also common today to procure major portions of project scope from other 
companies (Fleming 2003). Thus project procurement has a major impact on the 
success of R&D activities in companies. It is clear that not all the procurements 
happen in projects, as much of the work is also done outside projects.  

PMI (2004) has created a guiding framework for project management, which 
sums the knowledge within the profession of project management and provides 
general overview to the knowledge and practices that are generally recognized as 
good practice. One of the knowledge areas is project procurement management. 
In the PMBOK, the knowledge area of project procurement management consists 
of six distinct processes. Those are (PMI 2004): 

– Plan purchase and acquisitions 

– Plan contracting 
– Request seller responses 
– Select sellers 
– Contract administration 
– Contract closure 

Each process has its inputs and outputs. Tools and techniques needed to process 
the inputs and result outputs are described at each process in the PMBOK. The 
project procurement management processes are not isolated from the other 
processes of project management.  

3 Synthesis of the theoretical framework  

The theoretical part of the research was founded on the research question 1 – 
What are the critical factors for the success of contracting in R&D? The areas of 
interest behind the success factors were defined to be procurement and sourcing, 
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project management and the special characteristics of R&D in the two previous 
areas. The procurement and sourcing was first examined from two points of view. 
Firstly the different characteristics of the product to be procured from outside the 
company were defined – usually the procured service is external implementation 
of a part of an R&D project scope. Secondly, since the relationship plays an 
important role in cooperative-style development work, the different approaches to 
buyer-supplier relationships and the level of customer involvement in those 
relationships were discussed. 

The area of project management forms the basis of successful contracting in 
R&D, but since it is a large area of knowledge, only those areas of project 
management that are closely related to the contracting and procurement issues, 
were discussed. There was no separated discussion, but the areas were looked 
through the list of “critical success factors”, as well as project management 
activities in the process of project procurement management. 

The critical success factors were selected from several factors coming up in 
studies related to success or failure in project management, contracting, 
partnering, collaborative R&D, and R&D projects generally. The factors were 
selected on the ground of the frequency of their occurrence and the known 
challenges and problem areas in the case company’s R&D activities. In the final 9 
critical factors were identified. The field of different aspects affecting the critical 
success factors is illustrated in Figure 2. Issues in the area of procurement and 
sourcing that were discussed are listed first. Also the project management issues 
are mentioned only in the extent they were seen to be present in the explanation 
of the success factors or the project procurement management process. An issue is 
marked with a dot whenever it supports a special characteristic of R&D 
environment. The placement of the dots show those issues in the area of 
procurement and sourcing or project management that need to be highlighted to 
support the R&D contracting. Finally, each dot or group of them is circled and 
connected to at least one of the success factors found. 

As an important conclusion, it is seen that risks are highly represented in the 
matrix. Therefore careful risk management and appropriate tools for risk 
mitigation are needed. One such a tool after risk identification, risk assessment 
and risk mitigation, is the allocation of risks through contracts. The relationship 
between the supplier and the customer is contractual in any case, thus 
representing legal obligations to the parties. Therefore – if the allocation of the 
risks is intended to do – the contract is the right instrument for it. 
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Another highlighted area is the area of communication. Plentiful and relevant 
information should be distributed to the persons involved in a development 
project. From the procurement point of view, clear communication of roles and 
responsibilities, as well as communicating the project or product objectives, 
requirements and change management procedures are needed. Status reviews with 
suppliers, performance monitoring, and clear communication of changes serve the 
progress of the contracted work. 

Thirdly, the supplier-buyer relationships tend to be both high-involvement and 
long-lasting. On top of it all, the nature of R&D means rather collaborative than 
traditionally adversarial approach to the relationship. Therefore the relationship 
with the supplier should be considered an asset of the company. That is reflected 
also to the conflict management: managing conflicts immediately, and with great 
care, can save the company from losing great potentials of its asset. 
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Fig. 2. The positioning of the success factors in the field of contracting in R&D. 

To formulate a clear body for the contracting activities in R&D, the project 
procurement management process according to the PMBOK was introduced. The 
process model for project procurement management consists of six distinct phases 
or sub-processes. The processes are illustrated in Figure 3. 

The first phase, the plan purchases and acquisitions process, is needed to 
define what, when and how will be procured in the project implementation. An 
important part of that process is to define the risks involved in the project and the 
procurement. Different types of contracts can be exploited to balance the risks 
between the supplier and the buyer. The plan contracting process defines 
accurately what will be procured. In the context of R&D the most important issue 
in this phase is the requirement specification. It often is a difficult phase – the 
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development is iterative in nature, meaning thus that also the idea of the wanted 
product or needed contractor service develops through the design work. Often the 
requirement specification cannot be done entirely inside the buying company, 
because the supplier may have the salient know-how needed for the specification. 
Thus the phases may overlap, as the supplier is involved in the requirement 
specification. There may be also a requirement specification, which is changed 
later by utilizing unsolicited proposals – a prospective supplier’s ideas of how to 
make the product or sub-project in a better way. A good basis for technical 
specification is anyway the definition of the functionality and needs that the 
procured product or sub-project should satisfy. Those issues should be defined as 
accurately as possible to avoid the “scope creep” – continuous change of 
requirements, which leads to never-ending accrual of costs and constantly 
stretching schedules. If there are several prospective suppliers available for 
evaluation, also the criteria for evaluating the suppliers are defined in this phase. 

The next two processes, the request seller responses and the select sellers 
processes involve the work to make the actual supplier selection, and they finally 
result a contract. After beginning the work with the contractor, continuous 
administration of the contract is needed. In the R&D environment, the contract 
administration process basically means two distinct things: monitoring the 
performance of the supplier and the status of the procurement, and managing 
changes. Status monitoring is basically needed for being conscious of the state of 
the procurement: how well is the sub-project carried out by the contractor in 
schedule. The performance monitoring gives information about how well the 
contractor is meeting the requirements for cost performance and technical 
requirements. Tools such as earned value management (EVM) can be used for the 
cost performance monitoring. Evaluation of the technical readiness and 
performance can be done by testing the product or parts of it. Another important 
thing is to manage the changes. Changes are needed for different reasons: the 
main reason is the iterative nature of the design process. Different ways to 
implement functionality may be recognized, or the technical implementation may 
be found out to be inconsistent during the product testing. Changes may also stem 
from incomplete requirement specification. Because uncontrolled changes always 
represent a risk to the project implementation, especially in a contractual 
relationship with the supplier, the changes should be carefully managed. 
Thorough “home work” in the requirement specification phase is vital for 
avoiding unnecessary changes. Because the changes anyway are a part of the 
evolutionary development of a product, there should be ways to implement them 
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without exorbitant claims from a contractor. Again, a contract plays an important 
role in the financial aspect of change management. Generally, this phase of 
procurement is the phase where the risk contingency plans and risk allocation 
usually materialize. 

The contract closure process finally ends the procurement management 
process. The deliverables are verified to meet the requirements, and the lessons 
learned are passed on to the next procurements. This case study can be considered 
as a lessons-learned output of several past procurements. 

How are the previously found critical success factors represented in the project 
procurement process then? The success factors can be placed in different phases 
of project procurement process in the way illustrated in Figure 3. For example 
requirement specification is represented in the beginning of the procurement 
management process, while managing changes can be seen to effect in the 
contract administration phase. Again the risks are represented widely in the 
process – from its beginning to the end. Another factor that effects during the 
whole process is communication. Its nature changes in the middle from internal 
communication to internal and external communication. It is important to see that 
the amount of communication is not the only important thing. It is also a question 
of the people involved. Especially in cooperative approaches communication 
between the supplier and the buyer is in a salient role. 
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Fig. 3. The PMBOK project procurement process and timely effectiveness of the 
success factors. 

Adequate resources are needed throughout the procurement management process, 
but its nature and intensity also changes along time. In the beginning, a huge 
amount of internal capacity is needed to plan the purchase. After selecting sellers 
and beginning the actual contracting, external resources are brought to the 
development. It is important to realize that the responsibility of the contracted 
work cannot be left to the supplier. The buyer is responsible for monitoring, 
managing changes and managing the overall project the contracted project scope 
is part of. Also conflicts, if occurring, need immediate and serious response from 
both sides. 

As a final conclusion, it is seen that the project procurement management 
starts long before the contractor starts the actual design work. To build a base for 
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successful contracting in R&D, adequate internal resources are needed already 
when the idea of buying a part of the project scope from outside is gained. A 
bounded responsibility can be transferred to another company, but the 
responsibility of carrying out the highest objects of a product development project 
always remains in the buying company. 

4 Conclusions 

The ultimate purpose of this study was to find ways to improve the performance 
of totally or partially contracted projects in the case organization. To identify the 
factors that contribute to the contracting success, a review of literature was made. 
Approaches of procurement and sourcing and project management were exploited 
to define the relevant factors. The nature of product development has some 
special characteristics, like the difficulty of making exact definitions of the 
product to be procured in the beginning of the design work, and that the picture of 
the product develops iteratively. These special requirements of the work needed to 
be considered too. As a result of the literature study, the procurement in the 
context of R&D was found to be complex and often to require close co-operation 
with the contractors. The relationships are so-called high-involvement 
relationships, where collaborative approaches such as partnering can be exploited. 
Certain areas that require special attention were identified. Such areas were for 
example project scope and requirement specification, careful control over the 
changes, taking care of the contractor-relationship and communication, and 
allocating adequate internal resources to take care of the internal work in the 
contracting.  

To establish a practical way to conduct contracting in R&D, a standardized 
process model of project procurement according to the PMBOK (PMI 2004) was 
introduced. It consists of six distinct processes that define the product to be 
procured, prepare the contents of the contract, select the contractors, manage the 
contract and changes, monitor the contracting performance, and finally verify the 
deliverables and thus end the contract. Since the process of procurement 
management is presumed to be a knowledge area of project management, it is 
linked to the overall practice of project management. 
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Abstract 

The objective of software development is to develop and modify systems to 
satisfy customer needs, on schedule and within a budget. The front end activities 
of software development are the most important, where the customer needs are 
assessed, and software requirements collected. This means eliciting requirements 
from those who need a software-intensive system to those who will build the 
system to perform those tasks. In this paper we have developed a new group 
method for elicitation of software requirements. The method was constructed on 
the basis of our evaluations on different need assessment and requirements 
elicitation techniques used in the fields of innovation management, and 
requirements engineering (RE). Three case studies were done in software 
development projects in order to test and improve the developed requirements 
elicitation method. As a result of the study requirements elicitation from different 
stakeholders was expedited and proved to be effective. All the participants found 
the process useful, worth using again, and willing to recommend it to their 
colleagues in their organization. 
Keywords: Front end of innovation, Requirements elicitation, Requirements 
engineering, Need assessment, Group methods, Software development 
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1 Introduction 

The front end of innovation is considered to be one of the most significant and 
critical phases of product development for the future business success of new 
software innovations. The management of the front end of innovation in 
companies is still experienced as a major challenge (Koivuniemi 2004). Within 
the software industry, the front end of innovation activities are part of a discipline 
called requirements engineering (RE). RE is one of the early processes of 
software product development that involves the stakeholders of a system in an 
iterative process of problem analysis, requirements elicitation, analysis, validation 
and specification. Traditionally RE has been seen as a front end activity that 
forms a solid basis for the other activities of product development (Kauppinen et 
al. 2007). According to Damian (1999) RE is an important phase in software 
development because misidentification of requirements is the most significant 
source of customer dissatisfaction with delivered systems. Damian’s opinion is 
that much of the work conducted in RE has ignored elicitation; there is a 
concentration of research in the area on precision, representations and modelling 
techniques, verification and proofs as opposed to improving the elicitation of 
requirements. In her opinion the reason is also obvious – requirements elicitation 
is a difficult process in which ambiguity, informality, incompleteness and 
inconsistency have to be dealt with. However, requirements elicitation process is 
regarded as one of the most important steps in building a software system, 
because during this stage it is decided precisely what will be built. If the 
customer’s real needs and requirements are not discovered, the customer is 
unlikely to be satisfied with the final software. The acceptability of the software 
depends on how well it meets the customer’s needs and supports the work to be 
automated. In addition, good requirements enable project execution with 
minimum amount of changes during design and implementation of a software 
product. 

Good knowledge about different stakeholders, expertise in customer contacts, 
social skills, know-how in requirements elicitation techniques, and possible 
technical knowledge about a given problem area are needed in the requirements 
elicitation process. Many earlier studies have focused on describing and 
comparing single requirements elicitation methods (Coughlan & Macredie 2002, 
Tuunanen 2003, Davis et al. 2006), but there is no systematic process which 
would bring together the benefits and best practices of different techniques. The 
mail goal of this study is to improve the current requirements capture process in a 
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Finnish telecommunications company. The objective is to utilize the existing 
requirements elicitation and need assessment techniques, and to develop a new 
systematic requirements elicitation method for practical application. The method 
has been developed on the basis of our evaluations of different techniques used in 
the fields of requirements engineering and innovation management. As a result of 
this study information gathering from different stakeholders was expedited and 
effective with this requirements elicitation method. 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews the literature 
related to the present study, and the used research method is described in Section 
3. The results are reported in Section 4, and the discussion and the conclusions of 
the developed requirements elicitation method follows in Section 5.  

2 Literature review 

2.1 Requirements engineering process 

Requirements engineering (RE) is one of the early processes of software 
development and is carried out in the specification phase. There is no single RE 
process which is right for all organizations. Each organization must develop its 
own process which is appropriate for the type of systems it develops, its 
organizational culture, and level of experience and ability of the people involved 
in requirements engineering (Kotonya & Sommerville 1998). Wiegers (2003) 
defines RE activities into requirements development and requirements 
management as illustrated in Figure 1. Requirements development can be further 
subdivided into elicitation, analysis, specification, and validation. Requirements 
elicitation is the process of discovering the system requirements through 
consultation with stakeholders, from system documents, domain knowledge, and 
market studies. As requirements are discovered during elicitation process, some 
analysis is inevitably carried out. The requirements are analyzed in detail and 
different stakeholders negotiate to decide which requirements are to be accepted 
for the system. In requirements documentation phase, the agreed requirements are 
documented at an appropriate level which is understandable by all system 
stakeholders (Kotonya & Sommerville 1998). After requirements are documented, 
there should be a careful check of the requirements for consistency and 
completeness. The activities of requirements validation are intended to detect 
problems in the requirements document before it is used as a basis for system 
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development. Requirements management (RM) is concerned with all of the 
processes involving changing system requirements (Sommerville & Sawyer 
1997). RM is a process, which supports other requirements engineering activities 
and is carried out in parallel with them. This study concentrates on the 
requirements elicitation phase of the RE process. 

Fig. 1. The main activities of the requirements engineering domain (Wiegers, 2003). 

2.2 Problems of requirements elicitation 

There are many challenges and problems associated with elicitation of software 
requirements. Davey and Cope (2008) argue that it is clear that requirements 
elicitation has not been done well and that failure causes considerable problems. 
Some obstacles to a successful elicitation of requirements are summarized in a 
well-known paper of Davis (1982). They include constrains on humans as 
information processors and problem solvers, the variety and complexity of 
information requirements, and the complex pattern of interaction among users and 
analysts in defining requirements. According to Christel and Kang (1992), 
problems of requirements elicitation can be grouped into three categories and they 
have classified ten elicitation problems to this framework as follows: 
Problems of scope 

– The boundary of the system is ill-defined 
– Unnecessary design information may be given 

Problems of understanding 

– Users have incomplete understanding of their needs 
– Users have poor understanding of computer capabilities and limitations 

Requirements
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Requirements 
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Requirements
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– Analysts have poor knowledge of the problem domain 
– Users and analysts speak different languages 
– Ease of omitting “obvious” information 
– Conflicting views of different users 
– Requirements are often vague and not testable, e.g. “user friendly”, “robust” 

Problems of volatility 

– Requirements evolve over time 

In addition, Damian (1999) has studied challenges faced by the area of RE. 
According to Damian, one of the most critical problems in RE is the lack of a 
systematic process. Other problems related to requirements mentioned in the 
study were poor communication between people, lack of appropriate knowledge 
and shared understanding, inappropriate, incomplete or inaccurate documentation, 
and poor management of people or resources in the context of continuously 
changing requirements. Valenti et al. (1998) have focused on overcoming 
communication obstacles in user-analyst interaction for functional requirements 
elicitation, and they have discovered that several users may evaluate differently 
the same information need, or may state requirements rising either conflicting or 
competing use of limited resources according to their role in the organization, 
background or mindset. Further, Damian and Zowghi (2003) have addressed the 
requirements engineering challenges on multi-site software development, and 
Sutton (2000) has concentrated on linguistic problems with requirements and 
knowledge elicitation. The problems mentioned above may lead to poor 
requirements and cancellation of system development, or development of a 
system that is later judged unsatisfactory or unacceptable, has high maintenance 
costs, or undergoes frequent changes. The RE process can be improved by 
improving the requirements elicitation. As a result, enhanced system requirements 
and potentially a much better system will be developed.  

2.3 Techniques for requirements elicitation 

Many problems related to requirements elicitation and initial design decisions can 
be traced to the selection of a wrong elicitation technique. The choice of a specific 
elicitation technique will vary, based on the time and resources available to the 
requirements analyst, the kind of information that needs to be elicited, the type of 
application, the skill and sophistication of the development team and the customer, 
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the scale of the problem, the technology used, and the criticality and uniqueness 
of the application. Careful technique selection ensures that the requirements 
analyst can select the right tool for the right need, and increases the probability of 
desirable results. The field of all possible elicitation techniques that can be used 
during requirements elicitation is vast. It includes techniques borrowed from the 
fields of communications (e.g. consensus decision making), psychology (e.g. 
construct analysis), instructional design (e.g. task analysis), journalism (e.g. 
interviews), and anthropology (e.g. observation) (McGraw & Harbison 1997). 
Some techniques, such as the structured interview, are more effective with 
individuals; others can be used just as successfully in a group session.  

Traditional techniques encompass a variety of generic data gathering 
techniques. These include the use of questionnaires and surveys, interviews, and 
analysis of existing documentation such as organizational charts, process models 
or standards, and user or other manuals of existing systems. Goguen and Linde 
(1993) have compiled a survey of the most frequently used elicitation techniques 
for computer-based systems. Maiden and Rugg (1996) have presented a 
framework called ACRE (ACquisition of REquirements) that assists requirements 
analysts in choosing methods for requirements acquisition. Robertson and 
Robertson (1999) have developed the Volere Snow Card representing a low-tech 
approach to requirements gathering, and they have used the snow cards when 
interviewing customers and users to record requirements as they hear them. Key 
questions are printed on the snow card, and it is designed to capture all aspects of 
one requirement, and is filled in as information becomes available. In addition, 
there are several requirements elicitation methods which can be used within a 
group e.g. requirements workshops, brainstorming, consensus decision making 
and focus groups. McGraw and Harbison (1997) argue that when working with 
groups, the analyst must not only be proficient in the technique being used, but 
also in group management, facilitation, and understanding group dynamics. The 
nominal group technique (NGT) is one of the earliest managerial methods 
specially designed to support group work. The NGT is a structured problem-
solving or idea-generating strategy in which individual’s ideas are gathered and 
combined in a face-to-face, non-threatening group situation. According to 
McGraw and Harbison the NGT technique is often used when a group needs to 
compare, select, or rank solutions or advantages and disadvantages of ideas. 
However, the NGT approach does not solve some of the group process 
dysfunctions such as fearing to speak, poor planning and organization of the 
meeting, and lack of appropriate analysis (Turban et al. 2004).  
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Kärkkäinen et al. (2001) have developed ten need assessment tools for 
customer-driven product development, and for the management of development 
activities in industrial companies. The tools cover the most important phases in 
industrial customer need assessment process. These include planning of need 
assessment (Need assessment outline), organizing and analyzing (e.g. Framework 
for 1-on-1 interviews), and prioritizing (e.g. House of Quality) customer needs, 
and ensuring that customer needs really direct the product development (e.g. 
Problem source assessment). Kärkkäinen et al. (2003) have re-designed the Opera 
method to suit better for systematic assessment of customer needs in industrial 
markets. The resulting need assessment tool was named AVAIN, which is a 
Finnish abbreviation for the most important demands described by the customer 
himself. It should be possible to use these need assessment tools efficiently in 
groups because group work is a good way to promote mutual understanding, 
communication and commitment.  

3 Research method 

Methodologically, this study uses the constructive approach. The logic in the 
constructive approach is to design a new construct and test its applicability in 
real-life cases. The constructions can be of almost any type, ranging from simple 
models in merely technical terms to complex management system designs 
covering both technical and socio-technical elements to manifestations of new 
ways of approaching and doing things in an organization. The results of the 
research are evaluated according to their newness and applicability in the progress 
of scientific knowledge. The validation of the practical usability of the results is 
also important in the evaluation (Kasanen et al. 1993). In this study, three case 
studies were arranged during software development projects in order to test and 
improve the developed requirements elicitation method. The first case study was a 
pilot where the goal was to get experience of the method and obtain comments on 
further improvement areas. The other case studies were derived from ongoing 
software projects, and they were divided into two different sessions. In the first 
parts of the sessions the goal was to elicit all possible customer needs and 
requirements, and in the second parts the collected requirements were analyzed 
and prioritized by the session participants.  
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4 Results 

The developed group method for elicitation of software requirements is described 
in Section 4.1, and the session arrangements in Section 4.2. The results are 
summarized in Section 4.3 and Section 4.4 includes discussion about the given 
feedback. 

4.1 The group method for requirements elicitation 

The method created for the requirements elicitation sessions was derived from 
several techniques. A document review (Turban et al. 2004) by the facilitator was 
used as a starting point for gathering the main requirements before the group 
sessions were conducted. Document review allows project team members 
involved in systems analysis to attain some knowledge of a system before they 
impose upon other people’s time. Unstructured interviews were also made in 
order to seek insight into the system. To elicit all possible needs and software 
requirements, group sessions were conducted with different system stakeholders. 
The original AVAIN method (Kärkkäinen et al. 2003) was re-designed to suit 
better the software requirements elicitation. Some of the steps were left out, some 
added, and some modified for the tool to better suit our purposes. The basic idea 
of the Volere Snow Card (Robertson & Robertson 1999) was used to record the 
requirements. The developed requirements elicitation method is presented in 
Table 1. 

The Concept of Operation document (ConOps) (IEEE Standard 1362-1998) 
was used to help in determining the outputs of the requirements elicitation method. 
Most chapters of the ConOps document could be filled in by the facilitator 
without arranging any group sessions. For example description of the current 
system or the background of the proposed system could be made by interviewing 
individuals and/or inspecting the documents concerning the system. However, 
some parts of the ConOps document, based on the basic nature of group work 
(Turban et al. 2004), could be better identified with group sessions. For example, 
identification of new requirements, the user classes, other stakeholders, and 
modes of operation were decided to discuss with a group.  

During the brainstorming phase the requirements were written down on a 
card. The card was based on the Volere Snow Card, which was modified to suit 
better for the defined requirements elicitation method. Some items of the card 
were removed because filling in too many items might disturb the brainstorming 
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phase, and decrease the amount of elicited requirements. Documenting the 
sources and rationale of requirements during the elicitation process would help 
the system to maintain repositories of requirement traces. At the end of the 
sessions a questionnaire was given to the participants in order to get some 
feedback about the ease of the process and the effectiveness of the session. Also 
information about benefits, drawbacks and improvement areas was collected. One 
of the goals was to document the outputs of the sessions in electronic form. Thus 
the last phase of the requirements elicitation process was to produce a 
requirements document. 

4.2 Session arrangements 

Three sessions were arranged in order to test and improve the developed 
requirements elicitation method. The first session was a pilot, where the goal was 
to get experience from the method, and get comments on further improvement 
areas. The first case application was derived from an ongoing software 
development project. The main objective of the project was to rebuild an existing 
directory service because the demand for such services is expected to increase in 
the future. A further objective was to automate the service in order to reduce staff 
costs. In this session the main goal was to elicit new features and services to the 
traditional service bringing additional value for the customers.  
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Table 1. The developed requirements elicitation method. 

INPUT  PROCESS PHASE OUTPUT 

- Document review  

- Unstructured interviews 

- Goals and schedule of the session

- Planning of the session 

1. PREPARATION - Defined goals and schedule 

- Elicitation process and tools 

- Participants 

- Introduction of the participants  

- Purpose of the session 

- Description of the new system 

- Requirements elicitation method 

2. INTRODUCTION - Knowledge 

- Motivation of the participants 

- Potential user classes of the new 

system 

3. IDENTIFICATION 

OF USER CLASSES 

- The main user classes 

- Shared roles within the group 

- System functions and application 

areas 

- Knowledge of experts 

- Different roles 

4. BRAINSTORMING 

REQUIREMENTS 

 

- List of requirements  

- Importance of each requirement 5. PRIORIZATION 

OF REQUIREMENTS 

- Prioritized requirements (High, low, 

later) 

- Other involved personnel in the 

system development 

6. IDENTIFICATION 

OF STAKEHOLDERS 

- List of system stakeholders 

- Different operating modes of the 

system 

7. IDENTIFICATION OF 

MODES OF OPERATION 

- List of different modes  

of operation 

- Goals of the session 8. CONCLUSION 

OF THE SESSION 

- Reached goals 

- Elicited requirements 

- Next phases of the process 

- A questionnaire about  

the session 

- Evaluation of the process 

9. FEEDBACK - Benefits and problems  

of the process  

- Further improvement areas 

- Requirements 

- User classes 

- Other stakeholders 

- Modes of operation 

- Feedback 

10. DOCUMENTATION 

OF THE RESULTS 

- Microsoft Word/Excel  

document  
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There were four customer representatives in the session: product manager, 
product group manager, and two technical experts. Also the development manager 
of the software development unit, a requirements engineering researcher, and a 
facilitator participated in the session. The participants were first briefly 
introduced to each other, the purpose of the session, and the main principles of the 
process were presented. Then the participants were asked to think up all possible 
user classes. Altogether fifteen user classes were collected, and the six most 
important user classes were selected. Each participant was given a certain user 
class, and the requirements were supposed to be considered mainly from that 
user’s point of view. Before the brainstorming phase began, ten main 
requirements were introduced to the participants. The requirements had been 
collected earlier in the kick-off meeting of the project. The main requirements 
were placed on the wall for observation, and to help the participants to group their 
requirements on the basis of the grouping made to the main requirements. When 
the brainstorming began, the participants were asked to figure out features and 
services to the new system based on the user’s point of view which they were 
assigned. The discovered requirements were written down on cards, and 
prioritized by every participant in the scale high, low and later. The priority high 
indicates that those features and requirements are the most important to the 
customer, and they are the essence of the software product. The priority low 
means that these are the requirements that customer wants for the software, but 
they are not the most critical ones. And the priority later indicates that these are 
the requirements that would be nice to have, but they can be implemented later if 
necessary. After the requirements were brainstormed the participants were asked 
to identify all possible stakeholders, who would have any influence on the system. 
Then there was discussion about the modes of operation. Finally the participants 
were asked to give feedback about the session by filling in a questionnaire.  

In the first part of session new features and services were elicited from 
different user classes. The objective of the second part of the session was to 
discuss those features and services, and reach an agreement on their priorities in 
the development of new directory services. Each requirement elicited in the first 
part was discussed, and the group’s opinion about the priority was decided. 
Comments on the requirements were given, and decisions on possible further 
analysis were made. Finally there was some discussion about improvements that 
could be made to the developed requirements elicitation process. 

The objective of the second case application was to elicit new services to a 
software product which is based on supporting customers’ logistic processes, and 
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making them more effective. The main steps of the first part of this session were 
almost identical to the first case application. However, small changes were made 
to this session on the basis of given feedback. For example, the item irrelevant 
was added to the requirement priorities. This means that when prioritizing the 
services, this particular service or requirement is not relevant from the role’s point 
of view. The second part of the session was arranged without a facilitator (the first 
author of this paper), and therefore was conducted outside of this study. The 
results were collected, however, in order to make comparisons with the first case 
application. The objective of this session was to discuss the previously collected 
requirements, and reach an agreement on their priorities.  

4.3 Summary of the sessions 

Table 2 shows the duration of each phase of the sessions, and the total number of 
person hours spent on the requirements elicitation process in both application 
areas. The first parts of both sessions were conducted using the developed 
requirements elicitation process, and in the second parts the elicited requirements 
were analyzed and prioritized together in the group. The total time spent on the 
requirements elicitation process can also be seen in Table 2. The preparation time 
includes the work done by the facilitator: document review, documenting the 
main requirements based on the documents, and preparation of the session. 
Travelling time is not included. The follow-up/documentation time includes 
documenting all elicited requirements, identified users classes, branches, 
stakeholders and modes of operation. In addition, the feedback was analyzed in 
detail for possible further improvement areas.  

The results of each phase of the sessions are presented in detail in Table 3. In 
the first part of session one altogether 51 requirements were elicited from 6 
different user classes. In the second part of the session these requirements were 
discussed and prioritized; 33 requirements got high priority, 4 low, 7 were 
identified for further analysis, and 7 were decided to be removed from the list of 
requirements. In the first part of session two, the number of elicited requirements 
was 36. The requirements were elicited from 6 different roles based on the most 
essential user classes and branches. The requirements were prioritized in the 
second part of the session, which was conducted outside of this study. However, 
the results of the second part were also collected for the table. 
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Table 2. The duration of each phase of the sessions. 

Session 1. 

Directory service 

Session 2. 

Logistic service 

 

Part 1 Part 2 Part 1 Part 2 

Preparation 12 h 7 h 10 h -  

Introduction 30 min 10 min 40 min -  

Identification of user classes 30 min -  65 min -  

Brainstorming the requirements 40 min -  30 min -  

Priorization of the requirements 25 min -  15 min -  

Identification of stakeholders 30 min -  -  -  

Identification of modes of operation 20 min -  10 min -  

Analysis of the requirements -  3 h -  3 h 

Conclusion and feedback 25 min 10 min 20 min -  

Follow-up/documentation 7 h 4 h 4 h 10 h 

Total 22 h 11 h 17 h 13 h 

Participants in the sessions 7  8  10  6  

Total number of person hours 42 h 38 h 44 h 28 h 

Table 3. The results of each phase of the sessions. 

Session 1. 

Directory service 

Session 2. 

Logistics service 

 

Part 1 Part 2 Part 1 Part 2 

Number of participants  7 8 10 6 

Customer representatives 4 5 4 4 

Number of identified user classes 15 - 11 - 

Most important user classes 6 - 5 - 

Number of identified branches - - 8 - 

Most important branches - - 3 - 

Different roles of the participants 6 - 6 - 

Number of identified stakeholders 10 - - - 

Number of modes of operation 1 - 7 - 

Requirements based on documents 10 51 21 57 

Elicited requirements 51 - 36 - 

High priority - 33 - 34 

Low priority - 4 - 17 

Must be further analyzed - 7 - 3 

Removed requirements - 7 - 3 
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4.4 Feedback 

At the end of the sessions, the participants were asked to fill in a feedback 
questionnaire about the usefulness of the process and the effectiveness of the 
session. Also information about benefits, drawbacks, and further improvement 
areas was collected. In conclusion, the participants considered the assignment of 
different roles to the participants as having a positive effect on the process. They 
also felt that the process helped them to concentrate on relevant issues, and the 
session corresponded with the invested effort. They also felt that information 
gathering from different stakeholders was expedited and effective with this 
method. The participants considered that everyone had an equal opportunity to 
participate. Moreover, the process helped to form a general view of the system 
and made it more effective to analyze and prioritize ideas. However, the process 
did not support the discussion about disagreed matters very well. The mentioned 
benefits were, for example, that plenty of ideas were discovered with the used 
process, the discussion helped to clarify many things, and focusing on a certain 
problem was helpful. There were very few suggestions on how to improve the 
session, but for example interviews and group work with smaller groups were 
mentioned.  

Some suggestions were given on how the sessions could be made more 
effective. First of all better results would have been achieved, if there had been 
more experts on different roles or branches. The definition of the system should 
have been done in advance because a lot of time was spent on determining the 
system scope. In addition, more discussion about requirements and the next 
phases after the elicitation session was needed. Finally, there were two questions 
about whether the participants would use the developed requirements elicitation 
method in similar tasks in the future, and whether they would recommend it to 
others. All participants thought that they would use the method again, and they 
would also recommend it to their colleagues. 
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5 Discussion and conclusions 

Using the developed requirements elicitation method the gathering of information 
from different stakeholders was expedited and effective. The method helped to 
form a general view of the developed system, and made it more effective to 
analyze and prioritize ideas. The discussion helped to clarify many things, and 
focusing on a certain problem was considered helpful. The process also gave 
everyone an equal opportunity to participate. Plenty of software requirements 
were discovered with the help of the process. About 60 % of the elicited 
requirements were prioritized by the group as high, which means that they were 
considered the most important features and requirements for the customer, and 
thus they were the essence of the service. Only a couple of the requirements had 
to be removed as unnecessary, but they fulfilled their purpose in inspiring to 
generate new ideas. 

The use of this method requires the presence of a rather large group of 
participants for several hours at a time. In this case the amount of participants 
ranged from 6 to 10 people. The time required for the developed requirements 
elicitation process was about 40 person hours including preparation, the sessions 
and documentation. Since the sessions were arranged during two weeks, there 
were only two days to document the results, and prepare for the next session. An 
important factor which affects the success of the requirements elicitation sessions 
is the amount of preparation made by the facilitator. When the pilot session was 
conducted the facilitator was not aware of the application area of the developed 
software product in advance. This made it practically impossible to prepare for 
the session. Moreover, communication with the participants was difficult because 
the terminology of the application area was not familiar. Therefore reviewing the 
documentation, and interviewing application specialists before the requirements 
sessions is extremely essential. 

The participants felt that in the requirements elicitation sessions there should 
be more discussion about the elicited requirements. However, the main goal set 
for the requirements elicitation sessions was to generate as many requirements as 
possible. Instead in the second parts of the sessions, the goal was to discuss the 
requirements, and to decide on their priorities. Therefore, it is important to make 
the goals of each session clear to the participants. In addition, the preparation of 
the participants before the actual session would help to clarify the goals and to 
focus on relevant issues. For example the goals of the session and an introduction 
of the service or product to be developed could be sent to the participants in 
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advance. Possible exercises related to the application area could also be helpful. 
According to the given feedback, the assignment of various roles based on 
different user classes and branches was considered positive. The participants felt 
that focusing on a certain role forced them to think of the requirements from that 
role’s point of view, which expanded the variety of the requirements. They also 
felt that the process helped to concentrate on relevant issues, and the session 
corresponded with the invested effort. They also considered that they would use 
the developed process again in similar tasks, and they would also recommend this 
method to others in their organization. 

One of the biggest challenges in arranging these sessions is to get the people 
at the same time in the same place. Some of the people were not able to 
participate at all, some of them could only be present for a while, and some of 
them were late. This makes it difficult to manage the session because some of the 
phases have to be explained twice or even more often. Moreover, relevant 
requirements could have been left out because there might be lack of experts in 
the session. According to the feedback, better results would have been achieved if 
there were more experts on different roles or branches. The biggest development 
need in the process was found in the preparation effort of participants and a 
facilitator before an actual requirements elicitation session. It is essential that a 
facilitator is familiar with the application domain e.g. through reviewing the 
existing documentation. Moreover, an introduction sent to the participants in 
advance would clarify the goals, and help the participants to focus on relevant 
issues. This would also help the facilitator to prepare and manage the session. 

One goal of this study was to make the requirements elicitation process more 
effective, and to reduce the time required for requirements elicitation. According 
to the participants’ feedback this goal was achieved. They felt that information 
gathering from different stakeholders was expedited and effective with this 
method. But they also pointed out that the continuation of requirements elicitation 
has to be ensured in order to see the actual results of this process, and to make 
further improvements. The authors have continued to study how to develop the 
process further. One interesting subject for further improvement is the integration 
of the process with a computer based group support system (GSS). GSS offers 
some additional features that could prove beneficial. For example anonymity 
could help the participants to create more ideas and requirements on the software, 
and the effective automatic documentation capabilities could also prove valuable.  
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Abstract 

The ICT sector is facing challenges in its new product development (NPD) as 
products are getting increasingly complicated, and customer segments more 
fragmented. The ICT industry requires fresh ideas and perspectives and therefore 
it can be beneficial to understand how other sectors cope with their product 
development. The automotive sector has been a large volume, mature and 
competitive business sector, which makes this sector a potential benchmark for 
other industries. Toyota has been successful in streamlining its business processes, 
and in meeting customer needs. In addition, the quality image of Toyota makes 
this benchmark credible. This is the motivation for this paper to analyse the 
Toyota NPD model. This article is a book review on Toyota NPD model by 
Morgan and Liker (2006). 
 
Keywords: Product development, NPD, Lean, Toyota 
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1 Introduction 

The book discusses issues that support bringing innovative products rapidly to the 
markets, for the purpose of successful consumer-driven companies. An insight is 
provided on how Toyota has been developing cheaper-to-manufacture products in 
less time, with less engineering time, and even managed to have lower defect 
rates than competitors. Toyota specific concepts, such as set-based concurrent 
engineering, front-loaded development process and others are explained in this 
book. Value stream mapping is highlighted as a very powerful tool for continuous 
improvement. The book is built on a socio-technical framework of people, 
process, and analysis. The motivation for the book has come from an inspiration 
over the question of ‘what are the underlying principles of product development 
that have made Toyota so successful. The purpose of the work behind the book 
has been to develop a lean product development system model (LPDS) out of 
Toyotas PD system that is constantly evolving to meet new challenges and 
technologies. The text is this review aims to summarise the main issues brought 
up by the authors, and follows the structure of the book. 

The new product development revolution 

New model (version of the product) introductions have increased at a tremendous 
pace. In connection to this trend, many industries have been moving to platform 
engineering. Shorter technology development cycles put pressure on development 
lead times. Newness correlates to the market share, as older the model is, the 
lower the market share. Ever increasing variety has lead to market micro-
segmentation, and has critical implications on product development. Larger 
variety of models, combined with fairly stable total sales, causes individual 
models to have smaller total sales volumes. This again means that the cost of 
development must be lower, to be able to make at least the same profit than with a 
lower number of models. The book, however, does not consider any other 
possibilities as an alternative for new model introductions, and the books 
viewpoint allows company’s own models to eat market share from each other in 
this manner. An aim of achieving lean product development, and lean 
manufacturing, that work flawlessly together is presented as the solution for 
coping with a high number of new product introductions, while quality and 
pricing expectations are higher. A Strong product development system is seen as a 
crucial competence for the success of a consumer driven company. The ability to 
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impact customer-defined value is seen to be greater in early PD than in 
manufacturing, while a strong manufacturing system is seen to have the ability to 
impact quality and productivity. Being able to influence the development costs, 
timing of product introductions, and the initial selection of component suppliers is 
seen to have a greater influence on the competitive edge, as PD has over 
manufacturing. However, the importance of integrated efforts among company 
functions is highlighted as fundamental. (Important indicators of success used in 
the book are rapid time-to-market and the low ratio of spent R&D $ vs. sales.) 
Building a bespoke product development system is seen as the only way for a 
sustained success, towards which merely borrowing a tool or hiring a guru will 
not provide a lasting solution. 

The lean product development system model 

Toyota’s success from an insider’s perspective is seen as ‘common sense 
engineering’. The book uses a socio-technical model to describe Toyota’s PD 
system, which has three subsystems: 1) Process, 2) People, and 3) Tools and 
Technology. In a lean PD system these subsystems are seen to interrelate, and to 
be interdependent. The book presents 13 principles that correspond to each of 
these sub-systems. It is stressed, however, that to benefit from the presented and 
analysed system, one would need to implement a holistic systems approach that 
engages the entire organisation. Effective product development system is seen to 
have effective process and people sub-systems to come first, while any 
technological accelerators that leverage specific opportunities will follow. The 
lean product development system of Toyota is not so simple comprising of so 
many principles. 

The principles 1 through 4 (out of 13) cover the first sub-system of processes. 
These include all the tasks required to bring a product from a concept to the start 
of production. Socio-technical system would see this as a part of the technical 
system; however, the lean thinking sees this as the focal point for ‘mapping the 
value stream’. LPDS is more interested in the actual processes than in the 
documented processes. The customer is seen always as the starting point in a lean 
system, where defining waste starts from defining what the customer values. 
Anything that does not add value to the customer is considered as waste. 
(Principle 1: Establish Customer-Defined Value to Separate Value-Added Activity 
from Waste). Different methods are utilised for front-loading the product 
development process, and potential solutions are explored. Employing set-based 
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approaches that allow examining multiple alternatives simultaneously, instead of 
single point iterations, the changes of reaching an optimal solution are increased. 
(Principle 2: Front-Load the Product Development Process while there is 
Maximum Design Space to Explore Alternative Solutions Thoroughly). A waste 
free product is required to speed up the product to the market, after basic stability 
has been achieved. (Principle 3: Create a levelled Product Development Process 
Flow). Higher-level system flexibility is created by standardising lower-level 
tasks; this is to reduce variation in PD while aiming to preserve the creativity. 
(Principle 4: Utilise Rigorous Standardisation to Reduce Variation, and create 
Flexibility and Predictable Outcomes).  

The principles 5 through 10 (out of 13) cover the second sub-system of 
people. These include anything that is entailed into the culture, including 
leadership styles, organisational structure, training and so on. The problem of 
responsibility is resolved by nominating a chief engineer, who is responsible of 
any given project and is able to tell the status, whose role is to be the chief 
technical architect, not a just a project engineer. (Principle 5: Develop a Chief 
Engineer System to Integrate Development from Start to Finish). “Big room” 
system at Toyota is used to enhance cross-functional integration and to provide 
focus to a PD program. (Principle 6: Organise to Balance Functional Expertise 
and Cross-Functional Integration). Technical expertise is encouraged as 
understanding how the work is done and understanding what the problems are, is 
seen important, (Principle 7: Develop Towering Technical Competence in all 
Engineers). Managing and nurturing supplier is seen as important, as taking care 
of the internal functions. (Principle 8: Fully Integrate Suppliers into the Product 
Development System). Learning and continuous improvement are seen as basic 
parts of day-to-day operations. (Principle 9: Build in Learning and Continuous 
Improvement). Toyota’s culture supports excellence with defined values and core 
beliefs that allow the organisation to work harmoniously towards common goals. 
(Principle 10: Build a Culture to Support Excellence and Relentless 
Improvement).  

The principles 11 through 13 (out of 13) cover the Third sub-system of Tools 
and Technology. The third sub-system consists of all the tools and technologies 
employed in order to bring the product into being. This also includes the ‘soft’ 
tools that support the effort of the people involved, not only manufacturing and 
testing technologies and such. The consideration on how a technology will impact 
current processes or people is seen as important. A technology must fit into and 
enhance the already existing optimised and disciplined processes, and highly 
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skilled people. (Principle 11: Adapt Technology to Fit your People and Processes). 
Breaking high-level corporate goals down to meaningful objectives at the 
working level of the organisation is conducted via simple visual methods. 
(Principle 12: Align your Organisation through Simple, Visual Communication). 
Some tools are used to standardise learning so that they extend from program to 
program. (Principle 13: Use Powerful Tools for Standardisation and 
Organisational Learning).  

Establish customer-defined value to separate value-added from waste 
(process) 

Establishing and defining customer-defined value is challenging in product 
development. Anything that interferes with matching the customer-defined value 
is waste. A well-drawn feasibility study does not establish an emotional 
connection to the customers, however is mindful of return of investment. Toyota 
does it differently, and selects their program leadership based on their background 
and experience, so that they can relate and establish an emotional connection with 
the target customer. The defined value characteristics are communicated across 
the program so that operations have meaningful and measurable objectives, 
instead of coming up worth their own in a situation typical for others, where the 
downstream lacks of understanding and will base actions on something they can 
relate to. Toyota makes an effort to create an internal customer perspective for 
each functional team, though a value decomposition process.  

Front-load the PD process to explore alternatives thoroughly (process) 

Front-loading the PD is based on the idea that the ability to influence the success 
of a PD program is never greater than at the start of the project. A further a 
program progresses, the more expensive and time-consuming it will be to change 
anything. Typical to Toyota’s product development is to build derivate products 
on existing product platforms. The aim is to use standard manufacturing processes, 
common platforms that are robust, and shared architecture. The product platforms 
are developed a relatively long re-use period in mind. Several products are 
created on the same platform. Toyota prefers to utilise proven technologies and 
requires any new technologies to be thoroughly tested and backed up with 
sufficient data. The technological innovation is strategically focused, and certain 
models of the product are selected to be the leaders in technology. New 
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technology will eventually migrate to the cheaper models. Toyota utilises the set-
based concurrent engineering, where it considers a broad range of alternatives and 
systematically narrows the sets to a final, often superior choice. Premature 
decisions are avoided, as it would result in rework. There is also a strong focus on 
system compatibility before any individual design completions. Simultaneous 
engineers are utilised as ‘lead manufacturing engineers’ who will be responsible 
of a specific set of parts and shepherd them through the entire development. This 
way many handoffs and wastes are eliminated. General difference between 
Toyota and other companies is that Toyota tends to commit its most capable 
people to the early stages of a program, and others choose to assign these people 
into fire-fighting in final stages. 

Create a levelled product development process flow (process) 

Toyota views its PD as a process, like any other process, and has worked to 
standardise it. The goal has been to eliminate waste and level the flow by 
removing unevenness and any overburden. Modified value stream mapping can 
be utilised for product development for identifying value-adding processes and 
waste. A company should concentrate on eliminating waste, instead of reducing 
time on value-adding processes. However, pulling out non-value adding elements 
of the system alone may lead to short term cost reduction, but is not a lasting 
situation if the importance of taking time to create an evenly balanced flow of 
work is ignored. Avoiding overburden is the other factor to be taken into account 
for achieving a levelled PD process flow. Viewing PD process from a knowledge 
viewpoint, and using queuing theory to obtain an insight to the causes of waste, 
can help in understanding the flaws of traditional PD approaches. Toyota utilises 
process logic and milestone requirements in the manner of elegant simplicity, and 
makes an effort to avoid any arrangements that make schedules difficult to follow 
accurately. Cyclic environment is challenging for the PD system from the 
viewpoint of creating a levelled process flow. Using common platform can result 
in fewer changes to a cycle plan. Timing of product launches can help levelling 
the cyclic nature. The way the execution of PD is phased has an impact on 
levelling the PD cycles, e.g. in front-loading phase certain functions are carried 
out, followed by detailed engineering, prototyping, production tooling and so on. 
Cross-functional synchronisation can be arranged by simultaneous engineer (SE – 
Toyota’s way), working together with designers and product engineers, co-
developing feasible designs. Different numbers of staff may be required at 
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different phases of PD, for which flexible capacity arrangements are beneficial, 
should the company have standard enough skills among its employees. 
Multiproject management can be used to optimise sharing resources across 
multiple projects, in order to level the capacity requirements. 

Utilising rigorous standardisation to reduce variation and create flexibility 
and predictable outcomes (process) 

Standardised work is one of the core disciplines of Toyota’s product development 
system; this is however done in a manner that allows a level of flexibility as 
certain freedom is beneficial. Standardisation is divided into three-categories; 1) 
Design standardisation, 2) Process standardisation, and 3) Engineering skill-set 
standardisation.  

For design standardisation, Toyota uses checklists that incorporate the 
knowledge, information, data, learning, or whatever is the term used, for assuring 
that the ‘understanding’ accumulates and the same mistakes will not be repeated. 
Being an engineer responsible for a particular part or element of the product 
means that one will incorporate relevant issue into the checklist. At Toyota, the 
engineer will also understand the ‘checklists’ of the related elements. Rigorous 
process and design standards allow subsidiary engineers and technicians to ramp-
up rapidly when required. 

A standardised development process means standardising common tasks, 
sequence of tasks and task durations, while all this is utilised for continuous PD 
process improvement. This way interdependent processes and organisations 
understand what is expected and when. This allows gauging for the needs of 
multi-project management, and for creating a levelled flow.  

Standardised skill sets are possible through rigorous process of hiring people, 
followed by a lengthy period of on-the-job training and climbing the career ladder 
in set order. The engineer’s boss knows how to do the job better and understand 
the standardised process, allowing meaningful teaching and mentoring.  

Create a chief engineer system to lead development from start to finish 
(people) 

A part of the approach, how people get it done at Toyota is the arrangement of 
“who runs the program”. Toyota uses the chief engineer as the program boss to 
avoid the problems created by matrix organisations, such as communication. The 
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chief engineer (CE), however, does not have formal authority over the engineers, 
but ultimately ensuring the value delivered to customers. In a way Toyota’s 
system can be viewed as giving responsibility without authority to carry it out. 
The role of Toyota’s CE is best described as a system integrator, who is strong 
technically and uses a bottom-up process to bring out the best ideas from the team 
members. CE facilitates a dynamic team process with a great deal of flexibility. 
The CE system of Toyota avoids compromises that lead to bureaucracy. The 
culture is based on consensus management to a degree, where the CE is not 
making all key decisions alone and barking orders, but instead has a guiding role 
through technical know-how and personal influence.  

Organise to balance functional expertise and cross-functional integration 
(people) 

Reaching the optimal organisation structure for product development is finding 
the balance between trade-offs. According to Morgan and Liker (2006) companies 
currently see functional organisation bad for a product-focused organisation and a 
product-focused organisation as good. However, the lean PD system is seen to use 
neither. Both, the functional organisation and product-focused organisation can 
end up, in their own way, becoming ‘chimneys’ or ‘silos’ that leads to inefficiency. 
Respectively, end up lacking in coordination with other functions, or in inefficient 
utilisation of resources across platforms. Toyota combines a strong functional 
organisation based on deep specialisation with the chief engineer system as the 
other leg of the matrix. Toyota utilises the CE to play a role in a matrix to avoid 
the potential personnel management problems that a matrix organisation would be 
likely to result in (two bosses). Toyota keeps the peace between a strong 
functional organisation and a matrix organisation (product organisation) by 
combining an intense customer focus with the CE system, resulting in the 
required harmony. To react onto the growth of product complexity, Toyota has 
done some fine-tuning into its organisation to accommodate the difficulties with 
managing in the changed environment: Toyota has divided its products into three 
development centres based on product families, Toyota has also reduced the 
number of functional departments. This way the functional general managers can 
effectively manage their divisions and allocate engineers to different products, 
while the chief engineer is responsible of the product itself. Components and core 
systems are commonised across the programs through a centralised function, 
which is separate to the development centres. Toyota uses ‘Obeyas’, sort of big 
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room arrangement, where team specialists meet with the chief engineer to 
formulate ideas and address immediate issues. This arrangement works for 
information management and gathering purposes, allowing immediate decision 
making. This arrangement also helps in creating a common understanding among 
the teams. Chief engineers office (includes small number of assistants to CE) does 
all the scheduling, yet ‘obeya’ is used to manage this schedule. Simultaneous 
engineers are also used as a horizontal coordination mechanism, where they own 
a part from cradle to grave and are therefore motivated. MDTs (Module 
Development Teams) are a part of the obeya system in these days and have 
aligned Toyota’s cross-functional teams further.  

Develop towering technical competence in all engineers (people) 

Towering technical competence at Toyota starts from the recruiting process, 
continuing through a long period when they are evaluated regularly. Toyota has 
‘mentoring’ as their leadership principle, while the commitment to employee 
development is part of the organisational culture. At Toyota a new engineer is not 
subjected to the ‘whims’ and capabilities of a particular manager as is the case for 
some of their competitors, where there is little incentive for supervisors to mentor 
and teach new engineers. At Toyota instead, all managers view the performance 
of their teams as a direct reflection of their own ability. Toyota expects its 
engineers to be connected to their products and have an appropriate hands-on 
approach (‘genchi genbutsu’). True feel of what is being done is considered vital, 
while should there be any changes, they are made on the spot where possible (if 
not possible then within 48 hours. Toyota utilises daily wrap-up meetings to 
address any issues as encountered during the day, allowing acting immediately to 
any arising issues, first hand at the build site.  

Fully integrate suppliers into the product development system (people) 

Toyota recognises the fact that a customer expects reliable quality and holds the 
maker of the product accountable for anything that does not meet their 
expectations. For this, Toyota makes sure that any supplier is an extension to their 
PD process. Toyota has a tendency to help new (or struggling) suppliers to get 
them up to speed, and has clear contracts that will be honoured, while respectfully 
encouraging supplier innovation. Also, should there be any price reduction targets 
set for the suppliers; Toyota will work with them to achieve the set targets. 
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However, Toyota is a very demanding for the suppliers who will follow the same 
or equivalent processes for design and manufacture as Toyota does. ‘Keiretsu’ 
model, where a broad set of different type of companies cooperate in business and 
hold equity in each others helps trusting the suppliers. Toyota also has a ‘tier’ 
structure for their suppliers, making managing more efficient when the first tier of 
suppliers manages the second one and so on. Purchasing raw materials is an 
exception, as for this sort of purchases Toyota can use leverage and get a better 
price. Guest engineers are used by the suppliers’, and are located at Toyota’s 
premises and acting as the key liaisons. These guest engineers collaborate on the 
design and solve problems without increasing Toyota’s payroll. Toyota wants its 
suppliers to be initiative and suggestive, and does not wish to give exact 
specifications, but make the suppliers to think for themselves and challenge the 
requirements. The maturity and the level (partner – mature – consultative – 
contractual) of the supplier will influence the role they play in Toyota’s PD 
system. Toyota is seen as an enabling partner that plays fair, who does not hide 
behind unnecessary administrative requirements or bureaucratic jargon. Suppliers 
are brought in very early at the concept stage and will be expected a serious 
contribution, yet they will get clear expectations in return together with all the 
above mentioned.  

Build in learning and continuous improvement (people) 

Toyota sets challenging performance goals for every project and holds both real-
time and post-mortem learning events, encouraging functional specialists to verify 
and update their knowledge. Toyota has consistently worked on ways to collect, 
disseminate and apply tacit knowledge (requires longer and deeper relationships 
than explicit knowledge). ‘Hansei’ (reflection) is a necessary and powerful part of 
continuous improvement at Toyota, where the reasons for a non-wanted 
occurrence is understood and improvement plan is created. An example of 
learning is Toyota’s ‘ijiwaru testing’, where subsystems are tested to failure 
(instead of as a pass-fail metric to comply with specifications), allowing getting 
an insight into the current and future designs. Technical problems are seen as 
opportunities to learn, grow and improve performance. Cross checking is one 
method employed at Toyota to understand the true condition of parts and the 
appropriateness of the measurement system that is being employed. Should there 
be any discrepancy identified at any of the cross-checks, a detailed investigation 
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is initiated to find the root-cause. The Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle is taken very 
seriously at Toyota.  

Build a culture to support excellence and relentless improvement (people) 

Culture operates at an unconscious level. People have learned (and will learn) 
what they are being punished and rewarded for in a particular environment. 
Toyota’s way of functioning benefits of the Japanese ‘collectivistic’ environment, 
where most companies assume that employees should subordinate their individual 
desires to the needs of the company. Toyota has an adapting system, which 
reflects their empirical approach of finding real solutions to resolve real problems 
with actual experience and not falling into the bureaucratic trap of letting internal 
beliefs or policies dictate the best way of doing things. At Toyota, new employees 
learn the system by doing real things. In Toyota’s case, matters that support how 
to ‘perceive, think, and feel’ in relation to problems (cultural DNA) include the 
following concepts: ‘genchi genbutsu’ set-based thinking, reverence for technical 
excellence, ‘hansei’, and putting the customer first. It is vital to understand that a 
tool is not a solution, but the tool must have a real meaning and it must fit into the 
cultural context. Trying to do things in a particular way, by using a particular tool 
meant for another cultural environment is not sensible, but one must have tools 
that fit the culture, when it will be the process of producing the result that matters. 
Many controversies other companies would be facing with some of the Toyota’s 
ways are resolved at Toyota with customers come first mentality, where the 
person buying the product is the king.  

Adapt technology to fit your people and processes (tools and technology) 

Tools and technology must be customised to fit the company, so that they will be 
excusive to the company and make sense in the broader framework that includes 
people and processes. Anyone can copy or purchase tools and technology, yet it is 
only the successful utilisation that matters. Technologies must be utilised to 
support the process, not drive it, while they should enhance people, not replace 
them in order to tackle labour costs. For example, Toyota uses bespoke design 
technology (CAD) allowing engineers to view as much, or as little, of the 
surrounding design as they require, allowing to consider possibilities. Once the 
engineer makes any changes, all the related engineers (with related designs) will 
be automatically alerted, so they can immediately address any issues if required, 
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early to the process. Toyota also utilises bespoke digital assembly software, 
allowing the engineers to consider and study the assembly of individual 
components, so that all the facets of manufacturing can be considered (plant 
specifically) already during early design.  

Align your organisation through simple, visual communication (tools and 
technology) 

Communication is a good thing for PD, however, it must not be overdone, and 
instead the right information in the right quantity must be in a right place at a 
right time. The Chief Engineer and his team has a role in filtering information at 
Toyota so that the concept paper that he delivers and its content has already been 
thought through. Toyota utilises ‘nemawashi’ in its communication, where the 
consensus has been reached before the meeting where upper management is 
informed and the actual decision is made. However, should there be needs for a 
major change; a more formal decision-making process is used. Toyota uses ‘ringi’ 
system for the more formal decision making, where a small team is assigned to 
analyse the specific issue and recommend a solution. This recommendation must 
then be presented to relevant stakeholders who will be affected and obtain a set 
number of approvals (three stamps).  

Use powerful tools for standardisation and organisational learning (tools 
and technology) 

A knowledge database itself does not add value, but it must fit in, as a part of the 
job, to work. Everyone does not need to view everything, but one should have the 
relevant information available. The database can have many roles, of which 
acting as a basic pilot-type checklist is one, to assure that the user would not 
forget something trivial. ‘Know-what-to-do’ is one of the reasoning’s, but the 
actual reasoning ‘why’ will allow understanding the logic behind the ‘what-to-
do’s’ and allow thinking through the problem. Electronic format allows visual 
elements, graphs, video etc to deepen the understanding. Nevertheless, it is the 
tacit knowledge that deserves special attention. At Toyota, their database is 
designed to enhance the performance of their people, and is updated by specialists 
themselves in a same manner they used to use notebooks in the past. Also, SBCE 
(Set-Based Concurrent Engineering) is another powerful source of knowledge and 
continuous improvement at Toyota. Evaluating and learning from multiple 
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alternatives provides a great deal of new understanding. Toyota engineers use 
evaluation matrices for the different alternatives.  

A coherent system: Putting the pieces together 

The three sub-systems presented earlier (People, Process, and Technology) 
interact, overlap, and are interdependent in real world, and any changes in one 
will have implications to the other two. The power of PD system efficacy is 
determined by the degree to which all three sub-systems are aligned and mutually 
supportive (not by the effectiveness of a single sub-system). Seamless integration 
and collaboration of all the specialists along the product development value 
stream determines the efficacy (not the competence of any single functional 
organisation). The key to Toyota’s success is using simple ad common sense 
processes that work. Steps for developing aligned PD system are: 1) Establish 
your customer values, 2) Develop a waste-free workflow or process to deliver this 
value, 3) Have the right people available at a right time, 4) Have the right tools 
and technologies that support the activities of these people to enable them to 
achieve their potential, and empower them to excel. Product development 
performance also depends on the integration of functional organisations, for 
which Toyota has seven cross-functional integrators that have evolved: 1) 
Integrated development teams, 2) Obeya Team System, 3) Checklists and 
Standardisation, 4) Functional Build, 5) A3 Standardised Communication, 6) 
Resident Engineers, and 7) Hansei (reflection) Events.  

Eliminating waste in the product development value stream 

This chapter of the book explains the benefits of value stream mapping (VSM), 
and explains the differences between VSM for PD and manufacturing. PD is 
concerned with the flow of data, rather than a physical entity, and the timescale is 
along the lines of weeks, months, or years, instead of seconds in manufacturing. 
The nature of work in PD is intangible, and the data flow is multidirectional, 
while there is a diverse group of people involved. It can be beneficial to see the 
big picture of PD, for which there are different ways to attempt mapping the value 
stream.  
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Getting to culture change: the heart of lean PD 

The approach for improvement is wrong if the approach is to have a technical fix 
and then to assume that there is a magic chant that makes the improvement to stay. 
Instead, the organisational culture needs to be changed so that making 
improvements and having the discipline to follow the best known procedure is a 
way of life. Right kind of leadership is required to maintain the journey of 
continuous improvement. 

Table 1. Toyota Enablers. 

Process People Tools & Technology 

Customer-Defined Value   

Kentou  

(study phase to agree on strategy 

to deliver) 

Chief Engineer System Chief Engineers Concept Paper 

Pre-program plant visit  

(identify any current quality 

issues) 

MDT -Module Development 

Team 

(Cross-functional team to 

implement) 

Competitive tear-down analysis 

(for measurable goals) 

 Customer-first 

(philosophy through the 

organisation) 

 

Eliminating Waste   

Minimise process hand-offs SE – Simultaneous Engineer 

(career path that enables broad 

responsibility) 

Checklists 

Detailed Scheduling and Capacity 

planning  

(best resource utilisation) 

MDT 

(Anticipate and resolve issues 

early) 

Sensu 

Kentou 

(minimise changes and rework) 

*Manufacturing personnel 

(upfront planning) 

Standard Process Sheets 

  Quality Matrices 

  Digital Assembly (up-front use) 

  A3(Communication) 

Reducing Variation   

Kentou 

(Core engineering and early 

problem solving before execution)

MDT 

(Cross-functional) 

Checklists 

Standard Processes Trust from team (Integrity) Standardised Process Sheets 

Lean tool manufacturing process   
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Process People Tools & Technology 

Creating Flexible Capacity  

Well-understood standard 

processes 

Career path 

(designed to create standard 

skills) 

Checklists 

Front loaded capacity planning 

and relief valves 

Affiliate companies are part of 

the family 

Design Standards 

 Technician pools Standard Process Sheets 

 Reward for process adherence  

Creating Flow   

Staggered design release Detailed execution Standard Processes 

Synchronised processes 

(Simultaneous execution) 

Trust from team 

(Integrity) 

High precision machining and 

patented tools 

Kentou 

(Early problem solving) 

Broad knowledge over PD 

process 

Digital assembly early in the 

process 

Lean tool manufacture MDT  
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Abstract 

High tech companies have realised that acknowledging the needs of internal 
customers is a necessity for successful new product development (NPD). It has 
been clear for product development already for some time that manufacturability 
must be taken into account already during the NPD process. Requirements for 
products typically change during product development, and requirements 
management has become an ever greater challenge for high tech companies. This 
challenge is accumulated by the fact that requirements are interpreted differently 
in different parts of organisations. Design for excellence (DfX) is a potential way 
for addressing internal customers and for harmonising practices. DfX cannot only 
be seen as a way to collect internal best practices, but also as a means to 
disseminate information and realise the implementation of these practices. This 
paper clarifies the historical background of DfX to understand its origins. In 
addition, this study describes the structure of DfX by analysing its interrelation 
with designer’s actual work, methods & tools, and organisational aspects. 
 
Keywords: Design for eXcellence, Product development, Requirements 
management, DfX 
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1 Introduction 

The information and communications technology (ICT) sector is facing 
continuous change in its new product development (NPD) as products are getting 
increasingly complicated, and customer segments more fragmented. These 
changes, together with pressures for shortening development times, and severe 
price erosion, require multidisciplinary approaches. Successful product 
development necessitates the integration of engineers, industrial designers and 
marketing personnel. (Belt et al. 2008, Belt et al. 2009). 

The early stages of product development are described by many authors 
(Bralla 1996, Gatenby & Foo 1990, Yang et al. 2007). The ability to influence the 
success of a product development programme is the greatest at the start of the 
project. The choices made in early NPD, reduces both unnecessary changes 
towards the end, and total life-cycle costs even after the end of the programme. 
Design for eXcellence (DfX) is an organised way to systematically address the 
early involvement. Design for Excellence and Design for Six Sigma have been 
two of the most popular concepts in quality management in recent years (Jiang et 
al. 2007). 

Addressing the needs of internal customers has been identified as a key 
element for successful product development (e.g. Cooper et al. 2004, Gupta et al. 
2007). Manufacturability has been the first internal customer aspect that has been 
addressed by DfX. Requirements for products typically change during product 
development, and requirements management has become an ever greater 
challenge for high tech companies. This challenge is accumulated by the fact that 
requirements are interpreted differently in different parts of organisations. DfX is 
a potential way for addressing internal customers and for harmonising practices. 
DfX cannot only be seen as a way to collect internal best practices, but also as a 
means to disseminate information and realise the implementation of these 
practices. 

This paper clarifies the historical background of DfX to understand its origins. 
In addition, this study describes DfX and its role in organisational context. This 
study is theoretical in nature and addresses the research questions through 
academic literature. The above mentioned can be condensed into the following 
research questions:  

RQ 1 What is the development path of DfX? 
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RQ 2 What are the differences between traditional NPD and modern NPD 
utilising DfX with respect to design work, methods & tools, and 
organisational aspects? 

2 DfX history 

There can be seen two main reasons for evolution of product development 
processes: (1) market changes, and (2) in-house challenges. Market changes 
include, tightening competition, changes in customer opinions and spending 
behaviour, and such. These market changes result in demands to reduce costs and 
shorten time-to-market targets for NPD (Gatenby & Foo 1990, Pahl et al. 2007, 
Priest 1988). In-house challenges relate to company functions and processes, 
specifically to product development and manufacturing.  

Designers have traditionally focused on three product aspects: performance, 
features, and appearance. In other words, designers focus on the product itself and 
the value it can provide to the end-user. (Bralla 1996). Typically, designers do not 
consider the product realisation through the entire life-cycle, including 
manufacturing, disposal, and such. In addition, internal customers, such as 
packaging, maintenance, and distribution, have not been acknowledged 
sufficiently. Only after the design is complete, these issues are addressed, and are 
left for related departments to solve (e.g. Huang et al. 2001). This has resulted in 
cumbersome processes that are time-consuming, inflexible, and prone to errors. In 
addition, same mistakes are repeated due to information flowing only downstream, 
with no feedback to designers. (Huang et al. 2001). 

The first attempts to address the needs of internal customers include 
manufacturing considerations. The literature refers to designing manufacturability, 
already as early as in the 1940s through 1960s (e.g. Huang 1996, Ziemke & 
Spann 1993). Examples of the first approaches to address manufacturability 
include value analysis, value engineering, and produceability engineering. Value 
analysis was invented in the late 1940s by General Electric, to become a 
systematic review of production costs for components/products, and evaluation 
method for cheaper alternative designs/approaches. Value engineering compares 
product functions to costs and aims to reduce them were possible. Produceability 
engineering assures that the developed product is produceable with available tools 
& machines, in a cost effective way. These methods share the same philosophical 
impetus as modern Design for X (DfX) (Bralla 1996, Huang et al. 2001). 
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Boothroyd and Dewhurst (1983) can be interpreted to be the first ones to 
utilise the term design for excellence with their concept of design for assembly 
(DfA). DfA methodology aims to simplify design by both, minimising the number 
of parts, and easing their insertion. (Huang et al. 2001). This concept was later 
broadened into Design for Manufacturing (DfM) to include a broader set of 
manufacturing aspects (Stoll 1988). Bralla (1996) defines DfM as: “DfM is 
primarily a knowledge-based technique that invokes a series of guidelines, 
principles, recommendations or rules of thumb for designing a product so that it is 
easy to make”. Methods, or tools, supporting DfM/DfA include: Assembly-
Oriented Product Design (Warnecke & Bassler 1988), Hitachi’s Assembly 
Evaluation Method (AEM), and General Electric’s Level 5 system (Bralla 1996).  

DfX methodology has expanded and is applied in new areas. Since 1990s 
environmental issues have gathered attention in companies due to growing 
environmental concerns, new regulations, and competitive advantage of selling 
‘green’ products (Tichem, 1997). Consequently, disassembly and recycling have 
become important product features for product development to take into account. 
In addition, design for testability, design for usability, design for safety, design for 
serviceability, and design for packaging, are since introduced, to effectively 
consider versatile aspects during product development. DfX concept having 
expanded to new areas, it now covers the entire product life-cycle. (Bralla 1996, 
Gatenby & Foo 1990, Huang et al. 2001, Tichem 1997, Cowan et al. 2000, Sheu 
& Chen 2007). 

Once starting to apply DfX/DfM, companies realised how following these 
principles leads into enormous impacts in company procedures, and even in 
organisation (Sheu & Chen 2007). As a consequence, different type support 
systems and tools need to be utilised (Bralla 1996, Huang & Mak 2003, 
Boothroyd & Dewhurst 2008, Eversheim & Baumann 1991, Poli & Knight 1984, 
Scarr 1986). 

3 What is DfX?  

DfX aims to include the early consideration of desired issues in product 
development, covering both design goals and constraints (Huang et al. 2001). 
Design goals are targets to be met, such as, low cost, quality, efficiency and 
productivity. Constraints, on the other hand, are issues such as, capability of 
manufacturing equipment, materials and market aspects.  
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In practice, DFX is often formalised as guidelines that tell how designer 
should do the design (Bralla 1996). The process is often team-based and requires 
representation from all of the parties (e.g. manufacturing, suppliers, customers, 
and even government) involved in product’s life-cycle during the design process. 

The Xs can be divided into two parts: (1) life-cycle phases (e.g. 
manufacturing, environment, testing, and such) and (2) properties to be optimised 
(e.g. cost, quality, speed) (Tichem 1997, Tichem & Storm 1997, Huang & Mak 
1997). In addition, (Sheu & Chen 2007) splits Xs two-dimensionally into (1) 
process-oriented attributes (design for sales, design for manufacture, design for 
environment) and (2) function-oriented attributes (design for cost, design for 
quality, design for thermal). 

3.1 DfX – benefits and drawbacks 

The literature lists the main benefits of applying DfX as: reduced life-cycle costs, 
improved quality, reduced lead-time, time-to-market, and enhanced customer 
satisfaction. The above mentioned benefits are based on: more predictable 
products, quicker and smoother transition to manufacturing, early prevention of 
defects, and product development flexibility, and such. (Bralla 1996, Gatenby & 
Foo 1990, Huang et al. 2001, Tichem 1997, Huang & Mak 1997, Xie et al. 2004, 
Harjula et al. 1996). 

Positive effects tend to accumulate through the product life-cycle. For 
example, a removal of a single component from a product provides benefits 
throughout all the later phases, resulting in reduced costs, faster manufacturing, 
simpler logistics, reduced pollution, and smoother product data management, and 
so on (Bralla 1996, Huang 1996b). 

Benefits can be divided into three categories: (1) competitiveness, 
(2) operational efficiency, and (3) cost drivers. Competitiveness covers issues 
such as reduced costs, time-to-market, improved flexibility, and customer 
satisfaction. Operational efficiency covers issues such as improved 
communication, supplier involvement, project management and other actual work 
within an organisation. Operational efficiency can be extracted into cost drivers, 
which represent number of parts, reviews, and supplier visits, and such. (Huang 
1996b). 

(Tichem 1997) suggests a more technical view and presents relation between 
product’s life-cycle aspects, process parameters, and product parameters. 
Competitiveness is affected by life-cycle aspects, such as, assembly costs, ease of 
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use. Competitiveness and life-cycle aspects are the basis for considering process 
parameters, such as joining operations, equipment, and fixtures. Product 
parameters are determined by engineering design, such as number of parts, 
materials, join types, and assembly. 

Figure 1 summarises the benefits mentioned above. 

Fig. 1. Summary of benefits obtained by applying DfX methodologies.  

The literature also presents some critics for DfX. Applying DFX in large 
organisations poses difficulties due to complex organisational structures, and 
overwhelming number of issues to be considered (Herrmann et al. 2004). There 
are also challenges with teamwork, costs of organisational support, tools required, 
and so on.  

4 DfX structure 

When analysing DfX it can be roughly divided into the following three domains: 
(1) designer, (2) methods & tools, and (3) organisation (see Figure 2). Designer 
typically is a skilled R&D engineer, who applies DfX principles in practice. 
Methods can be seen as procedures and guidelines that the designer follows. 
Typical tools include spreadsheets, software, design structure matrices, 
morphological charts, and such. Organisational aspects cover issues, such as 
teamwork, collaboration, communication, processes, company policies. 
(Eversheim & Baumann 1991, Poli & Knight 1984, Huang & Mak 1997, Lang et 
al. 2002, Meerhamm 1994). 
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the three identified DfX viewpoints. 

4.1 Designer 

At the grass-root level, design engineer implements DfX, does design decisions, 
and produces engineering drawings for products by utilising different tools (see 
Figure 3).  

Fig. 3. Simplified illustration of designer’s work.  

Designing is essentially a decision-making process on product features and 
functions (Cowan et al. 2000). Designer utilises various approaches and tools, 
however, the key is engineer’s ability to produce documents on products and 
processes. (Lang et al. 2002) summarises designer’s main activities as: 

1. identification, analysis and clarification of problems and needs 
2. information gathering 
3. idea creation 
4. generation of solutions 
5. analysing solutions 
6. solution optimisation 

Specifications
Product & 
process
design

DfX realisation

Design work
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Iterations are required, and the designer must go through the steps listed above 
until a satisfying solution is reached. Multitude of issues require consideration, 
resulting in an overwhelming amount of alternatives. Often DfX requirements 
conflict and designer has to decide which requirement to favour. However, 
sometimes a solution can benefit several DfXs, for example a reduced number of 
parts results in both easier assembly, and higher environmental friendliness 
(Harjula et al. 1996). In order to find an optimal value within a solution space 
objective measurement, suitable tools and sound judgement are required. The aim 
should be to make decisions early as possible, however, only when necessary 
understanding has been gained. (Bralla 1996, Morgan & Liker 2006).  

Table 1 presents the differences between traditional engineering design, and 
modern design with DfX.  

Table 1. Differences between traditional engineering design and modern design with 
DfX. 

Traditional Modern with DfX  

Consider functional requirements Consider life-cycle requirements 

Address other aspects after design freeze As early as possible 

Overwhelming number of alternatives Overwhelming number of alternatives 

Iterations One-time-right 

Heavy usage of tools Heavy usage of systems 

CAD tools Knowledge-based systems 

Responsibility over design Responsibility over whole life-cycle 

4.2 Methods & Tools 

The work to fulfil DfX objectives can be supported by various tools, which can 
automate and guide the actual efforts (see Figure 4). Because DfX bases on tool-
heavy engineering design, and as a consequence DfX tools have gained a lot of 
attention (Tichem 1997, Watson & Radcliffe 1998). Lately, the shift has been 
towards computerisation of tools, and knowledge-based systems, allowing storing 
and reusing design knowledge (Nomaguchi & Fujita 2007). In addition, these 
tools ease the cross-functional integration needed in modern product development 
process. 
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Fig. 4. Illustration on how tools aid DfX realisation. 

Tichem (1997) categorises DfX tools as: (1) design guidelines, (2) stand-alone 
design evaluation tools, (3) CAD (computer aided design) integrated evaluation 
tools, and (4) CAD/CAPP (computer aided process planning) based evaluation 
tools. Design guidelines are lists of qualitative DOs and DON’Ts. Stand-alone 
design evaluation tools offer systematic approach to evaluating design and 
redesign. CAD integrated evaluation tools use the power of computerised 
modelling for analysing design and creating feedback to designer thus helping 
evaluation (Eversheim & Baumann 1991). CAD/CAPP based evaluation tools 
automatically create process plans in addition to CAD output. (Tichem 1997). 

Table 2 presents different categories of DfX tools together with their features, 
benefits and drawbacks. 

Specifications DfX realisation

Generic
tools

X-specific
tools

Toolbox
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Table 2. Categories of DfX tools.  

 Features Benefits and drawbacks 

Design 

guidelines 

Relies on designer and his insight Easy to understand 

Overly simplistic 

Difficult to know which guidelines to follow 

No quantified effects on decisions 

Stimulates creativity (Huang, Kuo et al. 2001) 

Stand-alone 

design 

evaluation tools 

Both qualitative & quantitative 

evaluations 

Some tools are computer-based 

Quantitative evaluations give quantifiable results 

CAD integrated 

evaluation tools 

Applied in the detailed stages of 

design 

Best applied for DfM & DfA 

(requires detailed design) 

Automates processing 

Enables interpretation via modelling design and 

extracting data from it 

Reduces need for user input 

Prevents user input errors 

Automatic fixes and analysis results (Herrmann, 

Cooper et al. 2004) 

CAD/CAPP 

based evaluation 

tools 

CAPP developed for certain 

aspects of parts manufacturing & 

assembly 

Process plan created automatically  

CAPP works as an expert 

More accurate life-cycle evaluation can be 

achieved 

Integration of product & process reduces lead-

time and avoids all the DfX problems 

4.3 Organisation 

Addressing DfX in practice requires acknowledging the entire organisation, not 
only an individual designer (Herrmann et al. 2004). DfX implementation requires 
new procedures and processes as well as organisational changes. In order to 
support DfX, different measures are used to ease integration of people, processes 
and tools (see Figure 5). 
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Fig. 5. Illustration on how organisational support affects DfX realisation. 

A successful implementation of DfX requires organisational reformulations, clear 
sharing of responsibilities, and training, but also cultural changes (Herrmann et al. 
2004). New practices supporting DfX should be integrated into existing business 
environment (Huang et al. 2001). Table 3 presents differences between traditional 
NPD and modern NPD with DfX. 

Table 3. Differences between traditional NPD and modern NPD with DfX. 

Traditional Modern with DfX 

Technical focus Organisational support 

Business process re-engineering Continuous improvement 

End-user as customer Downstream as customers 

Communication between departments Collaboration between team members 

Departmental knowledge Knowledge sharing 

From upstream to downstream Both directions 

Reviews in gates Less need for reviews 

Technical aspects Organisational support 

Bureaucracy Empowerment 

Departments Cross-functional teams 

Project Process 

Direct communication Shared communication through systems 

Processes on basis of product design Integrated design 

Feedback after identifying problems Proactive information sharing 

In the literature, various issues have been linked to DfX. These issues include 
cross-functional teams, empowerment, design reviews, standardisation, 
knowledge sharing, continuous improvement, and such. (Bralla 1996; Gatenby & 
Foo 1990, Tichem 1997, Cowan et al. 2000, Sheu & Chen 2007, Huang 1996b; 

Specifications
Product & 
process
design

DfX realisation

Generic
tools

X-specific
tools

Organizational support
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Herrmann et al. 2004, Lang et al. 2002, Wilkinson 1998, Cooney 2004, Aurich et 
al. 2006). 

Due to the nature of DfX, single design engineer cannot sufficiently handle, 
and know everything that is required during a design process (Bralla 1996). In 
order to tackle this problem, cross-functional teams, comprising participants from 
different life-cycle phases and functions, are established (Huang 1996a).  

In DfX context, empowerment is important due to cross-functional teams 
combining different employees from different parts of an organisation. Having 
clear roles and management are essentially important to secure employee 
collaboration to organisational goals (Cooney 2004). 

Standardisation reduces costs in development, training, mistakes, ramp-ups, 
quality assurance, tooling, etc. (Bralla 1996) encourages standardising everything, 
including technical and organisational issues (e.g. engineering drawings, parts, 
materials, processes). 

The role of design reviews at certain product development gates diminishes 
as these issues are continuously addressed through DfX. DfX also benefits from 
knowledge sharing and continuous improvement. 

5 Conclusions 

In traditional NPD, design work was in focus and the following phases, such as 
manufacturing and service, had to adapt to designers’ work. Time-to-market, and 
cost pressures have forced companies to streamline their processes, and to better 
address internal customers. DfX has proved to be a successful way to address 
these challenges. The direction is also towards considering the entire life-cycle of 
products instead of a single phase. DfX is also a way to handle cross-functional 
integration, and multi-site, multi-cultural aspects. 

The first attempts to address the needs of internal customers include 
manufacturing considerations. However, the early solutions were typically based 
on iterations and internal customers were addressed only after design freeze. The 
first DfX type approaches originated from the 1980s, when design for assembly 
(DfA) and design for manufacturing (DfM) were introduced. Since then DfX has 
expanded into new application areas, and in 1990s environmental issues gathered 
attention. Currently DfX concept aims to cover the entire product life-cycle. 

DfX requires simultaneous addressing of numerous issues, resulting in 
prioritisation challenges in decision making. Decisions ought to be made early 
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during the NPD process. DfX tools can be divided into four main categories: 
design guidelines, stand-alone design evaluation tools, CAD integrated evaluation 
tools, and CAD/CAPP based evaluation tools. However, it is a great challenge to 
unambiguously describe requirements for different Xs.  

A successful implementation of DfX requires organisational reformulations, 
clear sharing of responsibilities, and training, but also cultural changes. These 
issues include cross-functional teams, empowerment, design reviews, 
standardisation, knowledge sharing, continuous improvement, and such. 

Even though DfX has proved to be a successful way to address NPD 
challenges, it requires investments, for example dedicated owners. However, 
should the introduction be conducted poorly, DfX will only increase bureaucracy. 
The purpose of this study was to conduct a literature survey and further research 
with empirical data is required to adequately cover the managerial implications of 
DfX. 
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Abstract 

The latest changes in the business environment are widening the usage and importance of 
product structure and data management especially in manufacturing companies. Multi-site, 
complex products with new service offerings, and way to do operations in close 
collaboration with other companies are amongst other requiring excellent product structure 
management and product data needs to be delivered to all the parties in time.  

The product structure is represented using product data information so these two 
concepts are linked closed to each other. All the main operative functions needs product 
structure in their operations, e.g. salesman is using sales item level of product structure 
when product design engineer utilises the view of physical product structure. Therefore, 
they use different forms of a product structure and the meaning of the product structure is 
thus chancing over the company. Functions have their own terminology for the product 
structure and more often these terms do not get together inside the company. Same 
problem can be seen also in the literature where the handling of product structure has been 
very fragmented. This paper will face this challenge and is supposed to summarise the 
views of earlier researches.  

The main purpose of this study is to clarify, how earlier researcher have covered the 
field of product structure during product lifecycle (PLC). The study in hand is a literature 
review. The research was made by using systematic review methodology making research 
in 2 data bases. Because of the heterogeneity of the subject in hand, the selection of 
keywords is not straightforward. Terminology in this research area is not explicit between 
databases. For example, the main term, product structure, used in this paper, is not official 
subject term in many databases. Thus, multiple searches, whit different kind of key word 
combinations and synonyms, are needed to find the fundamental papers for review.  

The paper will represent the results of this search and summarises, how the earlier 
researchers have covered product structure from product lifecycle perspective. Also the 
analysis of research methodology used in the studied field is presented.  

Keywords; PDM, PLM, Product Structure, Product Information 
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1 Introduction 

Manufacturing companies are facing new kind of challenges in their business 
environment. Companies are facing internal and external challenges which need 
to be solved. There is increasing need for continuous innovation activity, costs 
reduction and higher operational efficiency together with globalisation challenges, 
more complex products whit decreasing product’s lifecycle, growing legal and 
environmental requirements, and increasing of collaborative activities which are 
crossing company borders or even the company mergers (see e.g. Ameri & Dutta 
2005, Stark 2005). Old solutions are not anymore sufficient to corresponding to 
these challenges when the business problematic has been changed. Product data 
management (PDM) has become one of most important themes when companies 
are tackling these new challenges especially in engineering and manufacturing 
industry. The main target of managing product data is to attain fast product 
development, shorter time to market, lower costs and better responsibility to 
customer needs (Kovacs et al. 1998, Kumar & Midha 2001). Approach to product 
data management has been widened during 21st century, when academic world 
has been started to discuss more often about product lifecycle management 
(PLM). PLM view expands the scope cover the whole product’s lifecycle, and it 
is seen more often as a strategic view and way of thinking how to organise 
manufacturing industry in a new way. PLM approach includes seamless 
integration of all information produced throughout different phases of a product's 
lifecycle by everyone in an organization. (Sudarsan et al. 2005, Stark 2005).  

PLM is cross-functional but also cross-enterprise operation (Stark 2005). 
People in different operations understand product and related data differently, and 
this problem is getting more difficult when the enterprise structures are crossed. 
People need to know, and especially they need to understand, the exact definition 
of their products – otherwise they do not know what they are actually managing.  

Product data covers a wide range of data linked to a product, and can be 
divided into product description, lifecycle data, and metadata. Product data is 
often associated also with product structure and researchers consider product 
structure as the heart of product lifecycle management. (Halttunen & Hokkanen 
1995, Saaksvuori & Immonen 2002) Today’s business model, offering solutions, 
and the fact that developed products are mostly derivate products from earlier 
models lead to the situation where product structure face many changes during its 
lifecycle. Product structure is the key when handling the product changes over 
lifecycle. All the changes need to be updated to the product structure. The initial 
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literature view shows that the earlier researches are pretty much concentrated to 
stabile product structure, e.g. defining the product structure solution for PDM 
system view, different vies to bill of material, and other very engineering design 
connected areas, and the view to lifecycle level discussion is not often faced. 
Because of this, the more detailed literature review is required to ensure what the 
earlier research actually covers.  

This literature review is starting point of literature study of my doctoral thesis. 
Literature review is done to help the identification and location of the relevant 
sources, but also developing an understanding of a subject area (see e.g. Rowley 
& Slack 2004). The main purpose of this study is to clarify, how earlier researcher 
have covered the field of product structure during product lifecycle (PLC). The 
above can be condensed into the following research questions: 

RQ1 How earlier studies are covered the product structure in case of PLC? 

RQ2 What are the key methodologies used within product structure studies?  

The paper is organised following. At first, the concepts of product structure and 
PLC are presented. The methodology section describes how the systematic 
literature review is done. Results based on the literature review are compiled and 
presented considering finding answers to the research question. Finally, the results 
are discussed and conclusions are drawn. 

2 Product structure and product lifecycle 
management 

Today’s business model, offering solutions, and the fact that developed products 
are mostly derivate products from earlier models lead the situation where product 
structure face many changes during its lifecycle. Thus it is important that the 
product structure supports these changes well. All these changes are linked to the 
product data and this is one reason why the amount of data is thus growing 
extremely. 

The idea behind this study is to study how earlier researcher have covered 
different views to product structure in scope of PLC. This chapter is clarifying the 
basic idea which guides the literature review – what is the key idea to look for in 
earlier researches. In an enterprise level, there are many different views/levels to 
product structure (Fig. 1). For example during the delivery process several views 
to product structure is utilised – purchasing function is using the “lowest” level of 
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product structure, component view, when sales is using the “highest” level of 
product structure, sales item view.  

Fig. 1. End-to-End process integration combined with consistent data structures 
(Tolonen 2008).  

In this study, the product structure is defined following (Sääksvuori & Immonen 
2002): Product Structure is a concept model that describes the information on the 
product, and how it relates to other information. Information and its relations are 
described formally. In practice, the product structure describes hierarchically, 
using items, how the product can be generated.  

Product structure is created during product development (see e.g. Ulrich & 
Eppinger 2000). However, product structure is not stable but it is changing during 
product’s lifecycle for several reasons such as cost reduction or customer 
variation. Maintaining the product structure is not ending even when the product 
is delivered for the customer. Certain levels of product structure needs to be 
maintain during the product maintain phase especially, if a company is providing 
different kind of services for customers. The main objective of my doctoral thesis 
is discover, how product structure is evolving during PLC analysing on product 
changes.  

Product changes are more often managed using some PDM solutions. PDM is 
nowadays seen to be part of PLM (see e.g. Abramovici & Sieg 2002). For that 
reason PDM is defined nowadays to be a system level solution for product data 
administration purpose. PLM is a wider concept, a kind of business method which 
aspires for rationalisation of business processes based on better product data 
handling and information utilisation. The main idea is to gather information about 
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the product during its whole lifecycle and refine the data to be utilised in different 
operations in an organisation.  

3 Method 

The study is done to attain information for earlier researches and results about 
product structure and how product structure is handled during PLC, or even one 
part of PLC. A systematic literature review method has chosen to make the study. 
This method make possible to carry out a structured critical review and evaluation 
of research within selected topic. There cannot be found any earlier literature 
review within this area. Based on the initial literature review, the amount and type 
of studies of within this area are not suitable for a meta-analysis because there the 
research field is emergent (see e.g. Stark 2005) and there are not a large number 
of studies using same kind of research approach for example.  

This study aims to increase the understanding of literature upon product 
structure and lifecycle management area by summarising the main 
methodological issues and key findings of a sample of selected papers. The 
limitation of the study is the fact that paper selection can be objective because 
done only by author. With the structured systematic review, the findings of this 
work can help future literature investigation on the field of product structure and 
its lifecycle management and helps to recognise the possible research areas and 
methods suitable to this area.  

3.1 Search procedure 

Systematic review starts with creating review question(s) – what questions will be 
addressed, and why these questions are set. These questions and reasoning them is 
represented earlier in this paper (chapters 1 and 2).  

Data collection based on electronic database searches. On this phase of study, 
the search is limited for 2 databases, ABI/INFORM (Proquest) and Academic 
Search Premier (EBSCO). These databases are amongst the top databases used on 
this research field. As a help of database selection, the consultancy of a dedicated 
librarian is also used. On these databases only full texts and peer review journal 
articles are included.  

Search in a database requires keyword identification. Keyword identification 
based on the list of search terms defined for each databases. On this phase of 
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study, searches are resulted 32 papers. It is notable that the searching is still 
ongoing activity in EBSCO database and there can be found additional results. 
Amongst these 32 papers, the papers, which are not suitable to answer the 
research questions, are de-selected. De-selection is done by reading abstracts and 
re-checking the key words define by the author compared to the database 
keywords. Also other further selection criteria have defined to moderate the range 
of papers for review.  

At this moment, 14 papers have been chosen under analysis after de-selection. 
The selected papers are analysed – the key findings and the used methodology of 
each research has been written down. Results of this analysis are represented on 
the following chapter.  

By using a structured systematic review method, assure that the search is not 
made only the main journal or the journals which are familiar to an author. The 
method enables to create a clear research strategy, which is seen to be one of the 
key advantages of a structural systematic review.  

3.2 Search criteria 

After database selection, the next step was to find the appropriate search terms 
and searching strategy. The specific, database related search instructions were 
studied at first. Every database has its own kind key words /search terms /search 
codes to use. Thus the searches and results cannot be directly compared but 
always need to take into consideration the search environment. Keywords used 
are listed in Table 1. The grey marked keywords are not used in search on this 
phase of research. 

Table 1. Keywords used. 

Database Keywords 
ABI Product data management, Product design, Product design/Product 

development, Product development, Product information, Product life cycle, 
Product lifecycle management, Product management 

EBSCO Product attributes, Product differentiation, Product management, Product 
life cycle, Product design, Structural design 

 Product information management, Bill of materials, Engineering design, Specifications, 

Configuration management 

The search is not so straightforward, and thus many keywords combinations are 
needed to use to find the most potential papers for review. In some cases, wide 
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result amount was needed to allocate better towards the original idea of the study 
and thus the keyword combination is used (see example in Table 2). For example 
data search in ABI database consist of all together 87 different searches with 
different kind of keyword combinations.  

Table 2. Example of search with combining keywords. 

Search Boolean 

logic 

Field Keyword Hits 

1  subject product management 304 

subject product management 2 AND 

citation and abstract product design 13 

4 Results 

The articles were used to analyze how they address product structure on product 
lifecycle studies. According to answering to this research questions, some 
notifications related to the search procedure is also summarised. This chapter is 
thus divided into 3 sections. The first part is covering notes related to the database 
search. On the second part, results related to the key findings of researches within 
the field of product structure handling during PLC are represented, and thirdly the 
findings related to the research methods in earlier researches are discussed.  

4.1 Challenges on database search 

When starting to make a literature review about product structure, it turned out to 
be very challenging. The terminology used is not homogenous which make 
searching to be quite problematic. The results of the initial literature review 
showed that the product structure is more often handled from a PDM system 
viewpoint but not in a view about how the product structure is utilised in a 
company or how the product structure changes during PLC.  

Database search turned out to be challenging task starting to correct keywords 
definition. At initial search phase product structure was the main keyword used. 
The deeper familiarisation each database search introduction showed that the used 
keyword is not valid. This was very interesting finding because books (see e.g. 
Stark 2005, Halttunen & Hokkanen 1995, Saaksvuori & Immonen 2002) which 
handle PLM use always the term product structure. Also many of the related 
terms like product version/variant/revision/configuration are not used as a subject 
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term in these databases. Based on that, searches were done using the subject terms 
defined by the database which leads to the situation that the amount of documents 
found were large, and usually was not corresponding whit the original review 
questions. Thus de-selection was crucial and based limited searching terms but 
also de-selection by reading abstracts.  

According the key word definition problematic, the other problem is that 
databases are using different key words than what the authors of a paper has been 
defined. On many cases the actual, author defined key words were totally 
different than given by the database. This led also in many cases to a result article 
de-selection. 

4.2 Researches on product structure on product lifecycle studies 

The keyword product structure is not valid as a search purpose, as told in earlier 
part – so many of the papers are not handling the studied issue using a term 
product structure. Thus when studying the papers, all the papers which are 
handling the product lifecycle management in some level of product 
data/information/knowledge are analysed. The main point is to get an idea, how 
earlier researchers have been handled the product perspective on product lifecycle 
view. 

The papers are reviewed to concluding the views on product structure/ 
data/information/knowledge and how those aspects are covered on product 
lifecycle perspective. These findings, what have been the key aspects in earlier 
studies, are listed in the Table 3. It has to be noted that the papers have been 
reviewed attempting to find answers for the research question 1. Papers are 
reviewed if even some answers can be found even if the main result of the paper 
is concentrating some detailed solution like modelling software solution 
architecture etc. Even these kinds of papers, the main idea is find the solution for 
product structure/ data/information/knowledge management during PLC so those 
papers are also providing different views to handle this issue. 
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Table 3. Key aspects in earlier studies related to product structure and PLM.  

Author Year Views to product structure (PS) and/or PLM 

Rogers 1994 PS is a one key element of Product Information Management (PIM) and its 

Configuration Management element. PIM is covering whole PLC. 

McDermott & 

Stock 

1994 View to PS through product's commonal elements. 

Philpotts 1996 Defining the concept of PDM, benefits, system structure and functions. Product 

structure is one of the PDM functions. Contains also PLC aspect even the 

main term is PDM. 

Prasad 1997 It is important to notice that companies have differences in lifecycle 

methodology and effectiveness is related to the fact how the lifecycle 

management is practiced. Introduce 4 aspects to PLM; NPI, Strategic 

technology insertion, Managing continuity, and Managing revision change. 

Challenge to manage the complexity of continuously varying product 

specifications and handling the ongoing changes. 

Goldenberg, 

Mazursky, 

Solomon 

1999 Discuss product development phase and together with creating a new product, 

the dynamics of changes must be defined. Rules to handling product 

versioning/ configurations. 

Kiritsis, Bufardi, 

Xirouchakis 

2003 "The ability of industry to provide holistic products and supporting services is 

currently limited by the information gap in the products lifecycle (i.e. the flow of 

information between the design/production phase and middle and end of life 

phase of the products life cycle)."Solution is designing data structure to support 

data collecting in every operation, especially in middle and end of life phases. 

Hvam, Malis, 

Hansen, Riis 

2004 Solutions for supporting product specification process with IT. Aim is 

formalised the products and their life cycle properties to express the 

knowledge in IT-systems. Key is the product model (compare to PS), but do 

not discuss this model in depth. 

Sudarsan, 

Fenves, Sriram, 

Wang 

2005 PLM to ensure the access, store, serve, and reuse the information. Desire is to 

have comprehensive system (company wide) so that everybody knows the 

latest product changes but also the reasons for changes. The heart of this kind 

of solution is some kind core product model which supports both vertical and 

horizontal information exchange. It is also important to define the content of 

product data and metadata for constructing good PLM solution. 

Zhou, Peng, 

Yarlagadda 

2005 General guidelines on product information model for product development 

purpose. Explains the meaning of product information and handles a bit about 

PLC view. However do not discuss about PS in detailed, and view is 

concentrated product design support system where PS is one element. 

Helo 2006 Discuss about product configurability by using knowledge-based configuration 

system. Points out the link between PLC and product development. 
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Author Year Views to product structure (PS) and/or PLM 

Liu & Young 2007 Information elements; manufacturing model, product model, and order model --

> global and local level of info. Product model consists of product structure and 

different views to this structure. Design and manufacturing for example should 

be able to use the same structure. 

Yang, Moore, 

Wong, Pu, 

Chong 

2007 Points out that PLM systems still concentrating only to research and 

development, and manufacturing aspects and also managing only static data 

even though there is huge potential to creating value with the data evolving in 

latter phases of PLC. Product related data with occurs in latter phases of 

product lifecycle and dynamic product data are not managed. Represent also 

that applications should manage also dynamic product data according static 

data. 

Dean, Tu, Xue 2008 Describes the different views of product information and how to manage 

product changes. Presenting a product production framework and information 

management solution for mass customization data management. Describes 

also the product structure used in manufacturing operations. 

Zheng, 

McMahon, Li, 

Ding, Jamshidi 

2008 Key characteristics (KC) and what KCs to manage during PLC. KCs are 

related to the product model, function, and product development (product and 

process aspect). However, concentrates mainly closing the gap between the 

product definition and the actual manufacturing production activities and the 

other aspects are not highlighted. 

PLM is seen today a strategic view to manage product and related knowledge 
covering all the operations and product’s lifecycles. On this review, the papers 
written by Kiritsis et al. (2003), Sudarsan et al. (2005), and Yang et al. (2007) are 
highlighted this view. They also point out that PLM needs to cover the whole 
organisation. However, this view is still minority in earlier research papers, and 
as usually recognised the product data management activities have concentrated 
mainly to cover only product development and manufacturing operations (Liu & 
Young 2007, Dean et al. 2008, Zheng et al. 2008), or only in product 
development operations (see e.g. Hvam et al. 2004, Zhou et al. 2005). 

One notable characteristic when talking about product lifecycle management 
and product related issues is product configuration or change management issues 
(Rogers 1994, Prasad 1997, Goldenberg et al. 1999, Helo 2006). Key issue to 
handle changes effectively are the rules for configuring products and principles 
for data management so that all the functions over the organisation have the same 
information available and they also know the root causes of changes (Sudarsan et 
al. 2005). Thus there can be found many papers presenting common product 
model or product structure which is the basic element constructing the 
information system (Rogers 1994, Kiritsis et al. 2003, Sudarsan et al. 2005, Liu 
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& Young 2007). However, these models are more often models how to organise 
data in information and communication systems and not describing solution for 
the physical product’s structure.  

There cannot be found very extensive studies of product data/knowledge etc. 
management during PLC on this research sample. According Kiritsis et al. (2003), 
there are gap in industry to collecting information related to product especially in 
the middle and end of life phases. Yang et al. (2007) results go along with Kiritsis 
et al. (2003), when they also add that instead of static product data management 
companies should better handle dynamic product data during PLC. These studies 
are not discussing very deeply what product related data should collect during 
those latter phases of PLC.  

There can be found some confirmation for the idea that companies are 
utilising different levels of same product information in their different operations 
(Dean et al. 2008, Sudarsan et al. 2005). Sudarsan et al. (2005) discuss the 
product model to utilise vertically and horizontal over organisation. Liu and 
Young (2007) add to this also the local and global aspect of product view. 
However, this view remains to be weakly covered in these papers. 

One of the main results is the fact that none of the papers are discussing about 
the product structure/information comprehensively through lifecycle, or neither 
discussing product data and its changes over product lifecycle very deeply.  

4.3 Research methods in earlier studies 

Most of the review papers are utilising case study methodology. Mostly the 
studies based on single case experience (see e.g. Rogers 1994, McDermott & 
Stock 1994, Zhou et al. 2005, Dean et al. 2007). And some papers clearly based 
on consultation experience or studying the earlier research papers, when 
reasoning used in study are quite weak (for example Philpotts 1996, Zheng et al. 
2008). Many of the papers are also presenting some kind of construction for 
example data architecture, as mentioned previously. 
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5 Discussions and conclusions 

The literature review is not all-inclusive yet, and it needs to be complete by 
enlarging the search in other databases. However, even in this phase the findings 
are clearly point out that product structure/information is not handled from 
product life-cycle perspective very comprehensively. Results clearly point out the 
gap in literature on the field of product structure and the changes that product 
structure is facing over a product’s life-cycle or what aspects of product 
information are important to manage when companies are talking about PLM. On 
this area occur many future research potentials. However, because the knowledge 
on this area is quite incomplete, good case studies and practical description of the 
foregoing issues can offer lot of new knowledge to this field and also research 
community among practitioners. 

Product data management and product’s life-cycle management are coming 
more important at the business life especially in manufacturing companies. As 
summarised in result section, product structure is the key element of managing 
product data during its lifecycle. To better manage the product, and actually the 
product structure in a system level, the nature of product structure needs to be 
understood. Product structure is the unit which will face the changes caused by 
cost reduction and customer configurations. The final product is following the 
form of product structure.  

Different functions of an organisation are utilising different level of a product 
structure and they may need the information even in different phases of a 
product’s life-cycle. The basic understanding about product structure needs to be 
uniform through the organisation so that organisations’ information systems can 
be better integrated but also that the traceability over a product is maintained over 
a product’s life-cycle. This is one of the interesting research areas related to the 
topic and not very much studied yet. 

The potential downfalls of literature reviews can be for example that those 
are made to tell any story which an author want to tell (see e.g. Petticrew & 
Roberts 2006). This reliability problem is tackled with the systematic review 
method which also other researchers can follow. It is aimed to bring together 
current research in this field which based on the researcher’s understanding of a 
general literature review. The review will however help for the researchers who 
are interested about the product structure/information and to develop the practices 
of product life-cycle management really require the information about product 
structure to success. This review will provide at least the information that there is 
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no single source to use when researcher is building the theoretical frame to his/her 
study and defining the search criteria is not easy.  

The quality of the studied papers is ensured by reviewing only scholarly 
journals and peer-reviewed articles. However, even making the search within 
scholarly journal we have to notice that there can still be some journals without 
peer reviewing process.  

This study is pure theoretical literature review having always a limiting factor 
with subjective selection of studied papers. Also the search procedure and the 
deeper analysis of the papers are still ongoing, and thus this paper do not give 
complete results. This study is a work in progress and is presented to get 
comments and ideas how to take further steps when building a theoretical frame 
on product structure and its evolution during product lifecycle. 
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Abstract 

The paper will present parts of an early research plan of a future doctoral thesis 
and outline its relations and intended contributions to innovativeness and 
innovation research. The aim of the beginning research process is to study 
ethnographically user-involving design work in a cross-functional 
workplace/workspace development project in a hospital. The study intents to form 
an empiric in-depth account of the cross-functional design work and in that way 
produce knowledge for scientific community as well as for the development of 
user-centred and innovation-enhancing working methods. The everyday practice 
of workplace development work will be analysed by looking at the project as a 
network of people, artefacts and objects who / which all mediate usability and 
flavour it by their viewpoints or characteristics – or, who / which mediate and 
advance other things through the label of usability. Networks and mediation are 
thus the conceptual frameworks for this research that positions itself to the fields 
of anthropological studies of technology, workplace studies and design studies. 
Usability is, at least in principle, present on many levels in product development 
and user-centred perspective is called to be integrated into the whole development 
process on the way or another. In many cases this is done by generating some 
kind of cross-functional interaction, varying from close teams to more loose 
program- or network-based structures. Usability and user-centeredness has been 
paid more and more attention in the context of space design and architectural 
planning too. The study focuses on that branch of design work. Innovations have 
been studied in the context of cross-functionality and usable design solutions can 
be seen as cross-functionally developed innovations of sort. This piece of research 
will examine usability-related innovations by exploring how they born and 
develop in the complex mediation of / through usability in the context of 
workplace/workspace development work of professionals with different 
backgrounds. 

Keywords: user-centred design, cross-functionality, workplace development, 
anthropology of technologies 
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1 Introduction  

Innovativeness and usability are both placed among the key factors of success in 
nowadays world (Love & Roper 2008: 1, Jordan 1998: 16–18). Innovativeness 
refers to something new and better, whereas usability means that something is 
effective, efficient and satisfactory in usage (ISO DIS 9241-112). There are 
extensive bodies of scientific and other literature about both issues. The existing 
innovation research includes studies about the influence of different factors (of 
which one quite popular is cross-functionality, see for example Gebert et al. 2006, 
Love & Roper 2008) on innovativeness as well as studies on innovation 
management, for instance. Usability is mostly covered by engineering books and 
guidelines, design methodology descriptions and studies examining user-
involvement and user-designer relationships from different viewpoints. 

This paper presents a possibility for studying these two issues on one in an 
ethnographic study of a cross-functional and user-involving workplace/workspace 
development project, in the fashion of workplace studies (see Luff et al. 2000) 
and participatory design (see Greenbaum & Kyng 1999). In the forthcoming 
project the representatives of the personnel and patients of a department of a 
hospital in Northern Finland will plan the renovation of their department together 
with construction professionals and researchers. Thus, the “functions” of a cross-
functional team in the study will refer to different personnel groups (doctors, 
nurses, maintenance staff etc.), different patient groups and different professionals 
(architects, electricians, plumbers etc.) whose object is to plan more usable 
hospital department for all on the assistance of usage and usability information 
produced by researchers (the author involved). From the innovation perspective 
the question is, then, how these people create new solutions for the organisation 
of space, care work, maintenance work and care processes? 

Studies that focus on technical practices are not numerous (Vinck 2003: 203) 
and this concerns also innovation and usability related research. There are 
prescriptive literature on how to make usable products and how to enhance 
innovations as well as mostly quantitative surveys that try to establish a relation 
between some factors and innovativeness. Traditionally the fields of social and 
human sciences have tended to focus purely on “social” and “human” meanings 
and cultural practices whereas technical science has concentrated on “objective 
technical problems” (Vinck 2003). In this study a different perspective is taken, 
following the tradition of anthropological studies of technology and well 
presented for example in Vinck & Blanco (eds.) 2003 and Schiffer (ed.) 2001. 
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Thus, the interest here is put on how people in their everyday working reality 
create, use and are influenced by technical objects (including formulas and 
procedures, space organisation etc.). 

2 Anthropology of technologies in the spirit of 
actor-network theory 

The research setting is informed by anthropological studies on technology and 
work practices according to which technological and social are fundamentally 
interwoven in contextual human practice (Schiffer 2001; see also the whole 
volume edited by Schiffer 2001). This premise implies that “technological” or 
“material” and “social” or “human” are not treated as separate parts of reality 
with different functional logics which call for different research methodology. 
Thus it is not reality-freezing symbols and meanings or causes and effects that are 
studied as such. Instead, the research programme addresses interplays, 
dependencies, performances, practices, mediations and translations that happen in 
and by dynamic, complex socio-technical combinations in the production or 
usage of technologies that is taken to mean all the tools by which people organize 
and transform the world around them. (Vinck 2003, see also Suchman et al. 1999.) 

The central theoretical framework for this study is Bruno Latour’s actor-
network theory that looks at people and artefacts in constantly changing networks 
of influence, in so called ”associations”, in which also other things than people 
are examined as active. Latour is critical towards the tendency of social research 
to take ”the social” for granted, as a starting point, and then also explain it by 
referring to “the social”. For him a better approach is one that includes also other 
spheres of reality without reducing them to the social or other way around. What 
is on the stage, are different assembling processes of heterogenous objects. 
(Latour 2005: 1–17.) This study thus tries to examine the connections and 
interplays among people, objects and artefacts in one cross-functional workplace 
development project. 

Anthropology studies human realities and in this frame it has also been 
interested in material reality of people, though some times more and other times 
less. Because its in-built focus on “human”, anthropology has persistent 
difficulties in theorizing objects and material world which belong to both, 
“human” and “natural” realms. It is not so problematic to incorporate material 
world into anthropology by taking into account everything that is accommodated 
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to or produced in human world; the problems relate more to the examination of 
these things once they are there. The fundamental question is how people relate to 
objects? Anthropology of technologies answers to this challenge by not taking 
objects as just objects of human action or meaning, but as objects charged by 
human action and meaning. Objects become highly loaded of human activity and 
intentions already on the design phase and this load is maintained by everything 
that happens around the object as long as it “lives”. (Vinck 2003, Schiffer 2001). 

Sometimes it is hard to separate the core object from all the hassle around it: 
there are intermediary people (designers, producers, maintenance staff) and 
intermediary objects (plans, drawings, requirements, users manuals) as well as 
different users and usage. If this is not enough, objects belong to many networks 
and thus are related to other objects and people in multiple ways. Anthropology of 
technologies has to somehow examine both, the intermediaries that mask the 
technology and the technology itself. Tangible materiality is only one mediator of 
technology or intermediaries – in many cases technology exists also as a system 
or a framework for practice (as, for example, timetables or organization charts). 
For this reason one way to “find” technology is to study it in and through action; 
when it is designed or used different ways or when it determinates the action of 
others. (Vink 2003.)  

Two analytic concepts – performance and mediation – seem heuristically 
suitable for opening up socio-technological realities from the viewpoint that takes 
into account the dynamic nature of world and does not categorically separate 
people and objects. Performance here means consequences of actions, thing that 
are “produced” in whatever register: technico-economic productivity or more 
suitable process, new brilliant tools or changes in power relations. 
Anthropological approach here is interested in how recognized and in some sense 
shared (there may be different interpretations of success, for example) 
performances born from the interplays of different actors. Mediation instead is the 
key word to capture action and actors: if performance makes possible to see the 
result or object, mediation helps in identifying movements and movers that head 
to an object and produce it on the way or another. The concept of mediation helps 
to follow the evolution of an object as well as address different actors and their 
interactions. Mediation and mediators overlap as well as diverge, and this opens 
up one route to the continuities and discontinuities of technological development. 
(Vinck 2003.) 

In this study usability is planned to be examined as both the attribute of 
performance and one of the principal mediating concepts (with incarnations in 
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artefacts ie. mediating objects) which acts as a vehicle of meanings, 
interpretations and resources between different parties of the cross-functional 
development work. Accordingly people doing this mediating shall be called 
mediators. Mediation between customers and producers has already been studied 
related for example to food industries (Schot & Albert de la Bruheze 2003) and 
advanced technology product development (Hasu 2001) but mediators and the 
kind of a translation work have been more under discussion on the field of science 
studies (see for example Latour 2005), development studies (see for example 
Mosse 2007, Bierschenk & Chauveau 2000) and political science (see for 
example Heaney 2006). Anyway these studies still leave open space for the 
examination of the cross-functional mediation, done by people, artefacts and 
objects in a workplace development project.  

The two central questions guiding this research will be: 

1. How cross-functional workplace development work is done? 
2. What is the role of usability in cross-functional workplace development work? 

These two questions are further divided on subtasks. For question 1) these are as 
follows: 

1.1  What are the functions and who / what are the actors participating in the 
cross-functional workplace development project? 

1.2  What kinds of tasks the work consists of, how these tasks are done and by 
who? 

1.3  Who interacts with who / what, how and for what reasons? 

The question two will be examined through: 

2.1  How is usability perceived by different units and actors during the different 
phases of a project? 

2.2  How is usability mediated cross-functionally and between the actors? 
2.3  How usability of a workplace evolves during the development process? 
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3 Ethnography of cross-functional, user-
involving design  

The concrete research shall take the form of an ethnography which is one of the 
qualitative approaches in social scientific and anthropological research. It has not 
a single, standard definition as it is used in different research settings and with 
different theoretical approaches. Despite this there are some general 
characteristics that group together ethnographic approaches. First of all, 
ethnography is a conjoint construction of a researcher and informants about a 
phenomenon that is the object of research. Thus, an ethnographer is not focusing 
on people as such, but studying some phenomenon of their social reality by 
observing these people, talking with them and reading documents they have 
produced. The fact that everyone participating in the research is an equal 
meaning-making person demands an ethnographer to be reflexive towards his / 
her own prejudices as well as towards the different viewpoints of informants. An 
ethnographer is not a neutral observer and he / she may influence on the people 
and the phenomenon studied – that is why ethnographies (as well as many other 
social scientific approaches) can not be evaluated as “objective” in the same sense 
as natural sciences but as reflexive. (Hammersley & Atkinson 2007: 1-9, see also 
Moore 1999: 9-19)  

Ethnographers begin and go on with a relatively open-ended approach 
because they try to find out what happens ”naturally” in some, many times rather 
little researched area of social life. Ethnographers study daily routines in their 
contexts, ”in the field”, as opposed to the experimental research. They try to 
produce an in-depth picture of what happens through multiple sources of data 
(documents, interviews and informal conversations, observations and participant 
observations) and as this requires lots of work they mostly study small-scale cases. 
The data gathered is analysed by interpreting the meanings, functions and 
consequences of human actions and institutional practices in local and perhaps 
also wider contexts. Usually the results include descriptions, explanations and 
theories; quantification and statistical analysis are mostly outside of the scope of 
ethnographic accounts. (Hammersley & Atkinson 2007: 1-3.) 

Ethnographical approaches have been used for studying design, work, 
development and user-producer relationships also before and especially the 
technological field has gained substantive interest among ethnographically 
oriented researchers from the 90’s on. The articles in the volumes edited by 
Greenbaum & Kyng (1991), Button (1993) and Jirotka & Goguen (1994) 
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addressed some of the earliest questions on new technology. More recent 
collections of articles worth for knowing are Vinck’s (ed. 2003) Everyday 
engineering: an ethnography of design and innovation, Luff, Hindmarch & 
Heath’s (ed. 2000) Workplace Studies and Oudshoorn & Pinch’s (ed. 2003) How 
users matter. To note some famous monographies on the issue Lucy Suchman’s 
Plans and situated actions (1987), Gideon’s Engineering culture (1992), 
Bucciarelli’s Designing engineers (1994), Orr’s Talking about machines (1996) 
and Latour, Woolgar & Biezunski’s La vie de laboratoire : la production des faits 
scientifiques (1988) have to be named. During the second millennia sociological 
and anthropological studies on technology and design have multiplied and 
diversified and one way to organize them for the purposes of this paper could be 
the division to the research done on design work, on the usage of technology and 
on the relations between users and designers (and the world outside). Also the 
earlier research can be included in this classification. 

This study belongs mostly to the group of research done on relations and 
interaction between users and designers / developers and other stakeholders. In 
this genre and related to the health sector in Finland for example Kurunmäki 
(2003) has examined the adoption of accounting practice by health care 
professionals, Hasu (2001) has studied the development, implementation and use 
of neuromagnetometer in Finnish and American Hospital laboratories and Karasti 
(2001) has explored the integration of work practice and systems design in the 
development of radiological devices. In Finland the Center for Activity Theory 
(see the Web pages) has been very active in studying work, organizational 
development and innovation also in the health sector. Internationally for example 
Fisher (2008) has examined private-sector physicians’ constructions of research 
ethics as they engage in contract research for the pharmaceutical industry and 
Tjora & Scambler (2008) have researched Norwegian experience of the health 
care sector ICT systems. There exists also a body of cross-cultural “hospital 
ethnographies” that intend to explore different health care cultures and contexts 
around the world (van der Geest & Finkler 2004).  

Usability and user-producer relations have been less addressed in the 
comprehensive work environment design, though the issue has now gained 
attention in Finland by one of the main research funding agencies Tekes with a 
special programme “Spaces and Places” (see the Web pages of Tekes). The main 
source of user-centred, ethnographically informed space design for this study has 
been Horgen, Joroff, Porter and Schön’s (1999) Excellence by design: 
transforming workplace and work practice. Joroff has actually been consulted by 
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Tekes for the programme and the report examines business opportunities in the 
markets of integrated workplace and real estate projects (see Joroff et al. 2008).  

In this piece of research the intent is to produce an in-depth description of 
workplace development work and examine the role of usability in it. The study 
concentrates on one small project to keep the setting limited enough for profound 
examination. Data will be collected and analysed following technically the 
grounded theory methodology (Strauss & Corbin 1998) in which simultaneous 
and / or rotating data gathering (by observation, participant observation, 
interviews, informal discussions and document analysis) and analysing (by 
interpretative, qualitative coding with N-vivo) is done to inductively form a more 
and more general explanations from the originally scattered and possibly 
incoherent qualitative data. Anyway, the aim is not to do an orthodox grounded 
theory study, but to apply the methods for data handling while keeping the actor-
network approach in mind. Thus, the research is limited to the examination of 
usability-related interplays between actors and guided by the research questions 
presented earlier. However, the open mind and critical reflexivity of an 
ethnographer is conserved which means that the theoretical framework and the 
focus of the study is changed “if the data says so”. More formal interviews and 
meetings will be recorded or videotaped digitally, but for capturing the “informal” 
and practical everyday reality notes and fieldwork diaries shall be the main ways 
to collect data. Photos of central places, artefacts and objects are planned to be 
included in publications.1 

4 Contributions for innovation research 

The research project described in this paper wishes to increase knowledge on 
innovations by explaining some of the innovation processes profoundly and in 
descriptive manner. The actual, real life occurrence of innovations and complex 
socio-technological processes relating to it stay in shadow in mainstream 
literature on innovations, be them quantitative studies which gain their merits 
from exact examination of factors which relate to innovations or prescriptive 
books which have the ability to give direct guidance for actors in the companies. 
Naturalistic and qualitative research discusses with quantitative studies by 
exploring them new factors to examine and by explaining the processes behind 
                                                        
1 All data gathering and publications will be done on the permit of informants and the organization 
studied. 
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correlations they reveal. Experimental research can benefit from the more 
profound understanding of real world situations and thus be able to design 
experiments better. Prescriptive books normally base their models on descriptive 
research and the information given by qualitative studies probably makes the 
picture richer by bringing in the complexity and ambiguity that has to be 
somehow managed. 

One of the more specific contributions of this study to innovation research 
that can already be figured out relates to finding out what is the role of 
overlapping and diverging mediation in innovativeness. It could be imagined that 
in cross-functional groups the both are better represented: mediation and 
mediators overlap when for example methods or actors related to different 
functions are combined or used for something new and they diverge when there is 
no common ground at all – when functions stick in their own frames of reference, 
acknowledging it or not. This study aims thus to reveal and analyse how this 
mediation happens in practice. Who and what mediates what, to whom and how? 
What follows – recognized and shared performances (in this case innovative 
solutions and planning methods which lead to usable hospital environment) – and 
from whose perspective? 
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Abstract 

This study focuses on the essential attributes of the models related to the 
configuration perspective of firm growth. The study relates to an effort to review 
a large set of company growth and development models. From the configuration 
perspective, rather than seeking for the reasons for growth, it is important to 
understand what growth brings to an organisation in the early stages and by what 
knowledge the organisations could be best supported during this critical period. 
Wealth of models aims to describe the early growth and development of a 
company from the configuration perspective. The purpose of this paper is to find 
the relevant attributes from the literature focusing on configuration models. These 
attributes are analysed and summarised into a preliminary analytical framework in 
order to make a proposal of a form of analysis for growth and development 
models. Based on this framework, the models providing relevant understanding 
about the early growth of the technology intensive SME could be reviewed in the 
following studies. First in this study, the common attributes used to categorise 
these models are defined based on a literature survey. Second, the attributes are 
evaluated. Third, a preliminary form of analysis will be presented. As a result of 
this study the configuration or stage models can be classified and further selected 
based on the framework presented. 

Keywords: new venture creation, company growth, growth process, configuration 
viewpoint, stages of growth 
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1 Introduction 

The early growth of the firm is a period critical to the survival and the success of 
the firm. A remarkable portion of the technology intensive companies fails during 
the early years of existence while other portion of the firms gets stuck on the early 
developmental stages. However, the firms succeeding to grow is an interesting 
focus group – this group is expected to face similar growth related challenges 
than the earlier mentioned groups, but seem to overcome the challenges more 
effectively than the others do. This paper is one part of the effort to clarify the 
early stages of technology intensive SME. 

The research problem relates to the notion that that there is a wealth of new 
venture growth and new venture creation models derived from the 
process/configuration perspective, but the models have a variant number of 
attributes that may limit the implementation of the models to any context. One of 
the most widely known examples of configuration models is presented in Greiner 
(1972) (See. Appendix 1). I.e. Phelps (2007) mentioned 33 configuration studies 
in a review article. In an on-going unpublished study related to this paper, 
altogether 90 configuration models published between years 1948 and 2008 are 
reviewed. The configuration models vary widely in type, level of empirical 
evidence, focus business, growth/development dimension, number of stages etc. 
Naturally, the model focusing on the growth of a large enterprise have a different 
viewpoint compared to those that are sufficient for the analysis of the growth of 
technology intensive SMEs – sometimes the models that focus on the growth of 
large enterprises are referred in the context of small enterprises and vice versa. 
This is the case with many other attributes. To clarify the variety of attributes 
specific to the configuration models, the following research questions are 
answered in this study. 

Research Questions: 

RQ1: Based on the earlier reviews, what are the most essential attributes for 
grouping the configuration models? 

RQ2: What kind of framework could be utilised to classify the models? 

RQ3: In which form the configuration models could be categorised (in 
practice) based on the framework? 

This literature survey aims to build a framework for deeper analysis growth 
configuration models (See i.e. Wiklund 1998). This is one of the four main 
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approaches related to company growth and development of a company. The three 
other approaches mentioned by Wiklund (1998) and Davidsson and Wiklund 
(2006) are the resource-based perspective, the motivation perspective, and the 
strategic adaptation perspective. There are also other names given in the literature 
for the configuration approach or utilised as a subcategory of such approach. 
O’Farrell and Hitchens (1988) mention the ‘stage model’ or ‘life-cycle model’ 
which Wiklund (1998) utilises as a parallel term to ‘configuration model’. 
McMahon (1998) labels the approach as ‘stage or life-cycle models’. Gibb and 
Davies (1990) utilises the similar terms labelling the organisational development 
approaches as the ‘life-cycle’ or ‘stage’ models and Geroski (2002) utilises term 
‘stage’ models. Anyhow, the perspective deals with the growth process while 
others are concerned with the factors of growth. Wiklund (1998) further clarifies 
that such as life-cycle and stage studies of firm growth can be described as a 
specific application of the more general configuration approach. Davidsson and 
Wiklund (2006) summarises that the configuration perspective focuses on how 
managerial problems appear and can be dealt with during a firm’s growth through 
presumed typical stages of development. This perspective is different from the 
other ones. Wiklund (1998) points out that the main concern of this perspective is 
what growth brings to an organisation. Further, when the firm growth is 
considered as the starting point or the cause – the consequences for the firm, 
caused by growth is the main concern of this perspective. According to Miller et 
al. (1984: 1) “Organizational structures, production systems, information 
processing procedures, strategies and environments all tend to influence each 
other. Our thesis is that they do so in such a manner that gives rise to a small 
number of extremely common configurations… Configurations may represent 
common organization structures, common scenarios of strategy making in context, 
and even common developmental or transitional sequences.”  

At least two definitions need to be clarified when discussing about the 
company growth. How are the terms growth and company (unit of analysis) 
defined? In this study we look at the company growth as a multi-dimensional 
phenomenon. Hanks and Chandler (1992) defines organisation growth as the 
creation of organisation and its subsequent development in terms of age, size, 
value, sophistication, and complexity. Also other dimensions are presented at the 
literature. According to Davidsson and Wiklund (2006) the unit of analysis, 
whose development is studied over time, needs to be clarified. Davidsson and 
Wiklund (2006) proposes three alternative viewpoints to the firm, (1) ‘all business 
activities controlled by an individual or group of individuals’, (2) ‘a particular 
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business activity or a related set of business activities’, and (3) ‘a governance 
structure, which is a decision-making unit, coherently administered and 
controlled’. In this study the third viewpoint, firm as governance unit, is taken. 
However, in the models analysed, the viewpoint may be different from the chosen. 

The methodology of this study is a literature study. In the study, the 10 review 
articles representing the configuration viewpoint to the company growth are 
analysed. The articles are selected from the large sample of literature focusing on 
configuration perspective (years 1980-2007). First, the review articles were red 
through in order to build basic understanding on the purpose of the review. 
Second, the models were carefully analysed in order to find the potential 
attributes useful for grouping the configuration models. This phase was repeated 
several times (3-4 times/ article) and documented. Third, the attributes were 
evaluated based on number of referring authors, further selected, and grouped into 
three groups. Based on the selected attributes the framework for analysis of the 
configuration models was formed. Finally the practical, preliminary form of 
analysis was developed. 

This paper is consists of four chapters. In the first chapter, the purpose of the 
study, background, the research problem and the research questions as well as the 
methodology will be presented. In the second chapter, the essential attributes for 
analysis of configuration models are pointed out, analysed, and selected from ten 
review articles. In the third chapter, the attributes and the framework for analysis 
of the configuration models will be presented as well as the practical format or 
grouping the models. In the fourth chapter, the discussion, the main contribution 
of this study, the answers to the research questions, the limitations of this study, 
and the further research challenges will be discussed. 

2 The essential attributes for analysis of 
configuration models 

There are several frameworks presented in the literature that review the 
configuration models (see Baird & Meshoulam 1988, Filley & Aldag 1980, Hanks 
et al. 1993, Hanks & Chandler 1994, Perry 1982, Poutziouris et al. 1999, Quinn 
& Cameron 1983, Scott & Bruce 1987, Starbuck 1965, d'Amboise & Muldowney 
1988, Phelps et al. 2007). Each of these models presents some choices in 
categorising of the models. 
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In the first review from the early eighties, Filley and Aldag (1980) studies 8 
configuration models in order to build the model of three organisational types. 
Authors present in the introduction of the paper some choices made in the study 
and mention three potential categories for grouping of the models; analogical 
nature (e.g. biological), degree and kind focus on variables, size and process 
perspectives on growth, and size focus. Filley and Aldag (1980) defines three 
basic types of typologies utilised in the models such as human organisation, 
anthromorphic evolution, and metamorphosis. In the summary of the models, 
Filley and Aldag (1980) utilises such attributes as name of the author, year 
published, institutional type (similar to ’business studied’), names of types 
(stages), number of types (stages), and relationship of stages to size growth. Later 
on, two more ways to categorise models are presented. First one is size measure 
utilised, which can be number of employees, sales, assets, number of stores etc. 
The second one mentioned is the kind of growth, defined as simple growth, 
populational growth, or structural growth. 

In the second review, Perry (1982) studies 6 configuration models for 
evaluation of their validity and to form a basis for alternative configuration model 
of small business growth. The first category is formed through definition of the 
minimum requirements for a conceptually sound stage theory. The requirements 
are empirical testability of the model, definition of the relationship to the 
preceding and the succeeding stages, unique characteristics for each stage, and the 
definition of focus business. Especially empirical testability of the model and the 
definition of focus business could be utilised as potential categories of the 
configuration models. Considering the model related to the small business growth 
Perry (1982) points out the importance of the definition of a focus business size 
(e.g. small, large, general, or with measures such as 0-250 employees). In the 
introduction to the stage theories the problem of substantially varying number of 
stages is mentioned. The focus of the growth and development dimension, 
number of stages, focus size (qualitative and quantitative measures), the 
theoretical framework (the models that the analysed model is based on), and the 
use of empirical evidence are discussed in the review of the models. Further, 
Perry (1982) points out the possible categories of prescriptive (deterministic 
prescription of stages – ‘grow or die’) and descriptive (more open-minded 
description of what happened) of the models. In the summary table the author and 
the year published are mentioned as well as the stages labelled and the number of 
stages and/or crises revealed. The author and the year published are also 
mentioned as information to indentify the models. 
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In the third review, Quinn and Cameron (1983) review 9 configuration 
models in order to study the criteria for effectiveness in the early development of 
organisation. In the beginning of the study (headline, abstract and introduction) 
several potential attributes for categorisation of the models can be detected. These 
are focus growth and development dimension, theoretical framework (in terms of 
earlier models), sequential/non-sequential and hierarchical/non-hierarchical 
nature, number of stages, use of empirical evidence, focus developmental stage of 
the business, and focus business size. In the review part of the study Quinn and 
Cameron (1983) utilises such attributes to differentiate models as focus dimension 
(s) of growth and development, organisational phenomena studied, focus business, 
theoretical context (earlier configuration models), number of stages, and names of 
stages and crises. In the summary the models are differentiated by author name 
and the year of publication, name of the model, number of stages, names of stages, 
and descriptions of the internal structures of stages. The discussion part of his 
paper reveals the predictive/non-predictive dimension of the configuration models 
similar to deterministic/probabilistic dimension mentioned by Filley and Aldag 
(1980). 

In the fourth review Scott and Bruce (1987) studies 13 configuration models 
in order to form a model of small business growth. In the beginning of the paper 
(headline, abstract, introduction and objective) Scott and Bruce (1987) defines 
several ways for differentiating configuration models. These include number of 
stages and transitions, focus business, focus business size, distinctive/non-
distinctive nature of stages, and use of empirical evidence. In the review part of 
the study, Scott and Bruce (1987) makes distinction on the models based on the 
author and the year published, focus business size category (small, large, and 
general), number of stages, names of stages, and theoretical context. The 
summary table is made based on the focus growth and development dimension, 
number of stages, names of stages, and the short description of stages. 

In the fifth review, d'Amboise and Muldowney (1988) studies 11 models in 
order to increase understanding on the growth of small business as a part of more 
general review of the small business management. In the general part of the study 
some ways of making distinction between the different growth models can be 
found. These are typology-taxonomy dimension, focus business size, focus 
business studied, growth measure utilised, and focus growth and development 
dimension. First in the review of growth models, d'Amboise and Muldowney 
(1988) makes the distinction between the different configuration model based on 
underlying analogies of models such as cell-division models and metamorphosis 
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models. Second, in this part of the study he makes the distinction based on 
sequential and non-sequential nature of the models. In the summary of the models 
d'Amboise and Muldowney (1988) utilises such attributes as author and the year 
published, title of the model, number of stages, the names of stages and the 
transitions in between them. 

In the sixth review, through the study on the 11 earlier configuration models 
Baird and Meshoulam (1988) intention is to form a basis for a new configuration 
model; Stages of Human Resource Management. In the beginning of the article 
the basic types of the models are proposed and the examples of these models 
presented. The basic categories proposed are life cycle and hierarchical models, 
evolutionary models, stage models, and metamorphosis models. Next, the 
theoretical context (earlier models) is mentioned. In the summary of the models 
Baird and Meshoulam (1988) classifies the models based on their focus (Such as 
structure, organisation growth, marketing etc) and the number of stages. The 
focus category utilised in this study could be further divided into focus business 
studied, focus dimension of growth and development, and focus size. 

In the seventh review, Hanks et al. (1993) studies 10 configuration models in 
order to build a basis for an empirical taxonomy of the life-cycle stages in high 
technology organisations. The headline of the study reveals one potential 
classification attribute for the configuration models; the focus business studied. In 
the abstract of the paper three different attributes for classification of models are 
presented; typology-taxonomy dimension of the models, the nature or underlying 
construct of stages in the model, and the number of stages presented. It is 
mentioned in the article that models can focus as well on stages as on the crises 
and further on both of these. Hanks et al. (1993) also points out the empirical-non 
empirical dimension of the models. In the first summary of the models the 
following categories are utilised: nature of stages, contextual dimensions, and 
structural dimension. The contextual dimension typically includes such attributes 
as organisation age, size, growth and focal tasks or challenges faced by the firm 
and the structural dimension typically includes structural form, formalisation, 
centralisation, and vertical differentiation and the number of organisational levels. 
In the second summary of models Hanks et al. (1993) focuses on the numbers of 
stages, the names of the stages and unites the models into one model. In the later 
part of the study, the growth measure utilised in the study is carefully described – 
growth measure selected in the study, among others mentioned in this study, 
forms one potential attribute for categorising of the configuration models. 
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In the 8th review, Hanks and Chandler (1994) reviews 7 models to describe 
the functional patterns of specialisation in high-technology organisations. In the 
headline and the introduction of the article they describe the focus business and 
the focus dimension/s of growth and development studied. The distinction 
between the growth and development of the large and small organisations is made 
– which leads to the possibility of utilising the size focus (large, small, general) as 
one basis for categorisation. The analogical nature (Biological: metamorphosis 
human organisation; Evolutionary … etc.) of the models is also mentioned. As the 
models are reviewed in the text, the differences in numbers of stages, dimensions 
for description of the stages, and the names of the stages are mentioned. In the 
summary table of the models, the author and the year published, number of stages, 
and the dimensions for description of the stages are presented. The group of 
growth measures utilised is mentioned in the study. To address deeper levels of 
the models Hanks and Chandler (1994) divides models into typologies and 
taxonomies, empirical and conceptual models, as well as to sequential and non-
sequential models. In the later part of the study the primary audience is mentioned 
as one potential attribute. 

In the ninth review Poutziouris et al. (1999) reviews 9 configuration models 
in order to form a growth model for the Cypriot small manufacturing firms. 
Poutziouris et al. (1999) mentions already in the abstract and key words of his 
paper three potential categories, focus size of business studied, use of empirical 
evidence for the validation of the model, and the focus business. In the 
introduction, the focus growth and development dimension (s) of the models is 
mentioned as well as the focus size. In the review of the models Poutziouris et al. 
(1999) mentions taxonomy-typology dimension of the configuration models as 
well as theoretical context and names and number of stages as attributes for 
differentiating models. In the summary table the author and the year published are 
revealed as well as the number and the names of stages, theoretical context, short 
description of the model, and the empirical testing mechanism. Further in the 
study, the focus growth and development dimensions and measures are revealed.  

In the 10th review, Phelps et al. (2007) reviews 33 configuration models in 
order to propose alternative conceptual framework for thinking about growing 
businesses. First in his study, Phelps et al. (2007) points out the potential 
underlying assumptions of the configuration perspective. This includes some 
potential distinctive dimensions for categorisation of configuration models such 
as linearity and non-linearity of growth, sequential and non-sequential nature of 
growth, deterministic and probabilistic nature, and invariant and variant nature. 
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Second he points out the conceptual/non-conceptual dimension. Third, Phelps et 
al. (2007) brings out growth type studied (organic, acquisition, and franchising), 
although he notices that most of the configuration models focus on organic 
growth. In the review of the configuration models Phelps et al. (2007) points out 
such attributes for categorising the models as number of stages and 
transformations, focus dimension of growth and development, focus business, 
size focus (small; SME, large), age focus (young, mature, old), growth focus 
(rapid/slow/no), and approach of validation (1. forming of a models based on 
longitudinal or cross-sectional inductive study, 2. hypothetico-deductive studies), 
use of empirical evidence. In the summary of the configuration models Phelps et 
al. (2007) utilises the author and the year published, number of stages, names and 
characteristics of stages, rationale of the model, theoretical context and empirical 
context, country, and short observation of the model. 

In the appendix 2 at the end of the paper the parameters/attributes detected 
based on the reviews of the configuration models are presented and linked to the 
original review article. On the basis of this analysis, the attributes were selected 
for the framework. The attributes interpreted from the 10 reviews of configuration 
models can be roughly grouped into identifiers (Such as Author and year, name of 
the model…), descriptive attributes, and internal or fundamental attributes 
including the methodology and the underlying assumptions of the model. The list 
of attributes and the number of reviewers that mention the analysed attributes are 
listed in Table 1. The attributes that more than 3 authors mention were selected 
(with one exeption). 
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Table 1. The attributes selected for the analysis of the configuration models. 

A. Identity attributes of the model 

1. Name of author (All 10 authors) 

2. Year published (All 10 authors) 

3. Names of stages (All 10 authors) 

4. Names of transition periods (3 authors) (Exception - selected based on B5) 

Not selected: Name of model (2 authors) 

B. Descriptive attributes of the model 

1. Focus business studied (All 10 authors) 

2. Focus business size (All 10 authors) 

3. Number of stages (All 10 authors) 

4. Focus growth and development dimension (s) (8 authors) 

5. Number of potential transformation periods (5 authors) 

6. Growth measure (s) utilised (4 authors) 

Not selected: Descriptions of stage (3 authors), Focus age of the business studied (3 authors), 

Number of growth and development dimensions studied (1 author), Country studied (1 author), Short 

observation (1 author), focus on stages/crises/both (1 author) 

C. The fundamental attributes - The methodology and underlying assumptions 

1. Use of empirical evidence (7 authors) 

2. Taxonomy –Typology (5 authors) 

3. Sequential nature (5 authors) 

4. Theoretical context (earlier models) (6 authors) 

5. Basic type of mode (4 authors) 

6. Deterministic – Probabilistic (4 authors) 

Not selected: Sample size (2 authors), Consistent/ punctual nature (2 authors), Conceptual 

soundness of a stage theory (1 author), Kind of growth (simple, populational, structural) (1author), 

Hierarchical nature (1 author), Nature of stages (Distinctive/non-distinctive) (2 authors), Primary 

audience (1 author), Invariant and variant nature (1 author), Approach of validation (1 author), 

Rationale of the model (1 author), Use of theoretical evidence (theoretical context) (1 author) 

3 The framework for analysing the 
configuration models 

The framework for analysis of the configuration models is divided into three parts. 
In the first part (Part A) the identity attributes are presented. In the second part 
(Part B) the descriptive attributes in the papers are presented. In the third part 
(Part C) the attributes that are related to the methodology and to the basic 
assumptions. 
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The identity attributes selected (Part A) are the most unambiguous in nature. 
These are (1) the name of the author, (2) the year published, (3) the names of the 
stages, and (4) the names of the transition periods. The author, year published, 
and the names of the stages are the attributes that every one of the reviewers 
utilises while the names of the transitions are an attribute that is mentioned only 
by 3 authors (Perry 1982, Quinn & Cameron 1983, d'Amboise & Muldowney 
1988). Anyhow, when considering a category of configuration models, the 
transitions are at the focus of this school of thought. Names of the models were 
not selected mainly because many of the authors do not label their models and it 
would be misleading to label them afterwards. 

The descriptive attributes (Part B) are relatively clearly visible in the models 
even without deeper study on configuration perspective. These are (1) the focus 
business studied, (2) the focus business size, (3) the number of stages, (4) the 
focus growth and development dimension (s), (5) the number of potential 
transition periods, and (6) Growth measure (s) utilised. Three first three attributes 
were mentioned by all 10 reviewers, the focus growth and development 
dimensions were mentioned by 8 authors (See appendix 2), the number of 
transition periods, and the theoretical context were mentioned by five authors 
(See appendix 2) and the growth measure utilised by 4 authors (See appendix 2). 
The ones that were mentioned by 3 or less authors (See Table 1) were not 
included. The attributes that reveal the focus of the model are the focus growth 
and development dimension (Such as development of a management structure, 
general growth, different growth variables etc.) focus business studied (Such as 
high-technology, services, manufacturing… etc.), and the focus business size 
(Such qualitative measures as small, medium large, general and more precise 
quantitative measures). Also the selected size measure is connected to the focus of 
the model – some models may utilise more qualitative measure of growth and 
development (such as level of complexity) while some other define clear 
quantitative measures (such as sales, number of employees, value of assets etc.) 
More quantitative attributes of this part are the number of stages, and the number 
of transitions.  

The next part (Part C) of the framework, the fundamental attributes 
concentrates the attributes that make distinction between the different 
methodological choices and underlying assumptions of the models. The attributes 
selected in this part of the framework are (1) the use of empirical evidence, (2) the 
taxonomical or typological nature, (3) the sequential nature, (4) the theoretical 
context, (5) the basic type of model, and (6) deterministic – probabilistic 
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dimension. The group of attributes that 2 or fewer authors mention was not 
included in the framework (See Table 1). The empirical context is mentioned by 
seven authors (See appendix 2), theoretical context is mentioned by 6 authors, the 
taxonomy-typology dimension as well as the sequential-non-sequential dimension 
is mentioned by 5 authors (See appendix 2), and the basic type of model (the 
analogy adopted in the model) as well as the deterministic-probabilistic 
dimension of the models is mentioned by four authors (See appendix 2). The 
attributes directly connected to the methodology of the paper studied are the use 
of empirical evidence and the typology-taxonomy dimension. The theoretical 
context attribute defines the earlier models on which the model analysed is based 
on. The attributes that are connected to the underlying assumptions of the models 
are the basic type of model, sequential nature, and the deterministic-probabilistic 
nature. The use of empirical evidence can be in many different forms in the 
models. 

The empirical evidence can be presented in the models in many different 
forms depending on the methodological choices. In this part of the framework is 
only revealed whether the empirical context is presented in the model 
(empirical/conceptual), not in which format. According to Hanks and Chandler 
(1994) most of the configuration models are rather conceptually than empirically 
based. The next attribute, taxonomical/typological nature dimension of the model 
looks at the way empirical evidence is utilised. According to Hanks et al. (1993, p. 
13) “Typologies represent a theorist’s attempt to make sense out of non-quantified 
observation while the strength of taxonomies lies in the fact that they are derived 
empirically, through multivariate analysis, based upon common patterns or 
relationships identified in the data.” In the case that the empirical data is utilised 
to validate typology based model in the framework the model is typology and the 
use of empirical data can be seen in the empirical data column as empirical 
instead of conceptual (see appendix 3). The model is sequential when the 
company progresses through the stages following the same order. According to 
Filley and Aldag (1980) the model is sequential when the activity A must be 
developed to some point before activity B has a relative advantage. The non-
sequential model does not assume that company progresses through the stages in 
the same order. The basic type of model refers to the analogy (type of typology) 
adopted in the model. According to Starbuck (1965) types of models of 
organisation growth can be divided into four groups Cell-division models (see i.e. 
Haire 1959), metamorphosis models (see i.e. Moore 1959, Whyte 1961, Fayol 
1949, Newman & Logan 1955), will-o’-the-whisp models (see Penrose 1959), 
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and decision process models (see i.e. Cyert et al. 1959, Cyert & March 1963). 
From these four ones, the cell division models and the metamorphosis models 
have the strongest contribution to the configuration perspective. Filley and Aldag 
(1980) presents three basic types which are stability-growth-institutionalisation, 
anthromorphic evolution, and metamorphosis. First one refers to the models that 
suggest a stability, growth, and institutionalisation type of growth curve to be 
related to all human organisations. The anthromorphic evolution refers to the 
analogy to the human growth from infancy, through adulthood to maturity. The 
metamorphosis refers to the relatively radical transformative periods connected to 
the biological analogy similar to the developmental stages of a butterfly and the 
transformations in between. Baird and Meshoulam (1988) presents four basic 
types of the models such as life cycle and hierarchical models, evolutionary 
models, stage models, and metamorphosis models. By life-cycle models he refers 
to the models that have clear life-cycle analogical to the human growth. The 
hierarchical model refers to ones that have an analogy to building blocks (similar 
to CMM models). The evolutionary models have a biological analogy to the 
survival of the fittest as the environment changes. The stage model is seen as 
some kind of a combination of the building block analogue and survival of the 
fittest. The metamorphosis is similar to the earlier presented definitions. 
d'Amboise and Muldowney (1988) adopts two of the basic types defined by 
Starbuck (1965); the cell division model (changes in degree) and the 
metamorphosis (changes in kind), and states that types of growth patterns can be 
classified utilising these two. A very similar idea is earlier presented by {{445 
Minzberg H 1979/f: 241;}} “…there appears to be strong evidence that as 
organisations grow, they go through structural transitions, changes in kind rather 
than in degree.” The basic types selected to the framework are metamorphosis 
(transformations, discontinuous nature), life-cycle (stages, birth-growth-maturity-
death, continuous), cell division (changes in degree diversification through 
expansion of mass), and evolutionary (survival of the fittest, focus on 
environment) because of their clear differentiation nature. Finally, in the 
deterministic (predictability) models according to Filley and Aldag (1980) the 
types of the stages are similar and the stages follow the same order every time. In 
the other end are the probabilistic models which assume according to Filley and 
Aldag (1980) that the types of the stages are common among types of companies, 
but there is no deterministic sequence in between them. 

The preliminary framework for the analysis of configuration models is 
presented in the following Table 2. 
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Table 2. The framework for analysis of the configuration models. 

A. Identifiers: B. Descriptive attributes: 

A1. Basic identity code: 

– Identity Number 

– Author 

– Year published 

B1. Focus attributes 

– Focus growth and development dimension 

– Focus business 

– Focus size measures 

– Focus business size 

A2. Names 

– Names of the stages 

– Names of the transitions 

B2. Quantitative attributes 

– Number of stages 

– Number of transitions 

C. Methodology and the underlying assumptions 

C1. Empirical and theoretical evidence 

Empirical context 

Theoretical context 

C2. Basic assumptions 

Taxonomy–Typology 

Sequential nature 

Deterministic nature 

Basic type of mode 

In the appendix 3 is presented the preliminary table for analysis of the 
configuration models. 

4 Discussions 

This study seeks to contribute to the configuration viewpoint of the company 
growth. First this paper seeks to clarify the variety of attributes utilised in 
classifications of the different models related to this school of thought. As a result 
the selected attributes from 10 separate review articles are analysed and organised 
to a preliminary framework of analysis and further to the preliminary version of 
the table to be utilised in the analysis of configuration models. The primary 
audience of this paper is academic. The contribution for the community 
(interested in the configuration viewpoint and the company growth) is the 
summary of attributes that have been utilised to analyse these models. This is 
made through analysis of the review articles from early 1980’s until today. 
Potentially some will find the presented preliminary framework useful too as 
source of ideas when considering a study in the relative field. For the managers of 
the business this study opens a window to the variety configuration models of 
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company growth and development. Some of these models may offer a reasonable 
benchmarking object for the variety of key problem areas in growing companies. 

The problem of this study relates to the fact that there is a wealth of new 
venture growth and new venture creation models derived from the 
process/configuration perspective, but at the same time the models have a number 
of attributes that limit the reasonable utilisation of the models. The answers to the 
research questions are presented here: 

RQ1: The studied attributes are presented and linked to the original articles in 
the appendix 2 at the end of this paper. The attributes are found, evaluated and 
summarised based on the Table 1. The primary evaluation method is based on the 
occurrence of the attributes in the review literature studied. Altogether 34 
attributes were found from the literature and from that group 16 were selected. 

RQ2: The attributes selected can be roughly grouped into three categories. 
The framework is presented in Table 2. The first group of attributes includes the 
attributes essential for the identification of the model such as name of author, year 
published, names of stages and names of transition periods. The group can be 
further divided in two; basic identity code and names. The second group of 
attributes is essential for a proper description of the models. This group includes 
such attributes as, focus business studied, focus business size, number of stages, 
focus growth and development dimension (s), number of potential transformation 
periods, and growth measure (s) utilised. The group can be further divided in two; 
focus description and the quantitative attributes. The third group of attributes 
deals with the methodological choices and the underlying assumptions of the 
models. The attributes are empirical context, theoretical context, taxonomy-
typology dimension, sequential nature, deterministic nature, and basic type of 
model. 

RQ3: The form, in which the configuration models could be categorised in 
practice, is presented in appendix 3. In the form is revealed how the framework 
could be utilised for classification of the configuration models. 

This study is theoretically based and does not include direct empirical 
evidence but is rather meta-analytical. This study is mainly limited to the analysis 
of the 10 review articles focusing on configuration viewpoint to the company 
growth. Some reviews may not have been included and the relevant information 
offered by other types of sources may not have been noticed. As such, the process 
of formulating a framework included choices between different approaches. The 
approach selected is interpretative and some subjectivity needs to be accepted. 
The attributes, instead of looking at the numbers of authors mentioning them and 
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then making an interpretation of the relevance of the attribute is a way of 
selecting the attributes to the framework of analysis. Other, more 
methodologically mature ways could be considered too. The attributes could be 
evaluated by external evaluators following the Delphi methodology or similar 
approach. This is one challenge that could be considered in the following studies. 
However, the framework summarises information not only from 10 reviews, but 
also from the literature behind them. It is a relatively wide base of articles that are 
reviewed by these 10 authors. 

This study is a work in progress and is presented to get comments to the 
current stage of the analysis framework. This paper is part of the effort to review 
a relatively large group of configuration models from 1950s until the most recent 
ones. If the preliminary framework presented shows potential to be utilised, it 
should be first tested through a review of a reasonable amount of configuration 
models. As mentioned in the literature, a vast amount of configuration models 
have been developed during the past decades. The effort to analyse and categorise 
a group of these models using the presented framework can bring out interesting 
viewpoints to the history and development of the configuration school of thought. 
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Appendix 1 A well known example of 
configuration model (Greiner 1972)  
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goal setting
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Appendix 2 Analysis of the potential attributes 
Author Number of 

models 

studied 

Potential attributes 

1. Filley & Aldag 

1980 

8 Identity of the models: 

Author and year 1 

Names of the types (stages) 1 

Description of the models: 

Focus business studied 1 

Focus size 1 

Number of types (stages) 1 

Growth measure utilised 1 

Underlying assumptions and method: 

Empirical evidence 

Typology – Taxonomy 1 

Basic type of typology (model) 1 

Kind of growth (simple, populational, structural) 1 

Sequential nature (sequential – non-sequential) 1 

Deterministic-Probabilistic 1 

2. Perry 1982 6 Identity of the models: 

Author and year published 2 

Names of stages 2 

Names of crises 1 

Description of the models: 

Focus growth and development dimension(s) 1 

Focus business studied 2 

Focus business size (quant. and qual.) 2 

Number of stages 2 

Number of crises 1 

Underlying assumptions: 

Theoretical context 1 

Conceptual soundness of a stage theory (minimum requirements) 1 

Prescriptive (deterministic) and descriptive (Probabilistic) 2 

Use of empirical evidence 1 
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Author Number of 

models 

studied 

Potential attributes 

3. Quinn & 

Cameron 1983 

9 Identity of the models: 

Author and the year of publication 3 

Name of the model 1 

Names of stages 3 

Names of the crises 2 

Description of the models: 

Focus growth and development dimension(s) 1 

Focus business studied 3  

Focus business size 3 

Number of stages 3 

Number of crises 2 

Descriptions of stages 1 

Underlying assumptions and methodology: 

Theoretical context 2 

Use of empirical evidence 2 

Deterministic – Probabilistic (Predictive – Non-predictive) 3 

Sequential/non-sequential nature 2 

Hierarchical/non-hierarchical nature 1 

4. Scott & Bruce 

1987 

13 Identity of the models: 

Author and the year of publication 4 

Names of stages 4 

Description of the models: 

Focus growth and development dimension 3 

Focus business studied 4 

Focus business size (Small large general) 4 

Age focus of models (young – mature, early – late) 1 

Number of stages 4 

Number of transitions 3 

Descriptions of stages 2 

Underlying assumptions and methodology: 

Theoretical context 3 

Nature of stages (Distinctive/non-distinctive) 1 

Use of empirical evidence 3 
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Author Number of 

models 

studied 

Potential attributes 

5. Baird & 

Meshoulam 1988 

11 Identity of the models: 

Author and year 5 

Names of the stages 5 

Description of the models: 

Focus growth and development dimension(s) 4 

Focus business studied 5 

Focus business size 5 

Number of stages 5 

Number of growth and development dimensions studied 1  

Theoretical context 4 

Underlying assumptions and methodology: 

Basic types of models 2 

6. d’Amboise & 

Muldowney 1988 

11 Identity of the models: 

author and the year published 6 

Title of the model 2 

Names of stages 6 

Names of the transitions 3 

Description of the models: 

Focus growth and development dimension 5 

Focus business size 6 

Focus business studied 6 

Growth measure utilised 2 

Number of stages 6 

Number of transitions 4 

Underlying assumptions and methodology: 

Typology/Taxonomy nature 2 

Basic types (Cell division, Metamorphosis) 3 

Sequential and non-sequential nature 3 

Nature of stages 2 
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Author Number of 

models 

studied 

Potential attributes 

7. Hanks et al. 

1993 

24 Identity of the models: 

Author and year 7 

Names of the stages 7 

Description of the models: 

Focus business studied 7 

Focus business size 7 

Focus age 2 

Number of stages 7 

Growth measure utilised 3 

Focus on stages/crises/both 1 

Underlying assumptions and methodology: 

Typology – Taxonomy 3 

Nature of stage (Underlying construct) 3 

Dimensions for description of stages (Contextual and Structural 

dimensions) 1 

Use of empirical evidence 4 

Sample size 1 

Consistent – Punctual 1 

8. Hanks & 

Chandler 1994 

7 Identity of the models: 

Author and year 8 

Names of the stages 8 

Description of the models: 

Focus growth and development dimension (s) 6 

Focus business studied 8 

Focus size (Small-Large-General) 8 

Numbers of stages 8 

Underlying assumptions and methodology: 

Use of empirical evidence (Empirical – Conceptual) 5 

Sample size 2 

Taxonomies – Typologies 4 

Sequential nature 4 

Primary Audience 1 

Basic type of model (Analogical nature) 4 
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Author Number of 

models 

studied 

Potential attributes 

9. Poutziouris et 

al. 1999 

9 Identity of the models: 

Author and year 9 

Names of stages 9 

Description of the models: 

Focus growth and development dimension (s) 7 

Focus business studied 9 

Focus business size 9 

Growth and development measures utilised 4 

Number of stages 9 

Underlying assumptions and methodology: 

Theoretical context 5 

Use of empirical evidence 6 

Typology-taxonomy 5 

Empirical evidence 6 

10. Phelps et al. 

2007 

33 Identity of the models: 

Author and the year published 10 

Names of stages 10 

Description of the models: 

Focus dimension of growth and development 8  

Focus business studied 10 

Focus business size (small; SME, large) 10 

Focus age (young, mature, old) 3 

Focus growth type (rapid/slow/no/general) 

Number of stages 10 

Number of transitions 5 

Descriptions of stages 3 

Country studied 1 

Short observation 1 

Underlying assumptions and methodology: 

Consistent/ punctual nature 2 

Sequential and non-sequential nature 5 

Deterministic and probabilistic nature 4 

Invariant and variant nature 1 

Approach of validation 1 

Rationale of the model 1 

Use of empirical evidence (empirical context) 7 

Use of theoretical evidence (theoretical context) 6 
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Appendix 3 Framework for analysis of 
configuration models 
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Change flexibility and ability to develop as a 
character of organization 

Kati Parkkinen and Tauno Jokinen 

katiparkkinen@hotmail.com, kati.parkkinen@te-keskus.fi 

Abstract  

In this study organization and its members are examined as a part of total quality 
management. This study wants to bring in to awareness the human perspective of 
the development and innovation work in the organizations. In this paper it is 
assumed that no innovations can be born without change flexible personnel. To 
develop personnel there need to be concerned the organization’s personality, 
characteristics and psychological heath in addition to learning theories. This study 
tries to provide some first steps to examine organization unconscious assumptions 
as a way to bring those characters changeable and create ground to develop 
psychodynamic learning pattern and technics. 

Keywords: Organization personality, Change flexibility, Organization 
development, creativity management  
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1 Introduction  

Change flexibility and development skills can be seen as a part of total quality 
management (TQM). In most of the TQM models one of the main focus area is 
the personnel and its knowledge development. Most of the TQM studies and 
actions based on personnel issues concentrate on learning (learning organizations). 
This is not enough wide point of view to examine organizations´ change 
flexibility and ability to improve its performance. We need to extend our interest 
to the direction of organizations characters and personality to manage 
competitiveness in the quick changing environment. 

It is not necessarily easy to research organization´s personality. There might 
exist many even opposite characteristics and dimensions in the organization. It 
shouldn´t be unobvious that the study of personality and character usually belongs 
to branch of psychology. In addition in this study the organization is seen from the 
aspect of brain metaphor.  

There are many different disciplines to examine psychological matters. In this 
study the individual e.i. a member of organization as well as the organization is 
researched from the psychodynamic point of view. In the psychodynamic theory 
the fundamental principle is that individual´s mind has three different dimensions 
where the unconscious part has the most crucial role. The two other parts, the 
more conscious ones, are easier to perceive and improve but they have not so 
much power to control and lead individual’s and organization’s performance. 
Note that organizations’ personality has previous studied in the field of cultural 
phenomenon and there exist many adversarial terms compared to psychology as 
well as knowledge theories. For example, well-known Schein’s (1992) model of 
the organizations levels is often named to be cognitive although its construction is 
almost identical to psychodynamic conception of individual’s mind. In learning 
theories it is impossible to find psychodynamic learning model and to create that 
is the key to find ways to develop ability to confront changes and manage those as 
winner. 

In this research change is examined from the point of view of the individual 
as well as the organization. The target is to perceive the organization’s members 
perceptions about changes in working life and society and at the same time to 
perceive the organization’s members reactions to these changes. In this way the 
aim is to categorize the personality of the organization behavior, change 
characteristics, in other words to understand if the organization is flexible for the 
changes. The research is based on the assumption that organization’s personality 
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is a combined structure of its members’ personal characteristics, attitudes, beliefs 
and basic expectations. Moreover, the research target is to approach the 
organization’s change from the wide theoretical perspective and ground the work 
with the individual’s change theories. The research’s focus culminates to the end 
to of this report, where the methods for improving the change capability of the 
organization are presented. It should be noted that you are not able to change 
character if you don’t know you have one. You only can change something you 
can recognize have to be changed. This concerns individuals as well as 
organizations. 

2 Other theoretical aspects need to take 
account to investigation of development 
work  

Change 

What is change? At the individual level the theoretical baseline for change is to 
classify people as change-flexible or change-resistant people. In psychoanalytical 
and psychodynamic psychology the signs of change resistance are heavy use 
defense reactions in other words defenses. The defenses are reactions controlled 
by the personality’s conscious structure which aim to block the things that thread 
the personality to become conscious. This appears as for example resisting, 
refusing, intellectual, or with the dependency behavior. By these means, defenses 
make the threatening information unconscious information. Thus according to the 
chosen psychological theory, the less the individual needs to transfer information, 
feelings and other threatening matters to unconsciousness the more flexible the 
individual is for the changes. In other words the more conscious the human being 
is about one’s feelings, thoughts and environmental signals the more flexible one 
is for changes. 

Organizational research view to change is different according the current 
perception. In this research area changes are categorized by their duration, speed, 
causes or the depth. For example organization changes are examined from the 
perspective whether the change is caused by the external pressure of the 
organization or internal impulses of the organization. Tissari (2002) determines 
the organization’s change 
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Empirically distinguishable change in one or a few organization’s sub-system 
like people, structure, processes, culture, behavior patterns, practices, 
information systems and production systems. 

The individual change can thus be seen naturally as a part of the organization’s 
change and therefore it is essential to examine and it should be a baseline for the 
organization’s change study. When the organizational changes are categorized 
based on their influences’ depth, the research approaches the organization culture 
field. The first level changes typically influence only the mode of operation and 
procedures, the second level changes are connected to attitude and expectation 
level as well as the organization culture’s symbolic field. 

It is interesting that the deep learning is actually a phenomena of deep 
personal change. Thus it is essential to study also the learning theories in the 
organization’s change research. According to the theory the creativity and creative 
behavior are signs of change flexibility. Thus the innovative organizations are in 
the field of special interest of research when studying the change flexibility 
features of an organization. 

Innovation 

According to Länsisalmi (2004) innovation is defined usually as follows:  

”Innovation is to design, to deploy or to implement new ideas, processes, 
products or services” 

Länsisalmi (2004) describes that innovation process includes following phases:  

1. shaping the idea 
2. determining the project 
3. problem solution, design and development 
4. implementation 
5. releasing and marketing 

Länsisalmi (2004) highlights that althoug the innovation process exists, creation 
of new items happens often complexly, iteratively and consefusedly and it 
contains several cumulative and simultaneous actions. The definiton on 
innovation has brought out here because development work usually provides an 
innovation.  
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It is interesting that the change process (Bullock & Batten 1985) looks like 
the innovation process. In the first phase you identify the needs, do the research 
and analyze objectives. In the second phase the problem is identified, shaped and 
the objectives are chosen. Then in the third phase the project is implemented and 
assessed. In the last integration phase the result are established and valoriated and 
reformation completed. 

3 Results  

The empiric results of the study tell that almost all the individuals in the studied 
organization had experienced changes during their careers. One third of the 
answerers had experience on exhaustion, haste, hectic organizational behavior and 
the increase in work load. One fourth of the answerers had experienced that 
society and the working life had become tougher during their career. Money had 
become a crucial element, selfishness had risen and the values of society and 
working life were hoped to be more human. There were impressions of 
“brutality” and “animalization”. People hoped that the development speed should 
slow down to avoid the treadmill experience in working life. Exhaustion should 
be replaced by mental wellness and there were expectations for less insecurity and 
more sense of community. 

Team work, leadership and interaction changes were experienced by one 
tenth of the answerers. People felt that there were more and more expectations for 
the team work and interpersonal skills. The leaders had become closer to 
subordinates and at the same time the working moral had suffered. There were 
signs of bipartition “could not care less people” and “workaholics”.  

More important than what changes were experienced was how they were 
experienced. One could claim that the most of the changes experienced were 
negative in nature. However, only one fifth of the answerers received “change-
resistant” classification in the research results. More than one third of the people 
were categorized “change-positive” and approximately 40 % of the answerers 
were categorized “change-neutral”. 

The interpretation of the inquiry answers and the classification to before 
mentioned groups has been done by analyzing and interpreting all the answers to 
the questions presented in the report. The following table clarifies the 
categorization of the feelings in the change flexibility groups and how the 
answerers had experienced them during the changes. To be mentioned, relatively 
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few answerers were willing to describe their feelings that they had during the 
change. The most of the answerers described how the things happened and hopes 
without the feeling description adjectives. 

Table 1. Categorization of change flexibility based on feelings. “How do you feel about 
the changes?” 

Change-positive feelings Change-neutral feelings Change-resistant feelings 

“good” 

“normal” 

“confident” 

“challenging and bringing change 

to work” 

“advanced” 

“stimulating” 

“interesting” 

“OK” 

“necessary” 

“benefitial” 

“cheery” 

“I’m satisfied” 

“to the right direction” 

“just fine” 

“positive” 

“a little bit pressuring” 

“a little bit confusing” 

“sometimes agonizing” 

“a little bit scary” 

“I have learned to accept” 

“ok” 

“I’m not upset” 

“not causing harm” 

“worrying” 

“quite irritating” 

“I do not like” 

“bad” 

“harmful” 

“stressing” 

“loysy” 

“agonizing” 

“sad” 

“not nice” 

“not good” 

“negative” 

Because 78% of the answerers reacted positively or neutral to the changes, it 
could be said that the organization is very capable for the changes and change-
resistance is relatively low. Thus the change project execution should be favorable 
in the organization. It can be stated the organization in question and the members 
of the organization can act in a creative way in the changing atmosphere and 
situations. However, it could be asked if the 22% change-resistant group is too 
large. Is one negative attitude as strong one positive attitude – if so then 22% is 
relatively not too much. 
By analyzing the organizations attitude or opinion about the change, it can be 
noticed that the organization’s members’ thinking behavior is similar to lifecycle 
theory’s approach. Thee most of the answerers think that the change is a 
continuous process controlled by the external stimulus. The weakness of change-
resistance and the answers like “one must just adapt” are describing well this 
relationship. The only worrying thing about this type of attitude is the own 
influence possibilities experience to the change. How would it be possible to 
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create belief in own life and work control? Would the feeling of self-control 
increase the well-being at work and the work performance? It can be thought how 
the continuous victim feeling and the part-of-the-threat mill-thinking influences 
the life and work. 

Surprising, when studing orgazation’s willingness to develop oneself, the 
results are almost identical to the results of the attitude to change. Approximately 
75 % wants to progress and see it possibly in the near future. Those who see it 
possible to develop feel that it depends on oneself and those who feel they can’t 
increase their knowledge feel it is because of the circumstances, for example 
because of the organization, because of the financial situation, because of the lack 
of time, because of the hurry or because of the lack of learning skills. 

4 Further actions 

Whether the research results are positive or negative from the viewpoint of the 
change flexibility, it is obvious that the interest of further actions is focusing to 
those actions that strengthen the organization’s innovation capability and success 
in the changing environment. In these conditions the theoretical information 
points to the direction of creativity development, emotion work, defense reaction 
breakage and self-examination.  

To develop creativity it is important to be open to self, environment, new 
ideas and experiences. You need independent inner ability to self assessment and 
ability to play with elements and concepts. You also need the ability to accept 
conflicts and suspension. It is necessary to identify the significance of feelings, 
use humor, and bee free of stress and hurry. It has to be understood the meaning 
of free, empathic and allowing environment as a source of creativity. (Heikkilä & 
Heikkilä 2002, Torrance 1989, Uusikylä 1999, Ekvall 1979, Engqvist 1976). 

In breaking defense mechanisms and self-examining the psychological 
methods become useful. Especially working with feelings is an efficient way to 
dissolve defense functions. 

5 Discussions 

In the scientific playground it is typical not to combine theory from different 
branches or fields. From some part it is understandable and relevant but 
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sometimes, if you want to create new scientific innovations, it is necessary. 
Combining theories from the psychodynamic individual psychology to 
organization culture and bringing the combination to total quality management 
might not be scientifically sustainable, but it gives a lot of tools to manage 
development work in organizations.  
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Abstract 

This paper investigates current use of different mathematical methods for 
operations planning and development purposes by railway freight operators in 
different countries. The analysis is based on a survey conducted during spring and 
summer of 2008. Countries included in the survey are European Union countries 
across the Baltic Sea region as well as Hungary. United Kingdom and the United 
States are also included as pioneering countries in opening railway competition. 
Later the results of the study will be used as a triangulation method for an 
upcoming dissertation, dealing with the use of simulation as a method for 
transport systems evaluation. 
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1 Introduction  

The role of transportation in the economy is twofold. As a sector of economic 
activity it contributes to a share of national income. Furthermore, it provides 
means to realising that output. Globalisation has increased competition. Finland is 
a country that has a low density population and is located far from the main 
markets. This increases the importance efficient transportation on national level. 

One target of EU transport policy is to shift more long-distance road journeys 
and short-distance air journeys onto railways. This is because railways have 
unique advantages as a safe and environmentally friendly mode of transport. If 
rail can be revitalized, it will offer a real alternative to congested road and air 
transport. (European Union 2003) Based on year 2004 European statistics nearly 
24 % from transported freight tonnekms are in rails in Finland (in EU15 average 
figure is 13 % and EU25 correspondingly 16 %), and absolute amount of 
transported volume represents nearly average among European countries. Thus 
the efficiency of rail transports is more important in Finland than in Europe as a 
whole. From the beginning of year 2007, freight operations on Finnish railways 
have been under free competition. The possibility of new entrants to the market 
has also induced evaluation of new service concepts.  

Transportation systems have traditionally offered a fruitful application area 
for operations research. Mason et al. (2007) identify transport management 
techniques that can be used to reduce transport cost including consolidation, 
rational routing and combining complementary flows. Reported synergies reduce 
transportation cost from 23 to 30 percent (Cruissen et al. 2007). 

This paper investigates current use of different mathematical methods for 
operations planning and development purposes by railway freight operators in 
different countries. The analysis is based on a survey conducted during spring and 
summer of 2008. Countries included in the survey are European Union countries 
across the Baltic Sea region as well as Hungary. United Kingdom and the United 
States are also included as pioneering countries in opening railway competition. 
Later the results of the study will be used as a triangulation method for an 
upcoming dissertation, dealing with the use of simulation as a method for 
transport systems evaluation. 
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2 Mathematical planning methods 

A system is a collection of entities that act and interact together toward the 
accomplishment of some logical end. How the boundaries of a system are defined 
depends on the objectives of the particular study (Banks et al. 2005). According 
to Law (2006) the ways to study a system can be classified as in Figure 1.  

Fig. 1. Ways to study a system (Law, 2006).  

If it is feasible and cost effective to experiment using the actual system this is the 
desirable way to go. This is recommended because the study should be relevant. 
Sometimes the system under study cannot be disturbed or does not even exist. 

An example of physical (also iconic) models are the clay cars used in wind 
tunnels. Mathematical models represent the system in logical or quantitative 
relationships which can be altered to see how the system reacts under different 
conditions. Guedes (1995) mentions also analog models that use other physical 
properties to model a system. 

The main OR techniques are optimization, heuristics, and simulation. There 
are also simple symbolic replications (Bowersox et al. 1986) which can be 
presented on spreadsheets in computerized form. Guedes (1995) defines hybrid 
models which combine simulation and optimizing algorithms in one model. If the 
mathematical model is simple enough to be solved exactly, this solution is called 
an analytic solution. If an analytical solution to the mathematical model is 
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available and it is computationally efficient, it is usually preferred to simulation 
because it is optimal. Also Law (2007) refers to simulation as the last resort. 
Furthermore, the same idea can be found behind the problem solving tool 
selection process presented by Stevenson (2005). 

3 International survey for railway freight 
operators  

During spring and summer 2008 a survey for railway freight operators in several 
countries was conducted. The survey included European Union countries across 
the Baltic Sea region as well as Hungary. As pioneering countries in opening 
railway competition also the United Kingdom and the United States were 
included in the study. The target countries in the survey were: Estonia, Finland, 
Germany, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Sweden, The United Kingdom and 
The United States. 

The identification of the target companies was country-specific. In case of 
some countries lists of companies with a license for railway freight were provided 
on the internet by authorities. In the case of other countries companies were 
identified based on previous research or through the membership of railroad 
associations. The survey was performed by sending an email to each of the 
identified companies. The email included a link to a webpage, where the actual 
survey form could be filled. The email was send to 252 companies, with two 
reminders. 15 answers were received. The English version of the survey can be 
found in Appendix 1. 

The survey was conducted in order to explore the current status of using 
simulation as a decision making tool in railway context. The results are used for 
triangulation purposes to verify the relevance of using of simulation in 
transportation system analysis and the specific research questions of the 
manuscripts. An invitation to participate in the survey was send to 252 companies, 
with two reminders. 15 answers were received.  

Services supplied, outsourcing and collaboration 

Figures 2, 3 and 4 present the services supplied, activities outsourced and possible 
collaboration of the operators 
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Fig. 2. Services supplied by the operators. 

Fig. 3. Activities outsourced. 
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Fig. 4. Collaboration with other operators. 

Based on the outsourced activities management and operations planning can be 
seen as core functions of the operators. Only one of the respondents announced to 
be outsourcing both activities.  

Planning and development tools used 

Figures 5 and 6 present the use of different planning and development tools by the 
operators. The categorization applied in the survey was the same as used by 
Seppälä (1995). Figuress 7 and 8 present the correlation analyses between 
characteristics of the companies and the techniques applied. 
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Fig. 5. Planning tools used. 

Fig. 6. Development tools used. 
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Fig. 7. Correlation of number of Employees, Wagons, Locomotives & Developing 
Techniques. 

Fig. 8. Correlation of number of Employees, Wagons, Locomotives & Planning 
Techniques. 
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The operators tend to use the same tools for both planning and development 
purposes. Based on the answers the most common planning and development tool 
is spreadsheet modelling. According to the correlation analyses the use of 
spreadsheet modelling not connected to any of the specified characteristics or 
other techniques applied. However, companies applying other, more sophisticated, 
techniques (linear programming, heuristics and simulation) seem to use several 
techniques rather than applying just one of them. Furthermore, based on the 
results, companies having more employees and a larger fleet seem to have the 
tendency to apply sophisticated techniques more.  

Outlook and goals of planning and development  

Figures 9 to 11 present the views of the respondents on the future development of 
railway freight and possible threats concerning it and the goals of planning and 
development operations. 

Fig. 9. Share of rail freight.  
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Fig. 10. Future threats of the operators.  

Fig. 11. Planning and development goals. 
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overall investment efficiency, time savings, fuel efficiency and improvements in 
service level. 

4 Conclusions: Relevance of simulation based 
research concentrating on transportation 
efficiency 

According to the survey most railway freight operators use their own fleet to 
provide transportation services for their customers. In this respect the fact that 
operators choose not to outsource management and operations planning is very 
logical. Operations planning can be seen as a core function of a railway freight 
operator.  

Based on the survey results the most common planning and development tool 
is spreadsheet modelling. Companies applying other, more sophisticated 
techniques, such as linear programming, heuristics and simulation, seem to use 
several techniques rather than applying just one of them. Among other 
sophisticated techniques, simulation is used more commonly in companies with 
large scale operations. This finding is logical, as the possible benefits of 
employing more detailed techniques are more likely to out weight the extra cost 
incurred in case of larger networks analysed.  

Because of the small number of respondents, differences in the development 
goals of the companies using different analysis techniques could not be found. 
However, the most common goals were related to finding improvements in 
overall investment efficiency and fuel efficiency as well as improving service 
level and finding time savings.  

It can be concluded that operations planning and development a core 
functions of the railway freight operators. Larger operators use simulation in their 
operations planning and development. Furthermore, the most common goals of 
planning and development are related to finding improvements in efficiency and 
service level. Thus, research concentrating on enhancing the efficiency of 
transportation can be argued to have practical relevance. Furthermore, the method 
used, simulation, has already passed the market test as it is applied by some 
operators. 
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APPENDIX 1 English survey questionaire 

Survey questionnaire  

 

Answer code: __________ 

 

1.  Information about your company 

 

a. Total number of employees: _______________________ 

b. Total number of wagons: __________________________ 

c. Total number of locomotives: ______________________ 

d. Total number of loading places: ____________________ 

e. Total storage space (cubic meter): __________________ 

f. Annual turnover: ________________________________ 

 

2.  What is the annual transport volume of your company?  

a. in kilometres: __________________________ 

b. in ton kilometres: __________________________ 

 

3. Do you operate in 

Yes No 

a. Domestic transports                                           

b. International transports                                      

 

4. What of the following services does your company offer? 

Yes No 
a. Transports for your own company                                     

b. Transports for other companies                                         

c. Regular scheduled transports                                            

d. Order based transports                                                     

e. Locomotive rental                                                             

f. Wagon rental                                                                   
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5.  Does your company outsource any of the following activities? 

Yes No 
a. Accounting                                                                    

b. Order booking                                                                

c. Loading/unloading                                                          

d. Drivers/train staff                                                            

e. Traction                                                                         

f. Wagons                                                                         

g. Management                                                                  

h. Maintenance                                                                  

i. Operations planning                                                        

 

6. Does your company collaborate with other companies offering the same services? If 

so, how many?  

 No collaboration       1        2-3      4 or more 

 

7. What supporting techniques do you use for operations planning (eg. route planning, 

resource management)  

Yes No 
a. Static spread sheet models. (e.g. Microsoft Excel)               

b. linear programming                                                         

c. heuristics                                                                       

d. Simulation                                                                      

e. Other, specify                                                                 
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8. What supporting techniques do you use for developing your operations (changes in 

routes, geographical area, number of equipment)  

Yes No 
a. Static spread sheet models. (e.g. Microsoft Excel)              

b. linear programming                                                        

c. heuristics                                                                      

d. Simulation                                                                     

e. Other, specify                                                                

 

9.  How do you see the share of railways as a transport mode in the transportation 

market in the future? 

 The share of railway transports will decrease in comparison to other modes of 

transportation. 

 The share of railway transports will stay on current level in comparison to other 

modes of transportation. 

 The share of railway transports will increase in comparison to other modes of 

transportation. 

 

10. What threats do you see to your operations during the next 3 to 5 years? 

Yes No 
a. Competitors                                                                   

b. Other modes of transportation                                         

c. Fuel costs                                                                      

d. Availability of resources                                                   

e. Investments                                                                   

f. Customer delivery lead time requirements                         

g. Customer delivery unit size requirements                           
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11. What are the goals of your planning and development process? 

Yes No 
a. Improvement of investment efficiency                              

b. Fuel efficiency improvement                                            

c. Minimizing charges due using the railway network             

d. Improvement of administration efficiency                                   

e. Time savings                                                                           

f. Improvements in service level                                                   
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